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Preface 

The study of this treatise on ?imalah (inclination), like the study of any 
part of the massive book by Sibawayh, poses challenges to readers, both 
native and non-native speakers of Arabic. The challenge for the native, 
in part, is because this work was the first systematic formalization of the 
grammar of the language, and in the process of creating it a whole new 
set of terms and a new paradigm of Arabic linguistics was introduced 
which was different from the traditional method, and more authenti
cally descriptive. It was the beginning of the Arabic linguistic venture. 
Though this book captures the native intuitions about the language it 
poses an even greater challenge to non-native Arabic readers schooled 
in different traditions, who will encounter not only a new language but 
a new and different paradigm with its attendant conceptual framework. 
We consider the Arabic paradigm of doing linguistics not as a replica of 
the Western or of any other paradigm but as being with its own imagery 
and its own theoretical scaffolding. 

The aim of this study is to overcome the obstacles and challenges 
posed by Sibawayh's treatise. There will surely be greater challenges to 
those who are not experts in Arabic than to those who are, but this work 
aims to make the study of Sibawayh as accessible to the non-experts as 
to experts in Arabic. This study, and in particular the translation, follows 
a 'rich translation format' by including the Arabic technical linguistic 
terms, in transcription, within the translation. This is a format that has 
been experimented with in seminars at the Department of Linguistics at 
Georgetown University and been found to be the least intrusive and the 
most efficient way for readers to gain immediate access to the Arabic 
original through the medium of English translation. The process poses 
a minor inconvenience for only the beginning stages and avoids the 
distractions of an abundance of footnotes or endnotes. Transcriptions of 
Arabic words included within the English translation are in italics, and 
their corresponding glosses are enclosed in single quotes ". 

This is only a small section of the book of Sibawayh, chapters 477-82, 
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which deals with ?imiilah in a systematic way, though this does not mean 
that the concept is not mentioned elsewhere in the book. The format 
followed for these chapters is that of translation facing the Arabic orig
inal. In the belief that the presence of both texts will contribute to a 
better understanding of the intentions of the author, the translation is 
accompanied by the original Arabic text on the facing and corresponding 
pages. Each chapter is followed by an analysis which consists of the 
main processes and contexts described within that chapter. There are 
references to dialectal differences throughout the text that are gathered 
into a separate chapter. Following this, there are several additions to the 
text and translation, such as glossaries for Arabic, English and linguistic 
terms and an index of all the examples used in the treatise. 

Thanks go to Professor Muhammad al-Hawary of Oklahoma Univer
sity and to Mr Simon Mauck for reading versions of the treatise and 
recommending both stylistic and substantial changes. Thanks also go 
to the anonymous reviewers for their judicious observations. Finally, 
thanks to the commissioning editor, Sarah Edwards, and to James Dale, 
Felicity Marsh, Mairead McElligott and Stuart Midgley. Earlier versions 
of parts of the treatise were published in the Journal of Islamic and 
Arabic Studies, 1994, Volume XI, pp. 58-115 and 37-82. 

The following are the corresponding IPA transcription symbols for 
Arabic: 

Arabic Name and transcription Arabic Name and transcription 

� hamza7 '[7]' u nuwn '[n]' 
7alif '[A]' .lo. t�a7 '[t� ]' 

.A hii7 '[h]' ..I dill '[d]' 
t layn '[l]' w til7 '[t]' 
c: ha7 '[h]' <Y" s�ad '[s�]' 
t- yayn '[y]' .) zay '[z]' 
t xa7 '[x]' I.J" siyn '[s]' 
.!l kiif '[k]' .J.;. 0�a7 '[o�]' 
J Giif '[G]' j oal '[0]' 

u-'> d�ad '[d�]' .!. 8a7 ' [8]' 

c giym '[g]' � fii? '[t]' 
...;. siyn '[s]' ':-' ba7 '[b]' 
c.j ya7 '[y]' � miym '[m]' 
J liim '[1]' .J waw '[w]' 
.) Iii7 '[r]' fathah '[a]' 

d�ammah '[u]' - kasrah '[i]' < 
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Introduction 

7abuw Bisr 7ibn )u8man 7ibn Qanbar Sibawayh, (AR 140?-180/AD 
757-796), was an eighth-century linguist. His is the most recognizable 
and respected name among grammarians of Arabic, and he is known 
simply as Sibawayh. He was born in Bayd'a?, in the province of Shiraz, 
in southwestern IranlPersia. From there his family migrated during his 
youth to Basrah, a southern Iraqi city, where he attended school. He 
studied under the most noted and influential linguists of his time, in 
the School of Basrah. All his teachers are mentioned and frequently 
quoted in his book on Arabic. Two of the most quoted of his teachers are 
?al-KhalTI ?ibn ?ahmad ?al-FarahldI (AR 100-175/AD 719-9 1), who is 
quoted 608 times, and Yuwnis ?ibn habiyb (died AR 1831 AD 799), who is 
quoted 217  times, according to Troupeau (1 976: 228, 230). Sibawayh's 
book, also known as 7al-Kitab (1898), is a full-fledged analysis of 
Arabic. The book includes a wealth of detail on the structure of Arabic 
and a generous supply of illustrative examples. According to Yaquwt 
(1992), there are 9,735 sentences analyzed in the book, in addition to the 
thousands of inflectional and derivational morphological illustrations. 
There are hundreds of quotes from the Qur?an, the canon of classical 
Arabic poetry, contemporary linguists and other living informants, and 
reports by others on the Arabic of the time. In addition, the book is a 
compendium of the opinions of the linguists of his time. He records the 
comments and opinions of his teachers and contemporaries on the many 
topics of Arabic grammar. Sibawayh is to Arabic grammar what PaJ,lini 
(ca. 400 Be) is to Sanskrit grammar; they are of equal prestige in their 
respective cultures. 

There are three Arabic editions of the book of Sibawayh: Hartwig 
Derenbourg([1 881-5] 1 970), Buwlaq (1898) and Haruwn (1966-77). For 
the purposes of this study, Derenbourg was selected for the convenience 
of numbered chapters and numbered lines, but otherwise there are no 
substantial differences between the Derenbourg and Buwlaq editions; 
they are practically identical. There are more hamzah [�]s, for example, 
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indicated in the Buwliiq edition, and also commentary on the margins 
and poetical analyses at the bottom of the page. But in comparing the 
chapters on limaJah 'inclination' one finds only a couple of discrepancies 
that touch on items marked or unmarked for ?imalah, that is, whether 
the vertical subscript is indicated or not. In comparing these two editions 
with that ofHiiruwn one finds many more discrepancies, and many items 
that are expected to undergo ?imalah are not marked in Hiiruwn, though 
they are in the other two editions. Since this touches on the substance 
of this topic, it is only prudent to go with the more carefully marked 
editions. Hiiruwn's edition also has added punctuation, paragraphing, 
and so on, on much less crowded pages; needless to say, those who 
have used the three editions find Hiiruwn's edition much easier to read. 
The pages of the other two editions are densely packed with none of 
the user friendly features of Hiiruwn's text but they remain preferable. 
These comments, incidentally, apply only to the sections on ?imaJah. 
The accuracy of the rest of the text in the other sections of the book has 
not been compared for the purposes of this study. 

It is not otiose to mention that there is a complete German translation 
of7al-Kitiib by Gustav Jahn ([1894-1900] 1969). It is a one of a kind 
book, the only complete translation of this book ever attempted. It is 
a translation based on Derenbourg's edition. Despite its age, those 
who refer to it will be amply rewarded by its copious notes and quotes 
from primary sources of opinions on 7a1-Kitiib by other Arab authors, 
especially from 7al-Siyrafiy's tenth century commentary on the book, 
which is in the process of being published as a multi-volume project, 
slowly: the first volume appeared in 1986 and the sixth volume appeared 
in 2004 (7al-Siyrafiy, 1986-2004). These volumes cover 12 1 chapters 
out of 57 1 .  In the meantime, a three-volume commentary attributed to 
Shantamari (AH 4 10-95/ AD 10 19- 1 1  0), the author of the poetical analyses 
at the bottom of the page in the Buw1iiq edition, 7al-Nukat fiy Tafsiyr 
Kitiib Slbawayh, was published in 1999 . 

The chapters on ?imttlah 'inclination,' that is, the change of [a] to 
[e], bring this phenomenon of Arabic under control by isolating its 
occurrences and determining its contexts. It is not a seamless process 

with neither variation nor exceptions but a phenomenon that is sensitive 
to both tribal geography and personal habits of speech. It varies from 
tribe to tribe and individual to individual. All or most of these facets are 
touched upon and acknowledged in these chapters. W hat is remarkable 
is that Slbawayh was able to see ?imaJah as a unified process with shared 
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features across dialectal and individual lines of difference. 
The treatise is well organized with each of its individual chapters 

dedicated to one aspect of ?imalah or another. The label of the chapter 
captures its content and the length depends on the density of the content. 
Every aspect that has been noticed is illustrated with one or more 
examples from one dialect or another. There is a remarkable specificity 

in the analysis. One is made aware of the individuality of the speakers 
as they make use of, forego or misuse the process. This analysis does 
not only capture the general principles of ?imaJah but gives a great 
deal of space to the discussion of exceptions, non-application or over
application of these principles. It is a thorough analysis. Though the 
process is pervasive, it is still an optional process which may or may not 
be applied. 

This is the first English translation of any extended section of Slba
wayh's book. We are optimistic that familiarity with his analysis and the 
depth to which he goes into the details of Arabic will inspire others to 
learn more about him and his work. We are hopeful about the appearance 
of other sections in the near future. It is a wish that this translation will 

ignite interest in the work of Slbawayh and make him a more frequent 
focus of attention in linguistic discussions and debates. 
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Chapter One (477) 

�W'il � � L.. �4 I� 477 

��J.J� u� lA� 0ts I�} 0W UlYl! (10 OM .279 (,,)4 .2�) 
��J��J�J�lc.�..,! 
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Chapter One' (477) 

This is a Chapter where the 7ali/o'? [A]s tumlllu 'are inclined' 

(BuwHiq vol. 2, pp. 259-62; Derenbourg vol. 2. pp. 279-82; 
Hiiruwn vol. 4, pp. 117-23) 

The ?alif[A] {IT, P. 279, L. 10)3 is inclined if there is a maksuwr4 'broken 
with an [i]' letter afier it, as in your saying fabidun -+ febidun 'a worshiper' ,5 
falim -+ felim 'a scientist', masagid -+ masegid 'mosques', mafatiyh -+ 

mafetiyh 'keys', 

The chapters follow the enumeration of Derenbourg ([1881-1889] 1970). This 
chapter is chapter 477 in this enumeration. Volume, page and line numbers of 
this edition are indicated in this translation. 

2 Arabic transcriptions are in italics. 
3 The pagination refers to Volume II of Sibawayh. Ed. Derenbourg, 1 889. 
4 Arab linguists posited two classes of sounds: sawiikin 'still letters' andharakiit 

'motions'. The motions are/amah 'open [a] ' ,  kasrah 'break: [i] ' ,  and Jammah 
'close [u] ' ,  and the absence of motion is sukuwn 'stillness, quiescence'. A letter 
is maftuwh 'open', maksuwr 'broken' or maJmuwm 'closed', or sllkin 'still', if 
it is pronounced with an [a], [i], [u] or no motion, respectively. If a 'still' letter 
is pronounced with an [a], [i], or [u], it is mutaharrik 'in motion',  and if not it is 
sllkin 'still, quiescent'. This translation will adhere to the native vocabulary and 
maintain the native perspective and imagery. 

5 The text will include both the uninclined and the inclined forms. 
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� I.A>.IJi:I wI IJJI) 1.A�.;11 o� I.A�I W1J .�l.4J Jj/�J 
U:H I.A� j� I)t! � ',$IjIl ()4 JL...-II rl.i:. J'I 1 � 1>.1:)9 � 
�.J ��I W'J A..b.ll �lAill JL...-IIJ ',$ljIl ()4 �:)! JL...-IIJ ',$ljIl 
� �J W�J.JIJl4 � YI ()4 U J�I �I ()4 �:)! JIJ.lI ()4 
�IJ �YI �.ul...J�..>: wi (15 UoM)rl.i:.J'I1 ��..>: � .rl.i:.J'I1 
��I � J! Ul'JIJ .�� .)J! � U �I �! u�1 y� �� 
Ul'il U:HJ 4..JS.lI ()4 �...ro- J) U:H wts I�!J.� I.A>.IJi:I wi IJJI)i 
� �Jl4 'i .u'J Ul'J1 �I ,J� � .)y.A.a JJ'JIJ �� U...ro-

� I)t! �Iy 'il .u� � 
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luoafirun -- luoefirun 'coarse', habiyiu -- hebiyiu 'Abel'.6 They 
inclined it due to the kasrah 'break: [i]' that is after it. They wanted to 
approximate it to it,7 just as they approximated the i tid [Sf] to the zay [z] 
in 7idyam 'assimilation,8 when they said i adara 'he sent'. They made 
it between the zay [z] and the i tid [Sf]. They approximated it to the zay 
[z] and the iad [Sf] in search of ease, because the iad [Sf] is close to 
the dai [d], so they approximated to the dal [d] that letter, just as [d) 
which is the more similar to its position. Evidence for that is in 7idyam 
'assimilation', (L. 15) one wishes to raise one's tongue from a single 
position and in the same manner a letter is approximated to another letter 
to that extent. The 7alif[A] is similar to the ya7 [y]9 so they wanted to 
approximate it to it. If there is a letter mutaharrik 'in motion' between 
the first letter of a word and the 7alif[A], and the first letter is maksuwr 
'broken with an [i]', like limad -- limed 'Imad', you incline the 7alif 
[A], because they are not interrupted by a letter between them. Don't you 
notice them say sabaGtu 

6 In this rich translation fonnat much of the Arabic tenninology is integrated into 
the translation. 

7 That is, to make the 7alif[A] similar to the kasrah [i]. 
8 Discussed in 7al-kitab (n. chs 565-71 .  pp. 452-81). 
9 In the categorial sense that both [A, y] arehuruwffillah 'weak letters'. 

11 
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__ /abaGtu 'I preceded'? They made the siyn [s] a /ad [/] due to the 
position of the GaJ[G]'lO In the same way they said suGtu ---+ /UGtu 'I 
drove'. They behave similarly if there were two letters between it and 
the ?alif[A], the first of which was sakin 'quiescent'. Since the quies
cent is not a strong barrier, the speaker raises his tongue (L. 20) from 
?al-mutaliarrik 'the letter in motion' with a single lift, just as he raised it 
in the first. This does not interrupt it, just as two letters do not interrupt 
when you say sawiyGun ---+ / awiyGun 'grain mush' .11 Examples of that 
are in their saying sirbalun ---+ sirbelun 'a shirt', simlalun ---+ simlelun, 
'agile', rimadun ---+ rimedun '!mad' and kilabun ---+ kilebun 'dogs' (p. 
280). The people ofhigaz incline none of these. If after the ?alif[A] is 
madmuwm 'closed with an [u]' or maftuwb. 'open with an [a]', there 
will be no ?imalah 'inclination' in it. Examples of that are ?agurrin 'a 
rewarder', tabalin 'spice', and xtitamin 'a finger ring', because the Jath 
'open [a]' is from the ?alif[A], and is more closely allied 

10 The following [G] changes the siyn [s] to a/tid [s'] because both letters have the 
feature ' covered' . 

1 1  The letters [w,y] do not interfere with the assimilation of siyn [s] to /ad [s']. 
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W..)) ) �I i.Sy ':II .� ':I �Y JI)I � ':IJ oy.&ll <.JA � � ,#�I �.;=JI 0� I�J ��J .WI � eJ! i�'.'!9il JI)I <.JA �.,;A:ill 
� UoM)t�IJ J44lIJ �4J ��:J � to� JI b.� UlYI 
0':1 �I � 4-L1 <.JA liA.\.A UlYI � .J/.J�l// J."iiJ .ulti...!IJ JI)IJ �411 �� <.JA f�� � .u11 0� t.::.w J .,� � � bbJ �.J-'I � �':I.J.lI UW! �411 w� <.JA 0lS lA l':.tl .��.t.1c. �lS 

J..)j,)ll J1jJ .�� � :J."i; � 01 � lAI� I� � ��J �4 
(01yb) 
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with it than the kasrah 'break [i]'. It does not follow the wOW [w] because 
it is not similar to it. Don't you see that if you want to approximate to waw 
[w], ?inGalabat 'it is reversed', but then it is not an ?alif [A] anymore. 
The behavior is the same if the letter that is before the ?alif[A] is maftuwh 
'open with an [a)' or madmuwm 'closed with a [u)', like rababin 'an 

Arab fiddle', gamadin ' inanimate', ?al-balbal 'the confusion', ?al
gummaf ' the totality' (L. 5) and ?al-xullaf'the swallows.' You say ?al
?iswidad - ?al-?iswided 'the blackness,' and the ?alif [A] is inclined 
here by one who inclines it in the ?al-fifal form, because -widad -
-wided12 'section of blackness ' is in the position of kilab - kileb 'dogs'. 
They incline all the cases of the banat 'structures' with the ya? [y] and 
the waw [w] whose fayn [1]13 is 'open with an [a)'. As to what happens 
with the structure with a ya? [y], its ?alif[A] is inclined because it is in 
place of a ya? [y] and is its badal ' substitute', so they leaned towards it. 
Some ofthem say rudda _ ridda 'returned' 14 as FarazdaG: (tfawiyl)15 

12 -widad is the last part of 7iswidad. and is affected by 7imalah. 
13 rayn [S'] is the second radical of the triradical paradigmatic rootfil 
14 This is from rudida -> ridida. 
15 The meter for t'awiyl is:faruwlun mafaruun faruwlun mafaruun (twice). 
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TEXT AND TRANSLATION 

wa ma liullCll1i illa min gahlin liubba liu/ama?ina 
wa la Ga?ilu ? ai-mar ruwfi jiyna yur annafu 

'The love of our friends does not unravel due to misfortune 
Nor will the one who speaks favorably of us be brutalized' 

(L. 10) He yusimmu 'rounds' as though he were inclining towards a 
jufi/a fonn. Thus they inclined towards the ya? [y]. 

As to the structures with the wow [w], they inclined their ?alif [A] 
due to the mastery of the ya ? [y] over its lam [1],16 because this lam [1], 
which is a waw [w], is changed into a ya? [y] if there are more than three 
letters. ya? [y] is not changed in this fashion into a waw [w]. It is inclined 
because the ya? [y] occurs in the structures with a waw [w]. Don't you 
notice them saying mardiyyun 'running', masniyyun 'watering', ?al
Gunniyy 'the canals' and ?al-fiiiiyy 'the sticks', 17 but the waw [w] does 
not do this to the ya? [y]? They inclined it due to what I mentioned to 
you. The ya? [y] is easier for them than the waw [w], so they leaned 

16 lam is the third radical of the paradigmatic rootjfl. 
1 7  The roots are: r dw, snw, Gnwand r/w, respectively. 
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().4. (15 OM) uyo.l �� � uts � aa)'1 u.fi� �J . L\� �I ��J .��'il ().4 06-A�IJ \..hilIJ illllJ � J Gi � JI)I u� � I�J .�411 u� �J � I�J JI)I u� �ll� ui IJ�I) 
� �� I� lAS �W � �J lQ& u.;)& L.#11 lfi �J .� � uts W1J /.C..JJ l£-J �..:.J! I�l � '1 J.,£ll � aa),IJ .J.,£ll 
J� �t t.Sy '1t .� JWI o� � " ,.,'iJ '1 J.,£ll u'i fyjW4 J.,£ll 
� uJyJl (20 OM)��J � �J �41I.u.:..��.:fo. J� � I� 
�) uJyJl �� J 1',:19 t.S)C.t ..:.J! Jdt ..:.J! I�� IJ.J:.f J�J .� 

� � ��IJ o� �i uJyJl �t! � u-lc. (281 
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towards it. They may leave out the inclination in three-letter structures 
(L. 15) with a waw [w], like Gafan 'back', ra/an 'a staff', ?al-Ganli. 
'the aquiline nose', ?al-Gal a 'the sand grouse' 18 and their like in ?asma? 
'names'. That is because they wanted to show that they are in place 
of the waw [w], and they wanted to distinguish between them and the 
structures with the ya? [y]. These are few and can be memorized. They 
also say ?al-kiba � ?al-kibe 'the horse', ?al-rasa � ?al-rase 'dimness 
of sight' and ? al-makii � ? ai-make 'the burrow of a lizard' , 19 as they do 
with the fin 'action'. Inclination in the fin 'action' does not tankasiru 
'break with an [i]' when you say yaza -+ yaze 'they-d invaded', / afa 
� / afe 'they-d are clear' and dara � dare 'they-d invoked'. Rather the 
fin 'action' is persistent because it does not remain constant in this state 
due to meaning. Don't you notice that you say yaza 'they-d invade', then 
you say yuziya 'it was invaded' when the ya? [y] enters in and masters it, 
while the number (L. 20) of letters is constant? You say ?uyzuw 'invade' 
(pl. imp,). If you use the ?ajlala form, you say ?ayza 'he invades' : you 
permuted, but the number of letters (p. 281) is constant. The final letter 
is weaker due to its change, but the number is constant, 

18 The roots are: Gfiv, r/w, Gnw and Glw. respectively. 
19 The roots are: kbw.r§W and mkw, respectively. 
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and it comes out as a ya? [y] and you say la?uyziyanna 'indeed, I would 
invade' . That does not happen in ? asma? 'names'. If the waw [w] d urifat 
'is weakened', then it becomes a ya? [y]. The ? alif[ A] became weaker in 
thefill 'action' due to the changes that attend it. lf the ?asma? 'names' 
with a waw [w] reach or exceed four letters then ?imalah 'inclination' is 
established, because it comes out as a ya? [y]. None of this is 'inclined' 
by many people of (L. 5) Baniy Tamiym or others. 

Of those whose ?alif [A] they actually incline is every ?ism 'name' 
whose final letter is an extra ?alif[A] for the feminine or for something 
else, because they are in the position of the structures with a ya? [y]. 
Don't you notice that if you said mirza � mirze 'a goat' and hubla � 

huble 'pregnant' in the far altu form, according to the number of letters, 
one of the words will not occur except in structures with the ya? [y]. 
Everything that becomes a ya? [y] like them behaves similarly in the 
dual or in afill 'action'. If it occurred in words that are always structures 
without a waw [w], they become, for them, like the case of the ?alif[A] 
of ram a 'he threw',20 and similar ones. There are many people who do 
not incline the ?alif[A], but they 'open' it and say hubla 'pregnant' (L. 
10) and 

20 The duals of hubla and rama are hublaya and ramaya, respectively. 
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I.AA. � JI)IJ �411 u� 0A u\S. f� 0s .uli U� �J .I..S�J 
�411 � 1j.:.J W; o�1 � 1j.:.J 1.Jy.& bW JJi u\s'I�! � � 
��I t:.,t! .j4--:J1 J4 i � w � J �411 � JA � A..ili Wj\S. � 
JJ'i1 � u\S. I....G 'il tl;c � JI)I Wj\S. La UM 'iJ .UM )ij 
�:;:. � � .ui J�l �i LHI � �J . �lAJ �Lb J ul.:i.. �m J 
JI)I u� U� 'iJ .ul.:i..� tAi.)J .I�J I� 0� jL-J� 

.Jy.& bW � u\S. La tlj tl;c JI)I Wj\S. (15 UoM) I�) 
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mifza 'goat' . Those whose ?alif[A] they incline include everything that 
belongs to the structures with a ya? [y] and a wtiw [w], and in whatever 
they constitute the f ayn [)]of the form. 

lithe beginning of thefaf altu form is maksuwran 'broken with an [i]', 
they leaned towards the kasrah 'break [i]', just as they leaned towards 
the ya? [y] in those cases where ?alif[A] was in the position of aya? [y]. 
This is the language of some of the people of higaz. As for the populace, 
they do not incline, nor do they incline those cases where the f ayn [)] is 
a waw [w], except what is makswuran 'broken with an [i]' in the initial 
position like xafa - xefa 'he feared', laba - leba 'he enjoyed' and 
Mba - heba 'he revered'. We have information from ?ibn ?abiy ?ishaG 
who said he heard Ku9ayyir fazzah say iara - iera 'he became' in 
such and such a place. Some of them read it as xafa- xefa 'he feared'. 

They do not incline the structures with the waw [w] if (L. 15) the wtiw 
[w] is the fayn [)] of the form, except what is in the pattemfafaltu with 
the 'break [i]' 
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in initial position and not otherwise.21 They incline none of the structures 
with the mad muwm 'close with [u]' initially in the far altu fonn, because 
there is no 'break [i]' towards which to lean, nor are they like the struc
tures with a waw [w], if the waw [w] in them is the lam [1]22 of the fonn. 
The waw [w] here is strong, and does not weaken to its usual weakness 
there. Don't you notice that it is firm in the fonns far altu, ? ajf alu, far altu 
and similar ones? Since it is strengthened here, it is distanced from the 
ya? [y] and inclination, as in your saying Gama 'he rose,23 and diira 'he 
turned'. They do not incline them. They said mala - meta 'he died', 
and they are the ones who said mittu 'I died', and also / ara- / era 'he 
became' and xaba- xeba 'he failed' are from their language. Of those 
whose (L. 20) ? alif[ A] is inclined are their saying: kayyalun - kayyelun 
'a thorny tree' and bayyar un - bayyer un 'a vendor' . We heard someone 
whose Arabic is trustworthy say kayyal- kayyel 'a thorny tree'. As you 
can see, he inclines. They did this because there is a ya? [y] before it, and 
it took the place of the kasrah 'break [i]' that is before it, like siragin -
siregin 'a lamp', andgima/in - gimelin 'camels'. (p. 282) Many Arabs 
and people ofltigaz do not incline this 

21 An illustration of this would be xafa-xiftu; l aba- libtu, haba- hibtu. 
22 lam [1] is the third radical of the paradigmatic rootjfl. 

23 An illustration of this is Gamal Gumtu with no initial break. 
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?alif [A]. They say sawku ?al-sayal - sawku ?al-sayel 'thorn of the 
thorn tree' and ?al-d aytili - ?al-d ayeh 'the skimmed milk', just as you 
said kayyalun - kayyelun 'a thorny tree' and bayyafun - bayyefun 'a 
vendor'. They said sayban - sayben 'Shayban', and Gaysu f aylana -
Gaysu faylena 'Gays from faylen' and yaylan - yaylen 'Ghayliin', so 
they inclined due to the ya? [y]. Those who do not incline in kayyalun 
_ kayyelun 'a thorny tree' they do not incline here. 

Of those whose ?alif [A] they incline, they say marartu bi-babihi 
_ marartu bi-bebihi 'I passed by his door' and ?axaotu min malihi -
?axaotu min melihi 'I took of his property'. This is the place of garr 
'pull',24 and they likened it to thefafil-fefiZ form, like ktitib - ketib 
'a writer', and sagid - segid 'a worshiper'. The inclination in this is 
weaker, (L. S) since the 'break [i)' is not obligatory. We have heard them 
say min ?ahli ftldin - min ?ahli fedin 'from the people of Ad'. 

24 garr 'pull', nai b 'erect', raft' 'raise' and waG! 'pause', for the most part, are 
terms used to refer to syntactic function indicated by morphological markers. 
They are indicated with kasr 'break [il ' ,jath'open [a]', damm 'close [ul' or 
sukuwn 'stillness', i.e. none of the previous three, respectively. The form is 
magruwr 'pulled', maniuwb 'erected' or marjuwf 'raised', or sakin 'still' ifit is 
expressed by one of these indicators, respectively. 
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As for the position ofrajf 'raise with a [u]' and na/b 'erect with an [aJ', 
this does not happen as it did not happen in lagurrin 'baked clay' and 

tabalin 'spice'. They said ral aytu zayda -+ ral aytu zayde 'I saw Zayd' . 
They inclined as they did in yaylan -+ yaylen 'Ghaylan'. Inclination in 
zayd 'Zayd' is weaker because it can be raised. They do not say ralaytu 
fabda -+ *ralaytu fabde 'I saw Abd' and incline, because there is no 
yal [y] in it, just as you do not incline the lalif[A] of kaslan 'lazy', 
because it doesn't have a yal [y]. They said dirhaman -+ dirham en 'two 
dirhams'. They said ralaytu Gizlia -+ ralaytu Gizlie 'I saw spices', that 
is, the spices from the pot, and ralaytu filma -+ ralaytu filme 'I saw 
knowledge': they incline and consider the 'break [i]' like a yal [y]. They 
saidfi-lal-nagadayn -+ fi-lal-nagedayn 'in the two sword belts' the way 

(L. 10) they say marartu bi-babihi -+ marartu bi-bebihi 'I passed by his 
door'. So they inclined the lalif[A]. They said in garr 'pull' marartu 
bi-faglanika -+ marartu bi-faglenika 'I passed by your bows'. They 
inclined just as they said marartu bi-babika -+ marartu bi-bebika 'I 
passed by your door'. They said marartu bi-malin ka8�yrin-+ marartu 
bi-melin ka8iyrin 'I passed by a great deal of property' and marartu bi
lal-mali -+ marartu bi-lal-meli 'I passed by the property', just as you 
say haoa mtiSi -+ haoa mesi 'this (is) a walker' and haoa dan -+ haoa 
den 'this is a caller'. 
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Some of them leave that as it is in waG! 'pause', and some of them 
yani ub 'erect with [a]' in the pause, because he could make it quiescent, 
and he does not say it with the 'break [i]'. Consequently, he says bi-?al
mal 'with wealth' and mas 'walker,' while others leave it be in its state, 
unwilling that it be as pause requires it to be. 

People said ra?aytu fimada - ra?aytu fimede 'I saw Imad-d'/s so 
they inclined due to an inclination, just as they inclined due to a 'break 
[i]' . Some people said ra?aytu Iilma - ra?aytu Iilme '1 saw knowl
edge'. (L. 15) They erected fimada - fimeda '1mad'. When it is not 
preceded by ya? [y] or a 'break [i]', it assumes its position in f abda 
'servant'. Some of those said in sakt 'silence': bi-mal - bi-mel 'with 
wealth', min findi ?al-lah - min findi ?al-leh 'from God', and li-zaydin 
mal - li-zaydin mel 'Zayd has wealth'. They likened it to the ?alif[A] 
of fimad - fimed 'Imad' due to the 'break [i]' before it. This is less 
frequent than marartu bi-malika - marartu bi-melika 'I passed by your 
property', because the 'break [i]' mun!aiilah 'is separated,.26 Those 
who said min fabdi ?al-lah -

25 One inclination triggers another: rimiida -+ rimeda -+fimede. 
26 Munjaiilah 'separated' means that there is more than one word involved, as in 

between bi-' in' and malika 'your wealth' , as distinguished from fimiid -+ rimed, 
a single word. 
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min rabdi ?al-leh 'from Abdullah' are more numerous, due to the 
frequency of this expression in their speech. They do not say oa malun 
-+ *oe melun 'this is wealth'. They want the oa -+ oe that is in haoa -+ 

Moe 'this', because the? alif[ A], if it is not at the edge, is likened to the 
?alif[A] of thejaril form, and you say fimada -+ fimede '!mad-d'; you 
incline the second ?alif[A] due to the inclination of the first. 
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Chapter Two (478) 

This is a Chapter on the 7imiilah 'Inclination' of 7alif[A]: A 
Great Number of Arabs Incline It 

(BuwHiq vol. 2, pp. 262-4; Derenbourg vol. 2, pp. 282-5; 
Haruwn vol. 4, pp. 123-7) 

(II, P. 282, L. 20) That is as in your saying yuriydu ? an yudf ribaha 
- yuriydu ?an yadribahe. 'he wants to strike her,' and yuriydu ?an 
yanzifaha - yuriydu ?an yanzifahe 'he wants to remove it,' because 
the ha? [h] here is xafiyyah 'hidden' /7 and the letter that is before the 
one that follows it is with a 'break [i]'. It is as though he said yuriydu 
?an yadriba - yuriydu ?an yadribe 'he wants that they-d strike'.28 It 
is as if they were to say ruddaha 'return her' as though they said rudda 
'return-d'. That is why the one who said (p. 283) this said ruddu and 
rudduhu 'return it'. What is after the dad [df] inyadriba - yadribe 
'they-d strike',29 took the place of filma - filme 'knowledge'. In this 
luyah 'dialect' they said 

27 'Hidden' in this context is equivalent to absence from pronunciation. 

28 This form with the ha7 [h] has been made equivalent with the dual form. 

29 yael ribti -+ yaf ribe 'they-d strike (her)', is equivalent to yaf rib( ah}ti -+ 
yacfrib(ah)e 'he strikes her.' 
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minhil ---+ min(h)e 'from her'. They inclined. They said madribahil---+ 
madrib(ah)e 'her camp site'/o bihii ---+ b(ih)e 'in her' and binil ---+ bine 
'in us'. It is better that this occurs, because there is nothing between it 

and the 'break [il' except one letter.3l If it were to be inclined along with 
the hil? [h], and there were a single letter between it and the 'break [i],' 
there would therefore be nothing between the hil? [h] and the 'break 

[i].' It is better that it incline, and the hil? [h] be hidden. Just as the 
?alif[A] is changed to a yil? [y], (L. 5) due to the 'break [i],' similarly, 
you incline it where it comes close to it as in this closeness. They said 
bayniy wa baynahil ---+ bayniy wa bayn( ah)e 'between me and her'. They 
inclined with the yil? [y], just as they inclined with the kasrah 'break 
[il'. They said yuriydu ?an yakiylahil ---+ yuriydu ?an yakiyl(ah)e 'he 
wants to weigh her' and lam yakilhil ---+ lam yakil(h)e 'he did not weigh 
her'. None of this has its ?alif[A] inclined in the case of rajf 'raise [ul'. 
If one were to say huwa yakiyluhil 'he weighs her', that is because a 
dammah 'close [ul' occurred between the ?alif[A] and the 'break [i],' 
which became a barrier and prevented the inclination, because there is 
inclination in the bil? [b] in your sayingyadribahil ---+ yadrib(ah)e 'he 
strikes her'. There is 

30 The loss of [h] leads to a sequence of changes: madribaha ----> madribaa ----> 

madriba ----> madribe'. 
31 With the hiddenness of ha7 [h], inclination becomes more compelling since the 

kasrah [i] and the 7alif[A] get closer to each other in the sequence. 
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no inclination with the madf muwm 'closed with a [u]' if the bil? [b] is 
in rajf 'raise with an [u]', just as there is no inclination in the silkinah 
'quiescent' wilw [w]. There is, however, inclination in the lath 'open 
with an [a]', due to the similarity of the yil? [y] (L. 10) to the ?alif[A]. 
There is no inclination in lam yarlamhil 'he does not know her' or lam 
yaxajhil 'he does not fear her' because there is neither a yil? [y] nor a 
'break [i]' here to incline the ?alif[A]. They saidfiyna -fiyne 'in us' 
and falayna - falayne 'against US,.32 They inclined due to the yil? [y] 
when it is proximate to the ? alif [A]. For this reason they said bayniy 
wa baynahil - bayniy wa bayn(ah)e 'between me and her'. They also 
said ra? aytu yadil - ra? aytu yade '1 saw hands-do " which they inclined 
due to the yil? [y], and they said ra?aytu yadaha - ra?aytu yad(ah)e 
'1 saw her hand'. They inclined, just as they said yadriba - yadribe 
'they-do strike' and yadribahil - yadrib(ah)e 'he strikes her'. Those 
people said ra?aytu damil '1 saw blood' and damaha 'her blood'. They 
did not incline because it included neither a 'break [i]' nor a yil? [y]. 
Those people also said findahil -find(ah)e 'with her', because if one 
were to say findil -finde 'with' he would incline. So when the hil? [h] 
came along with it, it 

32 Inclination here is triggered by the ya? [y], which functions like a kasrah 'break 

[i]' . 
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assumed its status, even if it did not come (L. 15) with it, the ha? (h]. 
Know that there are those who said ra?aytu fidda --+ ra?aytu fidde 

'I saw Idda' where the ?alif[A] is the ?alif[A] of naib 'erection', and 
yuriydu ? an yad ribaha --+ yuriydu ? an yad rib( ah)e 'he wants to strike 
her.' They say huwa minna --+ huwa minne 'he is one of us' and ?inna 
?ila ? al-lahi ragif uwn --+ ?inne lila ? al-lahi ragif uwn 'indeed, to God 
we return'. These are the people of Baniy Tamiym. People from Qays 
and ?asad, with whose Arabic one is satisfied, also say it. He said huwa 
minna wa laysa minkum --+ huwa minne wa laysa minkum 'he is one of 
us and not one of you' and ?innli la-muxtalifuwn --+ ?inne la-muxtalifuwn 
'we (are), indeed, different'. 33 He made it stand in the position of raJ aytu 
fidda --+ ra?aytu fidde 'I saw Idda

,
.34 Others said ra?aytu finaba 'I saw 

grapes' and huwa find ana 'he is with us'. They do not incline, because 
two powerful barriers occurred between the 'break [i]' and the ?alif[A]. 
The one before ? alif[ A] was not a ha? [h], so it would become as though 
ha? (h] were not mentioned. They 

33 Inclination takes place with a quiescent letter intervening. Quiescent letters do 
affect inclination. 

34 There is a parallelism drawn between 7innii and fiddii. 
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said ra?aytu 8awbahu bitakii 'I saw his garment-with-bands'. They do 
not (L. 20) incline. They said of a man whose name is aih, ra? aytu aiM 
-- ra?aytu a(ih)e 'I saw Thih'. You inclined the ?alif [A] as though 
you said ra? aytu yada -- ra? aytu yadt5 'I saw hands-do ' in the dialect 
(p. 284) of the one who said yadriba -- yadribe 'they-do strike

,36 and 
marra bina -- marra bine 'he passed by us', due to the ?alif[A]'s close

ness to the 'break [i]', like the closeness of the ?alif[A] ofyadriba -
yadribe 'they-d strike

,
.37 

Know that not everyone who inclines the ?alifat [A]s agrees with the 
other Arabs who incline. Rather, each member of the group may differ 
from his colleague so that someone yani ub 'erects' what his colleague 
yumiylu 'inclines', and yumiylu 'inclines' some others that his colleague 
yaniub 'erects'. Similarly, one in whose dialect naib 'erection' plays 
a part may not agree with the others who erect. Rather, his case and 
the case of his colleague (L. 5) is the same case as that of the first two 
with respect to the kasr 'break [i]'. If you were to see an Arab of that 
persuasion do not fault him as though he mixed his dialect; rather, this 
is 

35 ra7aytu yadti � ra7aytu yade 'I saw a hand,' is equivalent to ra7aytu yad(ah)a 
� ra7aytu yad(ah)e 'I saw her hand' .  

36 yadriba � yadribe 'they-d strike' i s  equivalent to  yadribaha � yadribahe 
'they-d strike her. ' 

37 riba � ribe parallels bina � bine. 
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their style. The one who said ra?aytu yada -+ ra?aytu yade 'I saw a 
hand' said ra?aytu ziyana -+ ra?aytu ziyane 'I saw beauty' .38 His saying 
-yana -+ -yane 'beauty

,39 is equivalent to yada -+ yade 'a hand'. These 
people say kasarta yadana 'you broke our hand', with ya? [y] in place 
of the 'break [i]' in your saying ra?aytu finaba -+ ra?aytu finabe 'I saw 
grapes' .  

Know that those who do not incline the ?alifat [A]s in what we have 
mentioned before in this chapter do not incline any of them in this 
chapter. 

Know that if ?imalah 'inclination' affects the ?alif[A] it affects what 
is before it. If it is after the ha? [h], you incline it and you incline (L. 10) 
what precedes the ha? [h], because it is as though you do not mention 
the ha? [h]. So, just as what is after it follows it in the nai b 'erection', 
so what is before it follows it in the 'inclination'. 

Know that some of those who incline say ra?aytu yada and yadaha 
'I saw her hand,.40 They do not incline. The/athah 'open [a]' is more 
prevalent, and the 

38 yada -+ yade parallels ziyanil -+ ziyane. 
39 -yana -+ -yane is the last section of ziyana -+ ziyane. 
40 Though the context for inclination is present, the speaker may still preserve the 

7alif[A] and not incline it. 
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yal [y] occurred in place of the dal [d] in damin 'blood' because it 
does not resemble the muftal 'weak' when maniuwbatan 'it is erect'. 
Those said ziyana 'beauty'. This is what I mentioned to you about their 
disagreements with each other. Most of the two groups speak with the 
inclination of ram a 'he threw'. He does not incline. He disliked leaning 
towards the yal [y] when he was shunning it, just as most of them say 
rudda 'returned' in theforila form. He does not lean towards the 'break 
[i]' (L. 15) because he shunned that in which the 'break [i]' is displayed. 
He does not say that inhubla 'pregnant' because he is not shunning the 
yal [y] in it, nor in mifza 'goat'. Know that people who incline in 
yadribaha -+ yadrib(ah)e 'he strikes her', minntl -+ minne 'from us', 
minha -+ min(h)e 'from her', bina -+ bine 'in us', and similar ones that 
have the mark of lid mar 'implicitness! pronominalization', if wai aluw 
;they were to connect' ,41 nai abuwha 'they would erect it'. They would 
say yuriydu lan yadriba zaydan 'he wants that they-d strike Zayd', 
yuriydu lan yadribaha zaydun 'he wants Zayd to strike her',42 minntl 
zaydun 

41 wai aluw 'they were to connect', i.e. when the word is in construction with the 
following word and not in waGj'pause'.  

42 Even though the 7alif[A] is in the context of inclined, it is not inclined because 
it is construction with Zayd and in waGj'pause'. 
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'Zayd (is) one of us'. The reason is that they wanted it in the waGf' pause ' , 
if the ?alif[A] were to be inclined in this manner, then it would display 
it in pause where they reached the inclination, just like they said? aft ay 
'snake' for? aft a 'snake'. In pause they make it a ya? [y]. If they were to 
incline it would show it better (L. 20) because it leans towards the ya? 
[y] . If wai ala 'he were to connect' he would leave that out, because the 
?alif[A] in 'connection' shows better. Like those who said in the case of 
wail 'connection' ?afta zaydin 'snake of Zayd', these said bayniy wa 
baynaha -+ bayniy wa bayn(ah)e 'between me and her' and bayni wa 
baynaha rnalun 'between me and her (there is) wealth' .  

There are some people who speak and incline items without any of 
the reasons that we have previously mentioned, but that is infrequent. 
We heard some of them say l ulibnil -+ l ulibne 'we were requested', 
l alabana zaydun -+ l alabane zaydun 'Zayd requested us', 43 as though 
he likened this ?alif[A] to the ?alif[A] ofliubla 'pregnant', where it was 
at the end of an utterance, and it was not a substitute for a ya? [y] . He said 
ra?aytu fabda -+ ra?aytu fabde 'I saw servants-d', and ra?aytu finaba 
-+ ra?aytu finabe 'I saw grapes

,
.44 We have heard 

43 This is contrary to the norm of inclination and it occurs infrequently. 
44 There is no context for inclination, but these forms are associated with the femi

nine form hubla -> huble 'pregnant'. 
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these people say tabaf ada f anna 'he distanced himself from us' :  they set 
it according (p. 285) to the Giyas 'norm' and the speech of the populace. 
They said mifzana --+ mifzene 'our goats-d. ' in the speech of one who 
said fimada --+ fimeda 'Imad-d. , .45 They inclined both of them. That 
is the Giyas 'pattern' .  The one who said fimada --+ fimeda ' Imad-d' 
also said mifzanli --+ mifzena 'our goats' and huma muslimani --+ huma 
muslimeni 'they (are) muslims-d. ' .  That is the Giyas 'pattern' of the 
Arabs, other than them, because in his saying, _limam46 is in the position 
of fimadin --+ fimedin 'Imad' , and the nuwn [n t7 after it is with a 'break 
[i], ' and this is better. The summary ofthis is that whatever has the 'break 
[i] ' as required is firmer in inclination. 

45 The second inclination is triggered by the first inclination in the word. 
46 -limani is the end of the word muslimani. 
47 This refers to the nuwn [n] in muslimani 'muslims-d. ' .  
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Chapter Three (479) 

This is a Chapter on What is Inclined not According to Giyas 
'Pattern' ; Rather, it is Exceptional 

(Buwlaq vol. 2, p. 264 ; Derenbourg vol. 2, p. 285; 
Haruwn vol. 4, pp. 127-128) 

(II, P. 285, L. 5) That is ?al-baggag - ?al-baggeg 'Al-Haggag', if it 
were a name for a man. That is because it is frequent in their speech, 
so they related it to what is more frequent, because inclination is more 
frequent in their speech. The majority of the Arabs erect it with an [a], 
and the ?alif [A] of baggag 'pilgrim' is not inclined if it were a /ifah 
'descriptive/adjective' .  They relate it to the GiytiS 'pattern' . As for ?al
ntiS - ?al-nes 'the people', one who does not say haoa malun - *haoa 
melun 'this (is) wealth' inclines it; it has the status of ?al-baggag 'AI
Haggag, .48 These are the majority of the Arabs, because it is like the ?alif 
[A] of the jali! -jelil 'actor' form if it is second.49 It is not inclined 
in cases other than the garr 'pull with an [i] ', lest it be like the class of 
ramaytu 'I threw' and yazawtu 'I  

48 That is  as a name of a person. 
49 The second letter of ntis is an ?alif [A], like the second letter of/art, that is 

maksuwr 'broken with an [i]' and thus triggers the ?imalah 'inclination'.  ntis is 
comparable to -gag inliaggag. 
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invaded' ,  because the waw [w] and the ya? [y] in Gultu '1 said' and biftu 
'1 sold' are closer to (L. 10) yayr ?al-muftal ' the non-weak', and are 
stronger. People whose Arabic is trustworthy said haoa babun � haoG 
bebun 'this (is) a door' ,  haoa malun � haoa melun 'this (is) wealth', and 
Moa fabun � haoa febun 'this (is) a disgrace' ,  when it is a substitute 
for the ya? [y], just as it was for ramaytu '1 threw' .  It is likened to 
it, and they likened it, in babun � bebun 'door' and malun � melun 
'wealth', to the ?alif[A) that is a substitute for the waw [w) of yazawtu 
'1 invaded' . The waw [w) followed the ya? [y] in the fayn,50 just as it 
followed it in the lam,51 because the ya? [y] overpowers the waw [w ] 
here and in other positions that you shall see, God willing. Those who 
do not incline in rajr 'raising with an [u] ' and na/ b 'erecting with an [a] ' 
are the majority of the Arabs, and that is the most common form in their 
speech. They do not incline in thejifl 'action' like Gala 'he said' (L. 15) 
because they distinguish between those that are maksuwr 'broken with 
an [i] ' ,  as in theJafiltu form, and those that are madmuwm 'closed with 
a [u] ', as in theJafultu form. This does not occur in ?asma? 'names' .  

50  r tryn i s  the second radical of the paradigmatic root Jfl. 
5 1  lam is the third radical of the paradigmatic rootJfI. 
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Chapter Four (480) 

This is a Chapter on Those Whose ? ali/lit [A]s are Prevented 

from ?imiilah ' Inclination', But Which You Inclined Before 

(Buwlaq vol. 2, pp. 264-7; Derenbourg vol. 2, pp. 285-9; 
Haruwn vol. 4, pp. 127-36) 

(IT, P. 285, L. 17) The letters that prevent it from inclination are these 
seven: iad [sr], d ad [dr] , l a? [l], 'la? [or], yayn [y], Gaf[G] andxa?[x].  
If one ofthese letters were before the ?alif[A], and the ?alif[A] follows 
it, as in your saying Gafidun 'seated', ya?ibun 'absent', xamidun ' inac
tive',  iafidun 'climber' ,  la?ijun 'wanderer', (L. 20) daminun 'guar
antor' and Ii alimun 'oppressor', you blocked the inclination of these 
letters because they are letters mustafliyah 'that are raised' towards the 
upper palate. When the ?alif[A] leaves its position, it rises towards ?al
hanak ?al-?afla 'the upper palate' .  So when it occurs with these raised 
letters, (p. 286) they overpower it, just as the kasrah 'break [i] ' over
powers it in masagid - masegid 'mosques' and similar ones. When the 
letters are raised, the ? alif[ A] rises, the action is of one type as they near 
the ?alif[A], and it 
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becomes easier for them. Just as when two letters, if mawd if uhuma 
'their locations-d. ' are approximated, the raising of the tongue from 
only one mawclif ' location' is easier for them, so they yudyimuwnahu 
'assimilate it'. We do not know of anyone who inclines this ?alif [A], 
except the one whose luyah 'dialect' is not acceptable. Similarly, (L. 5) 
if one of these letters is after an ?alif[A] that it follows, it becomes as 
in your saying naGidun 'critic' ,  f al isun 'sneezer' ,  f a/ imun 'protector' ,  
fadidun ' supporter ', falilun 'repetitious', naxilun, 'sifter' and wayilun 
' infiltrator' .52 A similar trend to this is their saying suGtu -+ / uGtu 'I 
drove', when there is a Ga! [ G] after it. They looked for a letter that is 
more similar in location to Ga! [G], and they substituted it in its place. 
The behavior is similar if it occurs after the ?alif [A] by a letter, as 
in your saying nafixun 'blower', nabiyun 'gifted', nafiGun 'impious', 
siiliilun 'remote', falilun 'branded',  nahidun 'rising' and nasilun 
'energetic ' .  The letter that is in between does not prevent this, just as the 
siyn [s] is not prevented from becoming / ad [Sf] in sabaGtu -+ / abaGtu 
' I  preceded' and similar examples. 

52 This is the reading of Buwlaq edition (vol. 2, p. 264). Derenbourg has niiGidun 
'critic', a repetition of the first element in the list. 
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Know that (L. 10) no one inclines these ?alifat [A]s, except the one 
whose luyah 'dialect' is not acceptable, because if they were among 
those thatyun/ab 'are erected' in other than thesehuruwf'letters ' na/b 
'erection' would be required, and the erection will not leave them in 
these raised letters since erection occurs with other than these letters . 
The behavior is similar if some of them occurred after the ? alif [A] by 
two letters, as in your saying manasiyl, 'combs', mantifiyx 'bellows', 
maftiliG, 'pluck of animals' ,  maGtiriycl 'single blades of shears ', 
mawtifiyof 'sermons' and mabtiliyy 'sums of money'. 53 The two letters 
will not prevent the na/ b 'erection',  just as the siyn [s] is not prevented 
from becoming / tid [Sf] in sawiyG -+ / awiyG 'barley meal' and similar 
words. Some people say manasiyl -+ manesiyl 'combs' when it is 
relaxed, but that is rare.54 If one (L. I5) ofthese letters were before ?alif 
[A] by a letter and it was maksuwran 'broken with an [i) ' ,  it does not 
block the ?alif [A] from ?imtilah 'inclination' .  It is does not have the 
status of what is after the ?alif[A], because they place their tongues in 
the position of the 'raised' one, then they aim their tongues, because the 
?inhidtir 'descent' is easier for them than 

53 The 7imalah 'inclination' of 7alifS[A)s comes about in the context of [i). In these 
items it is prevented by the presence of the class of the seven letters. 

54 The Buwliiq edition does not indicate 7imtllah ' inclination' in this item, but the 
Del'enbourg edition does. 
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the ?iifad 'ascent'. Haven't you noticed them saying sabaGtu -
/ abaGtu 'I preceded' , suGtu - i uGtu 'I drove' , and sawayG - i awayG 
'barley meal'? When it was burdensome for them to be in the state of 
tasafful 'lowering', then they raised their tongues. They wanted to be in 
the state of ?istifla? 'being raised', and did not want to be working on 
raising after lowering. They wanted (L. 20) their tongues to land on the 
one position. They said Gasawtu 'I  was cruel', Gistu 'I measured' .  They 
do not change the siyn [s] because they were descending, and descent is 
easier for them than ?istifla? 'ascending' .  That is, it is easier for them 
to raise from the state of lowering, as when they say ?al-clifa/ - ?al
difef'weaklings' ,(p. 287) iifab - iifeb 'difficulties ', linab - lineb 
'ropes', /i/a/ - /i/ej'descriptives' ,  Gibab - Gibeb 'domes', Gi/a/
Gifef'round boats' , xiba() - xibe() 'evils' and yilab - yileb 'contests ', 
which is of the meaning of muyalaba 'competition' in your saying 
yalabtuhu yilaban - yalabtuhu yileban ' I  competed with him compet
itively' .  The behavior is similar with the (ia? [or] .  It is not the case, 
however, with Ga?im 'upright' and Gawa?im 'legs of a horse', because 
the raised letter came maftiihan 'open with an [a] ' .  Since the 'open [a] ' 
prevents the inclination of the ?alif[A] in faoabin 'torture' and tabalin 
' spice', the raised letter that is with a/athah 'open [a]' prevails as the 

/athah 'open [a] ' blocks the 
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inclination. So when both team up, they overpower (L. 5) the kasrah 
'break [i] ' .  If the beginning of the word was 'broken with an [i] ' and 
between the kasrah 'break [i] ' and the 7alif[A] there are two letters, one 
of which is siikin 'quiescent' ,  then inclination will affect the 7alif [A], 
because you would have inclined if the quiescent did not occur, due to 
the 'break [i],' and since it was before the 7alif[A] by one letter, with a 
letter in which the 7alif[A] is inclined, it became as though it were the 
one 'broken with an [i],' and it had the status of the GiiJ[G] in GifiiJ-. 
Gifef'round boats' .  This is the case with your saying niiGatun miGliit -. 
niiGatun miGlet 'a roasted she-camel',  7 al-mii bali -. 7 al-mii beh 'the 
lamp' and 7al-milfiin -. 7al-mitrfen 'the piercer' .  Thus are the rest of 
these letters. Some who say GifiiJ -. Gifef'round boats' ,  and incline the 
7alif[A] of the mijriil -. mijrel form without there being any (L. 10) of 
these letters, they also erect the 7alif[A] in miibali 'lamp' and similar 
ones, because the letter of 7istiflii7 'raising' was siikinah 'quiescent', 
not 'with an [i] , '  and was followed by the Jath 'open [a] ' .  So, when there 
was a quiescent followed by the 'open [a],' it had its status as though it 
mutaliarrikan 'were set in motion' followed by an 7alif[A] . It had the 
status of the GiiJ[G] in 
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Gawa?im ' legs of a horse' :  they are both Arabic with their adherents. 
You say ra?aytu Gizha - ra?aytu Gizhe 'I saw the cooking spices ' and 
?ataytu dimna -?ataytu dimne 'I offered the contents' .  You incline, for 
they are the same status as / ifaf - / ifef'ranks' and Gifaf - Gifef'round 
boats ' .  You say ra?aytu firGa 'I saw a root' and ra?aytu milya 'I saw 
an offender' because they have the same status as yanimin 'Ghanim',  
and Gaf [G] is  in its status in Ga?im 'upright' .  We heard them saying 
?arada ?an yadribaha zaydun - ?arada ?an yadrib(ah)e zaydun 'he 
wanted Zayd to strike her' (L. 15). They inclined. They say ?arada ?an 
yadribaha Gablu 'he wanted to strike her before' .  They 'erected' the 
Gaf [G] and its sisters. As for naba 'represent' ,  mala 'he inclined' and 
bar a 'he sold', whoever inclines them, he inclines them obligatorily in 
every case because he leans towards the ya? (y], in whose location there 
is an ?alif[A] . He behaves similarly with xafa 'he feared' because he is 
looking for the kasrah 'break (i] ' that is in xiftu 'I feared' and thus he 
leaned towards the ya? (y] . He behaves similarly with the ?alif (A] of 
flubla - fluble 'pregnant' because it is of the structures of ya? (y], and 
that has been clarified. Don't you notice them saying l aba - leba 'be 
pleasant' ,  xafa - xefa 'he feared', murla - murle 'gifted' and saGa 
- saGe 'watered'? These letters do not prevent them from 
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inclination. 55 The case of yaza � yaze 'invaded-d' is similar, because 
it is as if the 1 alif [A] here (L. 20) is substituted for a yal [y]. Don't 
you notice them saying / aya � / aye 'listened-d' and d aya � d aye 
'cheated'? Of those whose lalif [A] is not inclined are the doubled of 
the/afi/ form, the mu/aril form and their likes, because the letter before 
the lalif[A] is open, and the letter that is after lalif[A] is quiescent with 
no 'break [i] . '  Hence, there is nothing here that will incline it, and in 
your saying haoa gaddun wa maddun wa gawaddun 'this (is) serious, 
and substance and substances' it is the plural of gaddatun 'main street' . 
With marartu (p. 288) bi-ragulin gad din 'I passed a serious man' he 
does not incline. He hates to lean towards the kasrah 'break [i] ' .  He does 
not incline, because he has escaped from that in which a kasrah 'break 
[i] ' has been established. He does not incline due to garr 'pull' because 
he was inclining in this due to the kasrah 'break [i]' that is after the la/if 
[A] . So, when he lost it, he did not incline. There are people who incline 
in garr 'pull' ,  and they likened it to bi-malika � bi-melika 'with your 
property', if you consider the kil/ [k] the name for the mud a/ lilayhi 
'annexed-to' .  Some people inclined in every case as they said haoa maS 
� haoa mes 'this (is) a walker' ,  in order to show the kasrah 'break 

55 These forms show inclination even though they include the letters that prevent 
it from occurring. 
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[i] ' in the original. Some of them said (L. 5) marartu bi-mali GiiSimin 
'I passed by the property of Qasim', marartu bi-mali maliGin 'I passed 
by the property of a flatterer' ,  marartu bi-mali yanGalu 'I passed by the 
property ofYanqalu' .  All these are 'open with an [a] ' .  They said marartu 
bi-mali zaydin- marartu bi-meli zaydin 'I passed by the property of 
Zayd' .  The first was opened due to the Gaf [G], 56 and was likened to 
faGid 'binder' ,  nafiG 'croaker' and mantiSiyl 'combs' .  Some of them 
said bi-mali GiiSimin - bi-meli GiiSimin 'by the property ofQasim'. The 
munfaii/ 'unconnected' and the muttaii/ 'connected' are distinguished. 
They are not powerful enough to 'erect' if they are unconnected. They 
have kept separate the unconnected and others in matters that will become 
clear, God willing. We have heard them say yuriydu ? an yad ribaha 
zaydun -yuriydu Jan yadrib(ahje zaydun 'he wants Zayd to strike her' 
and minna zaydun - minne zaydun 'Zayd (is) one of us' .  When a Gaf 
[G] appeared in this context, nasr abuw ' they erected' and said yuriydu 
Jan yadribaha GiiSimun 'he wants Qasim to strike her' (L. 10), minna 
faGlun 'winnower (is) one of us' ,57 ?arada Jan yaflamaha maliGun 'he 
wanted a flatterer to know her' ,  ?arada Jan yadribaha samlaGun 'he 

56 The reference here is to the previous three examples that contain Ga/[G]. 
57 Buwlaq has/adlun 'benefit' in place of/aGlun. 
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wanted Samlaq to strike her' ,  ?arada ?an yadribaha yanGanlu 'he 
wanted Yanqal to strike her' and ?ariida ?an yadribana bisawlin 'he 
wanted to strike us with a whip' .  They ' erected' due to these mustafliyah 
'raised ones' ,  and they prevailed as they prevailed in maniiSiyl 'combs' 
and its likes. The ha? [h] and ?alif[A] became like theJa? [f] and ?alif 
[A] in the Jam and maJafiyl forms, and it resembled the ? alif [A] in the 

Jam and maJafiyi forms, and the nai b 'erect' is not blocked between the 
?alif[A] and these letters, just as the conversion of siyn [s] to iad [Sf] 
is not blocked in samaliyG - i amaliYG 'waste lands' .  The mustafliyah 
'raised ones' in these huruwJ 'words , are stronger than in mali Giisimin 
'property of Qasim', because the GaJ [G] here is not part of the word; 
rather the ?alif[A] of malin 'property' (L. 1S) was likened to the ?alif[A] 
of the Jam form, and as a consequence of this, in the speech of most of 
them yani ubuwha 'they erect it' in the iilah 'annexation' .  They made it 
follow what I described for you. You say minna zaydun 'Zayd is one of 
us' and yad ribuha zaydun 'Zayd strikes her' , since they do not resemble 
the other ? alifat [A ]s. If it were treated as mal 'property' was treated one 
would not disapprove of the saying of the one who said bi-mali Giisimin 
- bi-meli Giisimin 'with the property of Qasim' .  They said hiiOa fimadu 
Giisimin- hiiOa fimedu Giisimin 'this is Qasim's pillar', haoa falimu 
Giisimin -
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hiiOa lelimu GiiSimin 'this is a knower ofQasim', and nulma GiiSimin 
nUlme GiiSimin 'a favor of Qasim' .  It does not have the same status for 
them as mal 'wealth' , matal 'pleasure' and I aglan 'swift', for the ending 
of mal 'property' changes, but it is inclined in garr 'pull with an [i]' in 
the language of those who inclined. If its ending changes apart from 
garr 'pull with an [i] ', its ?alif[A] is 'erected' . The person (L. 20) who 
inclines the ?alif[A] in f'imiid 'Imad' and labid 'Abid' and their like, of 
those that do not change the inclination of this is ever obligatory. When 
it is of such a power, the mun/aiil 'unconnected' cannot overpower it. 
They say lam yael ribha ? al-laoiy tal/am 'the one you know does not 
strike her ' :  they did not incline since the ? alif[ A] had gone, and they did 
not consider it comparable to the ? alif[ A] of hubla -huble 'pregnant' , 
manna - manne 'aim' and their like. They said ?ariida ?an yallimiT8 
'he wished that they-do know' and ?ariida ?an yadbila 'he wished 
that they-d grasped

,
:59 it was 'open with an [a] ' due to the la? [tf], and 

?arada ?an yaelbilha 'he wished to adjust it'. They said ?arada ?an 
yalGila - ?ariida ?an yalGile 'he wished that they-do wise 

58 Buwlaq has yurtimll [translation] in place of yaflimll. It could also stand for 
yurIimahli 'he infonns her' (vol. 2, p. 266). 

59 yoobifli 'they-d. grasp'could stand for yad'bilahll 'he grasps her ' .  
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up', because the Ga![ G] is 'broken with an [i],' so it has the status of Gifa! 
- Gifef 'round boats' .  They said ra?aytu JiyGa wa maJiyGa ' I  saw 
the narrowing and the straits' ,  just as they said lilGa 'precious object', 
and ra?aytu lilman ka8iyran ' I  saw ample knowledge' .  They did not 
incline because it is nuwn [n] (p. 289) and it is not like the ?alif[A] in 
marna 'meaning' and mirza 'goat'. Some people have inclined here what 
should not be inclined according to the Giyas 'pattern' ,  but it is rare, and 
they said l alabana - l alabane 'he requested us' and finaba - finabe 
'grapes' .  That is like some of them saying ra?aytu firGa wa JiyGli 
- ra?aytu firGe wa JiyGe 'I saw stems and straits ' .  When they said 
l alabana - l  alabane 'he requested us' ,  finata - finate 'transgression' 
and finaba - finabe 'grapes' they likened them to the ?alif[A] ofhubla 
-huble 'pregnant' .  That emboldened them to do this where there was a 
reason to incline the Ga![G], which is the kasrah 'break [i] ' ,  that is at its 
beginning. It is better that they follow this. We have heard them say (L. 
5) ra?aytu sabaGa 'I saw a race' ,  where they 'open with an [a] . '  As to 
lalabana - lalabane 'he requested us' and firaGa - firaGe 'stems' ,  
they are like exceptions, due to their infrequency. 

Know that some of the Arabs say rabid - rebid 'worshiper' :  they 
incline. They say marartu bi-malika ' I  passed by your property' :  they 
'erect' because the kasrah 
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'break [i] ' is not in the proper place, and the end of the word varies, 
therefore it is not strong enough for them. Some of them said bi-mali 
Giisimin 'with the wealth of Qasim' and do not say limiidu Giisimin� 
*limedu Giisimin 'Qasim's pillar ' .  Of those whose lalif [A] they do 
not incline are hatta 'until' ,  lamma 'as for '  and lilla 'except' .  They 
distinguished between them and the lalifat [A]s of 'names' like hubla 
'pregnant' and r aha 'thirsty' . AI-Kham60 said that if you named a man 
or a woman with them, then inclination would be permitted in them. 
They, however, (L. 10) incline 1 anna � 1 anne 'whence' ,  because 1 anna 
--+ lanne 'whence' is like layna 'where' .  layna 'where' is like xalfaka 
'behind you', which is a name that became a d  aif'envelope (of place) ' ,  
and it approximated r al sa 'thirsty'. They said la 'no' .  They do not incline 
it, since it is not an lism 'name' .  They distinguished between it and oa 
--+ oe 'that ' .  They said ma 'whatever' , and they do not incline because it 
does not have the same potential of oa --+ oe 'that', because it does not 
complete a name except in iilah 'annexation' ,  and because it does not 
have the potential of the mubhamah 'unspecified' . They distinguished 
between the two 'unspecified ones ' , since that was their status. They said 
ba � be [b], and ta � te [t] of the letters of the dictionary, because they 
are names for what 

60 AI-KhalIl ?ibn 7abmad al-FariibIdi (d. AH 175/AD 791)  was the teacher of 
Sibawayh. 
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is pronounced, and there is nothing in them like Gad ' indeed' and la 
'no ' .  They are like the rest of the names, and not for another meaning. 
They said (L. 15) ya zayd - ye zayd 'hey, Zayd',  due to the place of ya? 
[y] . The one who said haoa malun - haoa melun 'this (is) wealth' and 
ra?aytu baba - ra?aytu bebe 'I  saw Daddy' does not say in the same 
situation saGun - seGun ' leg',  Garun - Gerun 'tar' or yabun - yebun 
'forest' ,  and yabun 'forest' is for the collective. They are like the ?alif 
[A] of the jafii form for the majority of them, because the weak medially 
is stronger, and, in this case, it has not reached the stage where it will 
be inclined with the 'raised. ' Nor do they say bala - bela 'he urinated' 
from bultu 'I urinated', where the inclination is not strong in ?al-mal 
?al-mel 'the wealth' nor favored by the populace. 
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This is a Chapter on the rii7 [r] 

(Buwlaq vol. 2, pp.267-7 1 ;  Derenbourg vol. 2, pp. 289-93; 
Haruwn vol. 4, pp. 136-42) 

(IT, p. 289, L. 19) The ral [r], if you speak it, comes out as though it is 
doubled, and waGf 'pause' adds to its clarity. Since the ral [r] was like 
that, they said haoa rasidun 'this (is) Rashid' and haoajirasun 'this (is) 
a bed' .  They did not incline because they spoke as though there were 
two ral [r]s 'open with an [a]. '  Since it was like that, it finned up the 
na/b 'erect' in the laliftit [A]s and had the status of Gaf [G], where it 
was in place ofmajtuwhayn 'two letters open with an [a] ' .  Since thefatli 
'open [a]' was as though doubled, and since it was from the lalif [A], 
the effort was from the same direction, and it was easier for them. If the 
ral [r] was after an lalif[A], (p. 290) it was inclined if there was after 
it other than ral [r]. It is not inclined in the rajf 'raise with [ul ' or in the 
na/b 'erect with an [a] ' .  Your saying haoahimarun 'this (is) an ass' is 
as though you said haoajifalulun.61 Similarly with the na/b 'erect', it 
is as though you said haoajifalalan. 

61 fir alulun is the pattern for h imarurun when [r] is considered a doubled letter, and 
firalalan is the pattern for himararan. 
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It prevailed here, so nai abta 'you erected' as you did before the lalif 
[A] . As for garr 'pull with an [i] ' ,  you incline the lalif [A] whether 
the first letter is maksuwrun 'broken with an [i] ', maftuwbun 'opened 
with an [a] ' or madmuwmun 'closed with a [u] ' ,  since it is as though 
it were two letters maksuwriln 'broken-d with an [i] ' .  You incline here, 
just as it, the [r], prevailed where maftuwbah ' it was open with an [a] ', 
(L. 5) ja-nai abta62 ' so you erected' the lalif [A], as in your saying 
min b imilriki - min bameriki 'from your-j. ass ', min f awilrihi - min 
fawerihi 'from his blindness',  min lal-mufilri - min lal-muferi 'from 
the borrowed' and min lal-duwilri- min lal-duweri 'from the dizzi
ness ' .  It is as though you saidfufillilu -fufelilu. jafillilu - jafelilu, 
andjifillilu -jifelilu. Of the ones in which the rill [r] prevails are your 
saying Gilribun - Geribun 'boat', yilrimun - yerimun 'debtor' and 
hiloil l ilridun - hiiOil leridun 'this (is) an expeller' .  63 The behavior is 
similar with all 1 al-mustaflihah 'the raised ones' if the rill [r] maksu
wrah 'is broken with an [i] ' after the lalif [A] that follows it. That is 
because when rill [r] is able to 

62 The Buwlaq edition has/ana/ abat. 
63 This and the following three examples illustrate the effect of [ri] on the 7alifs 

[A]s that precede it, in which the raised letters blocked 7imalah from taking 
place. [ri] prevails on the preceding 7alifs [A]s to have 7imalah take place. 
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break the ?alif [A] in the fafiil/jifiil forms in garr 'pull with an [i] ' and 
in thefofiil form, as we mentioned, it is due to doubling. It overpowered 
these ?alifiit [A]s, since you put your tongue in the raised position then 
you descend. The mustafliyah 'raised ones' (L. 10) here have assumed 
their status in Gifiif � Gifef'round boats' . You say hiiOihi niiGatun fiiriGun 
'this (is) a distinctive she-camel' and ?aynuGun mafiiriYGu ' (these are) 
distinctive she-camels' .  You erect with an [ a] as you did when you said 
niifiGun 'crier',  muniifiGun 'hypocrite' and maniiSiylu 'combs' .  They 
said min Giriirika � min Girerika 'from your decision' .  It prevailed, just 
like the Giif[ G] and its sisters prevailed. It is no stronger than the Giif[ G] 
because, even though it is as though it is two letters 'open with an raj,' 
it is still one letter and with its measure; just as the ? alif [A] in f iidin 
�fedin 'Ad' and the yii? [y] in Giylin 'a saying' are in place of others 
than them in the radd 'return' .  If you diminutized, they are changed back 
into the wiiw [w], even if there is in them a liyn 'softness' that is not 
found in the others. The rii? [r] is likened to the Giif[G] (L. 15). There is 
no raising in rii? [r]. It has been rendered 'open with an [a] ' and is opened 
towards the mustafliyah 'raised'.  When it prevails over the Giif[G] it is 
stronger than the rii? [r]. 
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Know that those who say masagidu - masegidu 'mosques' and 
fabidun - febidun 'worshiper' erect with an [a] all that you inclined 
with the ra7 [r]. 

KnowthatsomeArabpeople say 7al-kilfiruwn-7al-kefiruwn 'infidels' ,  
ra7aytu 7al-kilfiriyn - ra7aytu 7al-kefiriyn 'I saw the infidels' ,  7al-kilfir 
- 7al-kefir 'the infidel' and hiya 7al-manabiru - hiya 7al-manebiru 
'they (are) the pulpits' . When the rii7 [r] is distanced and there is between 
it and the 7 alif [A] a letter, it does not have the power of the 'raised', 
because it is from the position of lam64 and it is close to the ya7 [y]. Don't 
you notice that the lisper makes it a ya7 [y]? When that was the case (L. 
20) the kasrah 'break [i] ' did its work, since there was no ra7 [r] after it. 
Some other people erected the 7alif[A] in the ra./f 'raise' and the na/b 
'erect' and gave it its status, since there does not occur kasrun 'a break' 
between it and the 7 alif[ A]. They made that no barrier to the nasr b 'erect' , 
as it was not prohibited to the Gaj [G] and its sisters. They inclined in 
garr 'pull', just as they ' inclined' where there is nothing between it and 
the 7 a/if [ A]. (p. 291). It was primary with them, where there was a letter 
before it, to incline due to it, if there was no ra7 [r] after it. There are, 
however, some who say marartu bi-/-himari -

64 The ltim is the third radical in the triradical paradigmatic root ifl. 
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marartu bi-I-himeri 'I passed by the ass' and who also say marartu bi-l
kiifiri 'I passed by the infidel' :  they erect the 7alif[A] . The reason is that 
you may forego the inclination in the na/b 'erect' and the rajf 'raise' 
the way you forego it with the Gaf[G]. When it became like the Gaf[G] 
in this the speaker left it in its state in garr 'pull' ,  where it was erected 
in most of the cases, that is, in the na/ b 'erect' and the rajf 'raise ' .  It 
was part of their speech (L. 5) to erect as with rabid 'worshiper' .  The 
letter that is before the ra7 [r) caused it be distanced from being inclined, 
just as some people did when they said huwa kiifir -+ huwa kefir 'he (is) 
an infidel' ,  and distanced it from being erect with an [a). Since it was 
distanced, and the na/ b 'erect' is more frequent among them, they left 
it in its state, since it is part of their speech to say r abidun 'worshiper ' .  
The original in the fafil form i s  that you erect the 7alif [A), but it is 
inclined for the reason that 1 mentioned to you. Don't you notice that it 
is not inclined in tabalin ' spice'? Since that was the original, they left it 
in its state, in the rq/f 'raise' and in the na/b 'erect' .  This language is 
less frequent in the speech of those who say rabid -+ rebid 'worshiper' 
and ralim -+ relim 'scientist' .  

Know that those who (L. 10) say haoa Garibun -+ haoa Geribun 'this 
(is) a boat' also say marartu bi-Gadirin 'I passed by Qadir ' :  they 'erect' 
the 7alif[A), 
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and they do not make it strong when it is distanced, just as it is in the 
language of those who say marartu bi-kiifirin 'I passed by an infidel' . It is 
not strong enough for inclination when it is distanced, for the reason that 
we mentioned. Some people whose Arabic is acceptable said marartu bi
Gadirin Gablu - marartu bi-Gedirin Gablu ' I  passed by Qadir before', 
because of the ra? [r], when it is maksuwrah 'broken with an [i] ' .  They 
also say Garibun - Geribun 'boat' and garim - gerim 'the harvester of 
dates ' .  So the Gaf[ G] and the others have been equalized. When he said 
marartu bi-Gadirin - marartu bi-Gedirin 'I passed by Qadir' he wanted 
to make it like your saying marartu bi-kiifirin - marartu bi-kefirin 'I 
passed by an infidel' .  He makes them equal here, just as he makes them 
equal there. We heard from a person whom we trust from among the 
Arabs (L. 15), quoting from the poet Hudba bin Khasram 

({awiyl) 

rasa ? al-lahu yuyniy ran bi/adi bni Giidirin - Gedirin 
bi-munhamirin gawni ? al-rababi sakuwbin 

Would that God would dispense with a flowing torrent 
of dark clouds on the land of Ibn Qadir 
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You say huwa Giidirun 'he (is) Qadir ' .  
Know that the ones who say marartu bi-ktifirin -+ marartu bi-kefirin 

' 1  passed by an infidel' are more numerous than those who say marartu 
bi-Gadirin -+ marartu bi-Gedirin ' 1  passed by Qadir', because there 
is one of the ?istirla? 'raised' letters. As to the case of ra? [r], I have 
already mentioned it to you. 

Know that some Arabs say marartu bi-himari Gtisimin 'I passed by 
Qiisim's ass' ;  they erect with an [a] due to the Gaf[G], just as na/abuw 
'they erected with an [a]' when they said marartu bi-mali Gtisimin 'I 
passed by Qiisim's property' ,  except that inclination (L. 20) in himar 
'ass ' .  and its like, is more frequent because it is as though there are two 
letters maksuwran 'broken-do with an [i] ' between the ?alif[A] and the 
Gaf1 G]. Consequently inclination is more frequent in them than in ? ai-mal 
'the property' .  If, however, they were to say garimi Gtisimin -+ gerimi 
GtiSimin 'Qiisim's offence', it does not have the status ofhimari Gasimin 
'Qiisim's ass' ,  because what inclines the ?alif[A] of garimin -+ gerimin 
'offence' does not change. So he distinguished between himari GtiSimin 
'Qiisim's ass' and garimi GtiSimin-+ gerimi GtiSimin 'Qasim's offense' 
in the same way he distinguished between mali GtiSimin 'property of 
Qasim' and rabidi 
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GiiSimin- febidi GiiSimin 'servant of Qasim' . The one who said marartu 
bi-nimari GiiSimin 'I passed by Qasim's ass' also said marartu bi-safari 
Gablu 'I  passed by Satar before',  because raJ [r] here (p. 292) is subject 
to change, whether in lid afah 'annexation' , or whether with a masculine 
name, because it is the letter of ?if rab 'desinence' .  You said marartu 
bi-farrin Gablu- marartu bi-ferrin Gablu 'I passed by a fugitive before' 
in the language of the one who said marartu bil-nimari Gablu - marartu 
bil-nimeri Gablu 'I passed by the ass before',  and said marartu bi-klifirin 
Gablu - marartu bi-kejirin Gablu 'I  passed by an infidel before' ,  due 
to the fact that there is only one quiescent letter between the magruwr 
'pulled' and the ?alif [A] in farrin 'fugitive',  which is from nowhere 
except the position of the other. He thus raises his tongue off them as 
there is nothing after the ?alif[A] except a raJ [r] maksuwratun 'broken 
with [i] ' .  Since marartu bi-klifirin - marartu bi-kefirin 'I passed by an 
infidel' is part of their speech, (L. 5) it is necessary for them to incline 
for this reason. You say haoihi / afariru - haoihi / aferiru 'these (are) 
eaves' ,  and if the poet were compelled, he would say ?al-mawariru ..... 
al-maweriru 'terrains' ,  as this has the status of marartu bi-farrin ---+ 

marartu bi-ferrin 'I passed by the fugitive',  because if hiya ?al-manabiru 
- hiya ?al-minebiru 'they (are) the pulpits' were part of their 
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speech, this inclination would be required if the ril? [r] were maksuwrah 
. broken with [i] ' after the ? aiifI A ].  He, the Exulted, said kanat Gawilriyra, 
Gawilriyra min fief ef atin --+ kanat Gaweriyra, Gaweriyra min fief ef atin 
'the vessels were vessels of silver' (Siirah LXXVI: 1S-16). The one 
who said hilOil gild dun --+ hilOil geddun 'this (is) serious' does not say 
hiiOil filrrun --+ hiiOil ferrun 'this (is) a fugitive', due to the strength of 
the ril? [r] here, as we mentioned. You say hiioihi danilniyru --+ hilOihi 
daneniyru 'these (are) dinars ', just like you said kafirun --+ kefirun 
'infidel ' .  This is better, because the ril? [r] is more distant. Some of them 
say maniiSiyl u --+ manesiyl u 'combs' ,  which is better. If you were in (L. 
10) garr 'pull' ,  its story would be the story of kafir --+ kefir ' infidel'. 

Know that those who say hiiOil dilr 'this (is) a suppliant' in sukuwt 
' silence' would not incline, because they did not pronounce the 'break 
[i] ' of the rayn with the kasrah 'break [i] ' .65 They say marartu bi-bimilr 
--+ marartu bi-bimer 'I  passed by an ass', because the ril? [r] is to them 
as though doubled, and it is as though garra 'he pulled with an [i] ' a ril? 
[r] before another ril? [r] . That is in their saying marartu bi-i-bimilr --+ 
marartu bi-i-bimer 'I passed by the ass' and ?astugiyru bi-i-iilhi mina 
?ai-nilr --+ ?astugiyru bi-i-illhi mina ?ai-ner 'I seek 

65 r 0'n is the second radical of the paradigmatic root jfl 
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refuge in God from the fire' (Siirah LXX:15, 16). They say fly mahiiril 
---+ fly maheril 'in fleet of camels' :  you incline the hil? [h] and what is 
before it. He66 said, I heard the Arabs say e! arabtu e! arbah ---+ e! arabtu 
e!arbe(h) 'I  struck a blow' and ?axaotu ?axoah ---+ ?axaotu ?axoe(h) 'I  
took a turn' .  They likened the hil? [h] to ?alif[A], so he inclined what is 
before it, just as he inclines what is before the ?alif[A]. The one who (L. 
15) said ?arada ?an yae!ribahil Giisimun 'he wanted Qasim to strike her' 
said ? arada ? an yael ribahil riiSidun ---+ ? arada ? an yad rib( ah)e riiSidun 
'he wanted Rashid to strike her' .  The one who said bi-milli Giisimin 
'with Qasim's property' said bi-milli riiSidin ---+ bi-meli riiSidin 'with 
Rashid's property'. The ril? [r] is weaker than the Gilf[G] for the reason 
I mentioned to you. You say ra?aytu rifril 'I saw swine',  just as you say 
ra?aytu rilGil 'I saw a jewel' and ra?aytu nyril 'I saw a caravan',  just as 
you say ra?aytu diYGil ' I  saw straits' and hiiOil nmrilnu 'this (is) Imran', 
as you say bimGilnun ' insolent' .  

Know that some people say ra?aytu rifril ---+ ra?aytu rifre ' I  saw 
swine' :  they incline due to the kasrah 'break [i] ' ,  because the ?alif 
[A] is at the end of the baif 'word'. Since the ril? [r] was not like the 
mustarliyah 'raised' and there was 

66 Al-KbalTI 7lbn 7ahmad al-FarahIdi, the teacher of Sibawayh. 
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a kasrah 'break [i] ' before it and the ?alif [A] was at the end of the 
word, they likened it to the ? alif [ A] of hubla -- huble 'pregnant' .  This 
was more required (L. 20) where some of them said ra?aytu rirGa -

ra?aytu rirGe 'I saw Irqa' . He said ?arada ?an yafGiraha -- ?arada 
?an yafGir(ah)e 'he wanted to slaughter it', ?arada ?an yafGira -
?arada ?an yafGire 'he wanted to slaughter it' and ra?aytuka fasira -
ra?aytuka fasire 'I found you desperate' .  They gave these things the 
status of that which does not include a ra? [r) . They say ra?aytu fayrti 
-- ra?aytu fayre ' I  saw a wild ass ' .  If the kasrah 'break [i] ' inclines, all 
the more reason then for the ya? [y] to incline. They said ?al-niyranu -
?al-niyrenu 'the boiling' where you 'break' the beginning of the word, 
and the ?alif[A] is afterwards within (p. 293) the same word. So, it is 
likened to what is built on the word like the ?alif[A] of hubla -- huble 
'pregnant' .  They said rimran -- rimren 'Iroran', but do not say birGan 
-- birGen 'lambs', the plural of baraGin ' lamb', nor himGanun -
himG"enun ' stupid' ,  because they are of the mustarliyah 'raised' letters. 
Whoever said htiOa rimran -- haoa rimren 'this (is) Iroran' , he inclined. 
He said of man named riGran, haoa riGran -- htioa riGren 'this (is) 
Iqran' .  Similarly, they said gilbabun -- gilbebun 'garment' ,  for what is 
between them does not block 
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inclination, just as the / ad [Sf] is not blocked in / amaliGa _ sf ameliGa 
'deserts' . They said oafiriiSun - oafiresun 'this (is) a bed' and haoa 
girabun - hiiOa girebun 'this (is) a bag'. When the kasrah 'break [i]' 
was first and the ?alif[A] was extra, (L. 5) it was likened to niyran -
niyren 'boiling'. The na/b 'erect with [a]' in all these is better, because 
they are not like the ?alif[A] ofnubla - nuble 'pregnant'. 
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Chapter Six (482) 

This is a Chapter on the Letters That are Inclined That Do 

Not Have the 7alif[A] After Them, If the rii7 [r] After Them 

is 'Broken With an [iJ ' 

(Buwlaq vol. 2, pp. 270-1 ;  Derenbourg vol. 2, pp. 293-4; 
Hiiruwn vol. 4, pp. 142-4) 

(II, P. 270, L. 6) Examples are in your saying mina ? al-cI arari � mina 
?al-clareri 'from harm' , mina ?al-barari � mina ?al-bareri 'from 
dung', mina ?al-kibari � mina ?al- kiberi 'from greatness ' ,  mina 
?al-iiyari � mina ?al-iiyeri 'from smallness' and mina ?al-fuGari � 

mina ?al-fuGeri 'from poverty' . When the ril? [r) was as though it were 
two maksuwriln 'broken with an [i] ' letters, and as though similar to 
the yil? [y], they inclined the maftuwh 'open with an [a] ' ,  just like they 
inclined the ?alif [A], because the /amah 'open [a]' is from the ?alif 
[A] . Likening the/amah 'open [a] ' to the kasrah 'break [i] ' is similar to 
likening the ?alif[A] to the yil? [y). The letters here (L. 10) would have 
the same status ifthey were before the ?alif[A) and there is the ro? [r] 
after the ?alif[A), even if that which was before the ?alif[A] was one of 
the mustafliyah 'raised' ones, like 
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cf ilrib - cf erib 'hitter' and Gilrib - Gerib 'boat' .  You say min famri 
min femri 'from Amr' :  you incline the fayn [�] because the miym [m] is 
silkinah 'quiescent' .  You say mina lal-muhiloari - mina lal-muhiloeri 
'from the warner' :  you incline the oill [0] and you are not able to incline 
the lalif[A], because there is/amah 'an open [a]' after and before the 
lalif[A] . Hence the inclination does nothing to the lalif[A] . This is just 
as in your sayingliacfirun 'attendant' ,  which you do not incline because 
it is ofthe 'raised' letters. Just as you do not incline the lalif[A] because 
of the 'break: [i],' so you do not incline it because of the inclination of 
the oill [0]. You say hilOil libnu maofuwrin - hilM libnu maofuwerin 
'this (is) the son of Math�ur' as though (L. 15) you taruwmu 'aim for' 
the kasrah 'break: [i] ' ,  because the rill [r] is like maksuwriln 'two broken 
with an [i] ' letters. You don't incline the wilw [w] because it is not like 
the yill [y] . If you were to incline it, you would incline what is before 
it, but you aim for the kasrah 'break [i] ' as you say rudda - ridda 
'returned'. Examples of these are their saying fagabtu mina lal-samuri 
- fagabtu mina lal-samuri - fagabtu mina lal-sameri 'I liked the 
entertainment', sari btu mina ? al-munGuri - sari btu mina 1 al-munGuri 
- saribtu mina ?al-munGeri ' I  drank from the hollow-out' .  They said 
ra? aytu xabal a 
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?al-riyfi - ra?aytuxabale ?al-riyfi '1 saw the leaves of the country' , just 
as he said mina ?al-malari - mina ?al-mat'eri 'from the rain' .  They 
said ra? aytu xabal a firindin- ra? aytu xabal e firindin 'I saw the swirls 
of a garment' ,  just as he said mina ? al-kiifirina - mina ? al-kefirina 'of 
the atheists ' .  They said hiloil xabal u riyilliin- hiloil xabat' e riyiili in 
'this (is) a swirl of wind', just as he said mina ?al-munGari - mina 
?al-munGiiri- mina ?a/-munGeri 'of the hollow-out '. He said marartu 
bi-fayrin - marartu bi-feyrin ' I  passed by a wild ass' and marartu 
bi-xayrin - marartu bi-xeyrin 'I  passed in peace' .  He did it without 
?ismilm 'rounding' because they are concealed with the yil? [y] (L. 
20) just as the 'break [ir in the yil? [y] is more concealed. Similar to 
it is marartu bi-bafiyrin 'I passed by a he-camel ' , because the f ayn 
[f] is maksiirah 'broken with an [ir, but they say (p. 294) hiloil ?ibnu 
eawrin - hiloil ?ibnu eewrin 'this (is) the offspring of a bull' .  You say 
hiloil Gafil riyiiliin- hiloil Gafe riyilliin 'this (is) counter to winds', just 
as you say ra?aytu xabala riyilliin - ra?aytu xabale riyilliin 'I saw 
swirls of winds , . You incline the f ill ['] ofxabafin due to the munfaiilah 
'unconnected' rill [r] with a 'break [i] . '  The behavior is similar with the 
?alif[A] of Gafiln 'back' in this saying. As to the one who said 
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marartu bi-moB Giisimin -+ marartu bi-meli Giisimin 'I passed by 
Qasim's property' .  He does not 'erect' because it is 'unconnected. ' He 
said ra?aytu xabal a riyahin 'I saw swirls of winds',  and Gala riyaliin 
'counter to winds' .  He did not incline. All that we have mentioned to 
you in these chapters about ?imalah 'inclination' and being naib 'erect' 
we heard from the Arabs. The one who said min famri -+ min femri 
'from Atm', min ?al-nuyari -+ min ?al nuyeri 'from the red-beaked 
sparrows',  he inclined. He does not (L. S) incline mina ?al-sariGi 'from 
spittle' because after the ra? [r] there is a 'raised' letter, so that cannot 
be, just as haoa mariGun -+ haoa meriGun 'this (is) an apostate' cannot 
be. 
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7: Analysis of Chapter One (477) 

This is a Chapter Where the 7alifor [A]s tumalu 'are 

Inclined' 

7.0 The chapters dealing with 7imalah 'inclination' comprise a small 
section of 7al-Kitab 'the book' of Sibawayh. They include chapters 
477-82 in Derenbourg's enumeration (1 885), that is, six chapters out 
of a massive book that is 571 chapters long. The value of this special 
phonetic topic is that it is a coherent treatment of a prevalent phenomenon 
in classical Arabic. 7imiilah was operative across dialectal boundaries in 
a variety of guises that may have baffled many analysts. What Sibawayh 
accomplished was to produce an overview of the inventory of observed 
changes of the inclined 7alifot [A]s, [a]s becoming [e]s, for the most 
part, stating the conditions under which 7imalah took place. He showed 
it to be a regular, if an optional, process. He showed that, as a process, 
7imalah was far from haphazard; it occurred in certain contexts and was 
alternatively set off or prevented by specific triggers or blocks. What 
also fascinates an observer is that different dialects took advantage of 
this process in different ways; some applied it to certain classes of words, 
while others did not. But no matter what the predilection of the users 
might have been, within or across dialectal boundaries, the controlling 
contextual triggers did not vary or shift from dialect to dialect but 
remained constant. Irrespective of the dialect, if 7imalah were to take 
place it would take place in the same contexts. The only option that 
speakers of this or that dialect had was whether or not to apply the rules 
of 7imalah. 

In the process of 7imalah, certain 7alifot[A]s were not pronounced 
as [a], but, as the term indicates, they were inclined towards the ya7 [y], 
pronounced somewhere between an [a] and an [1], which is a position 
approximating to that of an [e]. By way of an example, [kitab] 'book' 
was pronounced [kiteb], and so on with all the other cases in which the 
stated conditions were present. 

67 Arabic transcriptions are in italics. 
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A process comparable to ?imalah occurs in many languages, for 
example in German, and is usually referred to as 'umlauting' .  The 
advantage of keeping the translation closer to the original Arabic is that 
it is more faithful to the concept, and secondly, ?imalah is not limited to 
the fronting of the [a] to [e], but can just as easily apply to the backing 
of [a] towards [D] as was done in the dialect ofhigaz in words like i alat 
- i alot 'prayer' ,  zakiit - zakDt 'alms giving' andlit:ryat -lit:ryDt 'life' 
(II, P. 452, L. 12). This latter process is often called tafxiym 'emphasis ' ,  
and is not dwelled on in these chapters. 

There is a parallelism between liuruwf' letters 
, 
that are calledsawakin 

'quiescent' and the liarakiit 'motions' .  The liuruwf 'letters' ?alif [A], 
ya? [y] and wiiw [w] are longer versions of the liarakat 'motions' 
[a], [i] and [u] . They correspond, in the Western tradition, in certain 
contexts, to long and short vowels. The liuruwf 'letters' are subject to 
being set in motion by the liarakat 'motions' ,  like the kiif [k] in kataba 
'he wrote' ,  kitab 'book' and kutub 'books', and the wiiw [w] in walad 
'boy', wiladah 'birth', wulida 'he was born' are all set in motion, but the 
liarakiit 'motions' cannot themselves be set in motion. We are keeping 
the liuruwf' letters' and the liarakiit 'motions' distinct here for clarity and 
consistency's sake. 

In selecting the proper terms in the translation, an attempt has been 
made to be 'faithful' to the original as much as one could without 
sacrificing accuracy. Sibawayh's book makes new demands on the 
translator. It is by all accounts the first full analysis of Arabic that we 
know of. What is more, it does not conform to our Indo-European 
paradigm of analysis, which looks at language from a certain vantage 
point. In English, for example, we make use of the traditional Greek, 
Latin and Sanskrit paradigms, which include inherited terminology such 
as 'vowel, ' 'consonant', 'phoneme,' 'morpheme' and 'sandhi' among 
many others. Sibawayh and those that followed him did not have this 
prepackaged wealth of linguistic lore available to them. They created 
their own paradigm and selected their own terminology from their own 
language. That poses a problem for the translator who must decide 
whether to pour this Arabic material into an Indo-European mold or to 
follow the insights ofthe natives who created it. The easiest route would 
have been to follow one ofthe established Western paradigms and make 
it as harmonious with our inherited historical paradigm as possible. That 
route has already been taken by Jahn ( 1894) in his German translation 
- the only translation of the whole book. One is in awe of this massive 
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production and one has nothing but admiration for its author. He did a 
thoroughjob of translating the text, though not all the examples or all the 
poetry are translated, besides he included a rich selection of comments 
from Arab commentators on the text. It is a treasury of quotes. He also 
transcribes the 'inclined' [a] as an [e]. 

Or, alternately, one might venture into the new Arabic paradigm and 
communicate to the reader its form, its conceptual framework and its 
originality. In the present study, this second route was taken. This puts 
cross-cultural demands on the translator and imposes constraints: all that 
is new in this new paradigm and the terms that are used must be made 
available and shared with the reader. Here, the rich translation format is 
used in order to achieve this, hence the plethora of Arabic terms within 
the translation. The aim was to make not only the translation but also 
the terminology accessible to the reader who may not have expertise in 
the language. It is hoped that this makes Sibawayh's system accessible 
in its original form. 

Whether it is precisely the sound [e] or something slightly different 
is a legitimate concern. The text only says that the ?alif[a] is ' inclined' 
towards the ya? [y] and approximated to the sound [i] of the context 
(II, P. 279, L. 13). This statement of Slbawayh, and many others, were 
taken as indicative of his intention that the [a] is moving towards the [i] 
position, and within a three-vowel system, [e] is intermediate between the 
two. ?imalah, and not some other term, was used, and this interpretation 
sounds reasonable, though there is no absolute certainty how close it is 
to [i]. The motion of [a] becoming an [e] in modem dialects is pervasive. 
A good example would be Lebanese Arabic, but that is only suggestive 
and not a guarantee of its truth. 

Umlauting comes to mind as a choice but what ' inclines' in Sibawayh 
is very specifically determined by context. Not all [a]s incline. It is clear 
that those [a]s that are in the context of raised letters (Ch. 480), the 
back [a]s, for example, do not incline. This is not similar to the German. 
Basically only the non-back, low vowels are raised towards [e], so this 
is a much more phonetically defined process. One feels compelled to 
follow the thinking of the author and to be thoughtful of the tradition to 
show its originality and newness by being more faithful to its formulation 
by Sibawayh. 

The term 'inclination' was chosen for ?imalah for simple reasons. 
As mentioned above, the translation attempts to be faithful to the 
text and the term 'inclination, ' though new to the technical linguistic 
vocabulary, is the term Sibawayh selected - and he is a very careful 
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writer -is hannonious with what he proposed, is faithful to his concept 
and is descriptive of the process under discussion. It is also the selection 
of Troupeau ( 1976: 198) where he gives: 'inflechir, inflexion.' The 
selection of 'inclination' dictated rethinking the structure of the vowel 
triangle to make it a better fit of the new conception by re-imagining the 
relationship of the three vowels not in a rigid trianglular representation 
but in a more flexible T-fonnation to accommodate the shifting of an [a] 
towards an [e] by the process of 7imalah 'inclination'. This allows one 
to change one segment/sound in relation to the others without disturbing 
the positions of the unaffected others. The three liuruwf liyn and madd/ 
barakiit 'letters of softness and length/motions' of Arabic are represented 
by a T-formation thus: 

ya7/kasrah [y/i] --- O --- [w/u] wiiwldammah 
(garr 'pulling') (raft' 'raising') 

! 
[Ala] 

7 aliflfathah 
(naib 'erecting ,) 

This tri-partite system adjusts accordingly when one of its components 
shifts its regular position to accommodate the process of 7imalah. 
Thus: 

[i] - - - - --0 - - - - - [u] 

[el / 
7imalah � � � � � 

[a] 

In general, SIbawayh discusses phonetic changes by dividing the sound 
system of Arabic into two main subclasses. For the class of 7al-buruwf 
7al-sakinah 'the still/quiescent letters', their detailed descriptions and 
the changes in their articulations are discussed in the section on 7idyam 
'assimilation', which comprises the last part of SIbawayh's book, that 
is, chapters 565-7 1 .  On the other hand, some of the changes that affect 
7al-buruwf 7al-layyinah 'the soft letters' and the barakiit 'motions', 
which may be varied, such as in 7imalah 'inclination', are discussed 
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in these chapters, which is to say chapters 477-82. The latter chapters 
provide the contexts in which 7imalah takes place. In the present chapter 
the general contexts for 7imalah and refraining from 7imalah will be 
isolated, and the relevant exemplification will be given with references 
to the text. These comments will attempt, as much as possible, to keep 
close to the original terminology and phrasing, and to use the technical 
vocabulary developed by the school of Basrah. This chapter sets the 
template that will be followed in the subsequent chapters, ceteris 
paribus, in detennining the triggers for 7imalah 'inclination'. In general, 
the trigger is the presence of a kasrah [i] either before or after an 7alif 
[A], and by extension the presence of a ya7 [y] in the same contexts. 

7.1 The 7alif[A] is inclined if it is followed by a letter set in motion with 
a kasrah [i] (II, P. 279, L. 10). For example: 

rabid - rebid 'worshiper' (II, P. 279, L. 11) 
ralim - relim 'scientist' (II, P. 279, L. 11) 
masagid - masegid 'mosques' (II, P. 279, L. 11) 
mafotiyb - mafotiyb 'keys' (II, P. 279, L. 11) 
ruoajirun - ruoejirun 'coarse' (II, P. 279, L. 11) 
habiylu - hebiylu 'Abel' (II, P. 279, L. 11) 

7.2 The 7 alif[ A] is inclined if the first/preceding letter of the word is set 
in motion with a kasrah [i]. (II, P. 279, L. 11fr.17).68 For example: 

limadun 
kilabun 

limedun 
kilebun 

'limad' (II, P. 279, L. 17) 
'dogs' (II, P. 279, L. 21) 

7.3 The 7alif [A] is inclined if there are two letters between the 7alif 
[A] and the kasrah [i], but the first letter is sakin 'quiescent' since the 
quiescent is not a strong barrier to inclination. (Ch. 477. P. 279, L. 18).69 

For example: 

sirbalun 
simlalun 
7iswidad 

sirbelun 
simlelun 
7iswided 

'shirt' (II, P. 279, L. 21) 
'agile' (II, P. 279, L. 21) 
'blackness' (II, P. 279, L. 21) 

68 Rules 1 & 2 are not used by the speakers from bigiiz (II, P. 280, L. 21). 
69 'Quiescent' means that it is not mutaharrik 'set in motion' by one of the three 

motions, that is, [a), [i) or [u). 
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7.4 The ?alif[A] is not inclined if after the ?alif[A] there is a letter set 
in motion with an [a] or an [u] (II, P. 280, L. 1). For example: 

?iigurrin 
xiitamin 
tiibalin 

'rewarder' (II, P. 280, L. 2) 
'finger ring' (II, P. 280, L. 2) 
' spice' (II, P. 280, L. 2) 

7.5 The ?alif [A] is not inclined if before the ?alif [A] there is a letter 
that is maftuwh 'open with an [a]' or madmuwm 'closed with a [u] ' (II, 
P. 280, L. 4). For example: 

rabiibin 
gamiidin 
?al-baIMl 
?al-gummiif 
?al-xull iif 

'fiddle' (II, P. 280, L. 4) 
' inanimate' (II, P. 280, L. 4) 
'the confusion' (II, P. 280, L. 4) 
' the totality' (II, P. 280, L. 4) 
' the swallows' (II, P. 280, L. 5) 

7.6 The wiiw [w] is changed into ayii? [y] in structures with more than 
three letters, if wiiw [w] is the liim [1].70 One may consider this a complete 
inclination where the first letter becomes like the second. [w ] -+ [y] 
(II, P. 280, L. 10-11). For example: 

mafdiyyun 
masniyyun 
?al-Gunniyy 
?al-fisfiiyy 

(fdw) 
(snw) 
(Gnw) 
(fiw) 

'running' (II, P. 280, L. 10-13) 
'watering' (II, P. 280, L. 10-13) 
' canals' (II, P. 280, L. 10-13) 
' sticks' (II, P. 280, L. 10-13) 

7.7 The ? alif[ A] is not inclined in three letter structures with a wiiw [w] 
in order to distinguish them from the structures with a yii? [y] (IT, P. 280, 
L. 10-14). For example: 

Gafo (n) 
fasfii {n) 
?al-Ganii 
?al-Galii 

(Gfiv) 
(fiw) 
(Gnw) 
(Glw) 

'back' (II, P. 280, L. 15) 
' stick' (II, P. 280, L. 15) 
'the aquiline nose' (II, P. 280, L. 15) 
'the sand grouse' (II, P. 280, L. 15) 

7.8 The final ? alif[ A] is inclined in similar forms when the liim [1] is not 
a wiiw [w] but a yii? [y] (II, P. 280, L. 16). For example: 

70 liim [1] is the third radical of the paradigmatic root [fill. 
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kibe 'horse' (II, P. 280, L. 17) 
f ase 'dimness of sight' (II, P. 280, L. 17) 
make 'burrow for a lizard' (IT, P. 280, L. 17)71 

7.9 The final ? alif[ A lis inclined in ? asmii? 'names' whose final element 
is ? alif ziiridah ' an extra ? alif[ A]' which is for the feminine or something 
else (II, P. 281, L. 5). For example: 

mifzii 
hublii 

mifze 
huble 

'goat' (II, P. 281, L. 6) 
'pregnant' (II, P. 281, L. 6)72 

7.10 'The ?alif [A] is inclined where a yii? [y] or a wiiw [w] is in the 
fayn [r) position,73 on the pattern offaf altu. ' For these actions there is 
an [i] that sets the first segment in motion. That is, there is inclination in 
medially weak forms with either a [w] or a [y] . (II, P. 281, L. 10). For 
example: 

xiifa (xwf) -+ xefa 'he feared' (II, P. 281, L. 13) 
miita (mwt) -+ meta 'he died' (II, P. 281, L. 10) 
liiba (lyb) -+ leba 'he enjoyed' (II, P. 281, L. 13) 

hiiba (hyb) -+ Mba 'he revered' (II, P. 281, L. 13) 
f -s ara (iyr) -+ i era 'he became' (II, P. 281, L. 14) 

xiiba (xyb) -+ xeba 'he failed' (II, P. 281, L. 19)74 

7.11 The ?alif [A] is not inclined where a wiiw [w] is in the fayn [l] 
position,75 on the pattern of faf altu. For these actions there is a [u] setting 
the first segment in motion, that is, in medially weak forms with a [w]. 
This is in contrast to xiifa / xiftu 'he feared / I feared' . Thus: 

lst sing 
Giimii 
diirii 

2nd sing 
Gumtu 'he got up, I got up' (II, P. 281, L. 18) 
durtu 'he turned, I turned' (II, P. 281, L. 18) 

71 The people of Baniy Tamiym do not incline these (ll, P. 281, L. 4-5). 
72 'Many people do not incline these and say': 

hubla 'pregnant' (ll, P. 281, L. 9) 
mifza 'goat' (ll, P. 281, L. 10) 

73 f�n [f] is the second radical of the paradigmatic root [ffi). 
74 The examples have thejarltu forms: xiftu. mittu. libtu. hibtu. /irtu and xiblU, 

respectively, as opposed to forms like: Gama 'he rose' Gumtu 1 rose ' and saGa 
'he drove',  suGtu '1 drove' .  

75 f�n is the second radical of the paradigmatic root [fil). 
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7.12 The ? alif [A] is inclined when there is a yii? [y] before it, which 
is similar to when it has a kasrah [i] before it (II, P. 281, L. 20). For 
example: 

kayyiil 
bayyiil 

---+ kayyel 'thorny tree' (II, P. 281, L. 20) 
---+ bayyel 'vendor' (II, P. 281, L. 20)76 

Those who do not incline these do not incline the following either (II, 
P. 282, L. 3): 

?al-sayiil ---+ ?al-sayel 
? ai-a ayiin ---+ ? ai-a ayen 

'the brook' (II, P. 282, L. 1) 
'the skimmed milk' (II, P. 282, L. 1) 
'Shayban' (II, P. 282, L. 2) saybiin ---+ sayben 

I ayliin ---+ I aylen 
yayliin ---+ yaylen 
zaydii ---+ zayde 

'Aylan' (II, P. 282, L. 2) 
'Ghaylan' (II, P. 282, L. 2) 
'Zayd-d. ' (II, P. 282, L. 6) 

They also do not incline the following since they don't contain a yii? 
[y] : 

labdii 
kasliin 

' servant' (II, P. 282, L. 7) 
' lazy' (II, P. 282, L. 8) 

7.13 The ? alif [A] is inclined in garr 'pull' ,  77 that is, 'prepositional 
phrases' ,  where it is preceded by a kasrah [i] on the pattern of the filil 
form, as in: 

kiitib 
siigid 
marartu bi-biibihi 

---+ ketib 'writer' (II, P. 282, L. 4) 
---+ segid 'worshiper' (II, P. 282, L. 4) 
---+ marartu bi-bebihi '1 passed by his door' 

(II, P. 282, L. 3) 
?axaotu min miilihi ---+ ?axaotu min melihi '1 took of his wealth' 

(II, P. 282, L. 3) 
marartu bi-?al-miili ---+ marartu bi-?al-meli '1 passed by the property' 

min ?ahli Iodin 
(II, P. 282, L. 11) 

---+ min ?ahli ledin 'for the people of lad' 
(II, P. 282, L. 5) 

76 'Many people ofhigiiz do no incline these 7a/ifot [A]s'. (D, P. 282, L. 1). 
77 gar and magruwr create an environment for fimalah to take effect by marking 

the magruwr with an [i]. 
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fly ? al-giidayn ---+ fly ? al-gedayn ' in your sword-belts-d. ' 
(II, P. 282, L. 9) 

marartu bi-I agliinika ---+ marartu bi-I aglenika '1 passed by your 
bows-d ' (II, P. 282, L. 10) 

marartu bi-miilin 
kaeiyrin 

---+ marartu bi-melin kaeiyrin 
'1 passed by great wealth' (II, P. 282, L. 11) 

This is just like their saying: 

miiSin 
diilin 

---+ mesin 
---+ delin 

'walker' (II, P. 282, L. 11) 
'caller' (II, P. 282, L. 10) 

7.14 The ?alif [A] is inclined when the kasrah [i] is considered like a 
yii? [y] (II, P. 282, L. 5) as in the following: 

dirhamiin ---+ dirhamen 
ra?aytu Gizhii ---+ ra?aytu Gizhe 
ra?aytu lilmii ---+ ra?aytu lilme 

'two dirhams' (II, P. 282, L. 8) 
'1 saw Qizah' (II, P. 282, L. 8) 
'1 saw knowledge' 

(II, P. 282, L. 9) 

7.15 'The ?alif[A] in inclined following another inclination. The second 
?alif[A] is inclined due to the inclination of the first ?alif[A]' (II, P. 282, 
L. 14), as in: 

limiidii ---+ limedii ---+ limede 'Imad-d.' (II, P. 282, L. 14) 
ra?aytu limiidii ---+ ra?aytu limede '1 saw Imad-d' 

(II, P. 282, L. 14) 
ra?aytu miyziinii ---+ ra?aytu miyzene ' 1  saw the scales ' 

(II, P. 282, L. 14) 
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8 :  Analysis of Chapter Two (478) 

This is a Chapter on the 7imiilah ' Inclination' of 7alif[A] : 

A Great Number of Arabs Incline It. 

8.0 In this chapter, Sibawayh pauses to make a statement about the state 

of ?imalah 'inclination' among the speakers. He makes the point that 

there is variation, when he says: 

Know that not everyone who inclines the ?a/iftit [A]s agrees with the 
other Arabs who incline. Rather, each member of the group may differ 
from his colleague so that someone yaniub 'erects' what his colleague 
yumiylu 'inclines ', and yumiylu ' inclines' some others that his colleague 
yani ub 'erects ' .  Similarly, whoever, in whose dialect the nai b 'erection' 
plays a part may not agree with the others who erect. Rather, his case and 
the case of his colleague are the same case as that of the first two with 
respect to the kasr 'break [i] ' .  If you were to see an Arab of that persua
sion do not fault him as though he mixed his dialect, rather, this is their 
style. (n, P. 283, L. 1-6) 

This chapter continues to indicate the contexts where ?imalah 'inclination' 

takes place, using the same triggers as in the previous chapter but in 
more refined contexts and with more expected variations. There is an 
extended discussion of the feminine marker, the ha? [h] and its potential 

and actual hiddenness in pronunciation. The hiddenness of the ha? [h] 
creates shorter sequences and consequently more immediate contexts 

for ?imalah ' inclination' when there is a kasrah [i] before the ?alif [A] .  
The rest of this chapter lists the relevant rules as  given by Sibawayh. 

8.1 The feminine marker ha? [h] can be hidden, that is unpronounced, 

in which case the final ?alif[A] is inclined in the context of a preceding 

kasrah 'break [i] ' .  For example: 

yuriydu ? an yad ribaha - yuriydu ? an yad rib( ah)e 
'he wants to hit her ' (n, P. 282, L. 20) 
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yuriydu ?an yanzifaha - yuriydu ?an yanzif(ah)e 
' he wants to remove it' 

(II, P. 282, L. 21) 

8.2 The feminine marker ha? [h] can be hidden, in which case the 

resulting form resembles another form on the surface, the dual. For 

example: 

yuriydu ? an yad ribaha - yuriydu ? an yad riM 

This leads to the inclination of the final ?alif[A] in the relevant contexts. 
For example: 

yuriydu ? an yad ribaha - yuriydu ? an yad riM - yad riM 
'he wants to hit her' (II, P. 282, L. 22) 

8.3 There is inclination of the ?alif[A] in forms with the feminine ha? 
[h], and the forms without this ha? [h] are even more likely to incline. The 

following examples show the inclination when the [h] is pronounced: 

minha - minhe 'from her' (II, P. 283, L. 2) 

madribaha - madribahe 'her camp site' (II, P. 283, L. 2) 

biha - bihe 'in her ' (II, P. 283, L. 2) 

The following examples illustrate the pronunciation when the ha? [h] is 
hidden, as in: 

min(h)a - min(h)e 'from her' (II, P. 283, L. 4) 
madrib(h)a - madrib(h)e 'her camp site' (II, P. 283, L. 4) 

b(ih)a - b(ih)e 'in her ' (II, P. 283, L. 4) 

8.4 Inclination of the ? alif [A] is triggered by a preceding ya? [y] just 
as it was triggered by a preceding kasrah 'break [i] ',  as in the following 

examples: 

yuriydu ?an yakiylaha - yuriydu ?an yakiyl(ah)e 
'he wants to weigh her' (II, P. 283, L. 6) 

lam yakilha - lam yakil(h)e 'he did not weigh her' 
(II, P. 283, L. 6) 
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8.S There is no inclination of the ?alif[A] in the rajf 'raising' marked 
with a d ammah 'closed [u] ' ,  where [u] prevents inclination, as in the 
following: 

huwa yakiyluhii 'he weighs her' (II, P. 283, L. 7) 

8.6 There is no inclination of the ? alif [A] where there is neither a yii? 
[y] nor a kasrah 'break [i] '  to trigger it, as in the following examples: 

lam yarlamhii 
lam yaxajhii 
ra?aytu damii 
damahii 

'he does not know her' (II, P. 283, L. 10) 
'he does not fear her' (II, P. 283, L. 10) 
'I saw blood' (II, P. 283, L. 13) 
'her blood' (II, P. 283, L. 13) 

8.7 There is inclination of the ? alif [A] when the yii? [y] immediately 
precedes the ?alif[A], as in the following: 

fiynii 
falaynii 

-+ fiyne 
-+ falayne 

' in us' (II, P. 283, L. 11) 
' against us ' 

(II, P. 283, L. 11) 
bayniy wa baynahii -+ bayniy wa bayn(ah)e 'between me and her' 

ra?aytu yadii 

ra?aytu ziyanii 

(II, P. 283, L. 11) 
-+ ra?aytu yade 'I  saw her hand' 

(II, P. 283, L. 12) 
-+ ra?aytu ziyane 'I saw beauty' 

(II, P. 284, L. 6) 
These are comparable to similar forms with a kasrah [i] as a trigger for 
inclination of the ?alif[A], as in the following: 

yadribii -+ 

yad ribahii -+ 

yadribe 'they-d strike' (II, P. 283, L. 12) 
yadribahe 'he strikes her' (II, P. 283, L. 13) 

8.8 There is no inclination of the ?alif [A] when barriers intervene 
between the ?alif[A] and the kasrah 'break [i] ' ,  like an intervening [a], 
as in the following examples: 

ra?aytu finabii 'I saw grapes' (II, P. 283, L. 18) 
huwa findanii 'he is with us' (II, P. 283, L. 18) 
ra?aytu 8awbahu bitakii 'I saw his garment-with-bands' 

(II, P. 283, L. 19) 
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8.9 There is inclination ofthe ?alif[A] in derived names from bi-radicals 
like from oih 'this' .  For example: 

ra?aytu oihii -+ ra?ayu oihe 'I saw 5iha' (II, P. 283, L. 20) 

This is parallel to the dialect of those who say: 

yadribii -+ yadribe 'they-d strike' (II, P. 284, L. 1) 
marra binii -+ marra bine 'he passed by us' (II, P. 284, L. 1) 

8.10 Those who incline the ? alif[ A] in general may still pronounce words 
without inclination despite the presence of the triggers, as testimony to 
the variation mentioned above. For example: 

ra? aytu yadii -+ *ra? aytu yad( ah)e 

ra?aytu yadahii -+ *ra?aytu yad(ah)e 

ziyanii -+ *ziyane 

'I saw her hand' 
(II, P. 284, L. 11) 
'I saw her hand' 
(II, P. 284, L. 11) 
'beauty' 
(II, P. 284, L. 12) 

8.11 There is no inclination of the ?alif [A] when the potentially 
inclinable form is in construction with the following word. Inclination 
is shown in the relevant words when they are not in construction, as in 
the following: 

yadribahii -+ yadribahe 'he strikes her' (II, P. 284, L. 16) 
minnii -+ minne 'from us' (II, P. 284, L. 16) 
minhii -+ minhe 'from her' (II, P. 284, L. 16) 
binii -+ bine 'in  us' (II, P. 284, L. 16) 
bayni wa baynahii -+ bayni wa baynahe 'between me and her' 

(II, P. 284, L. 21) 

The lack of inclination is shown when a word ending in [a] is in 
construction with the following word, as follows: 

yuriydu ? an yad ribahii zaydun 'Zayd wants to strike her' (II, P. 284, 
L. 16) 

minnii zaydun 'Zayd is one of us' (II, P. 284, L. l6) 
bayni wa baynahii miilun 'there is property between her and me' (II, 

P. 284, L. 21) 
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8.12 There is inclination of the ?alif [AJ by some when there is no 
obvious trigger in the context, even when in construction with the 
following word, as the contrast in the following pair: 

lulibnii zaydun --+ lulibne zaydun 'we were requested by Zayd' 
(II, P. 284, L. 22) 

l alabanii zaydun --+ l alabane zaydun 'Zayd requested us' 
(II, P. 284, L. 23) 

8.13 There is inclination of the ?alif[AJ that is triggered by a previous 
inclination, as in: 

milziinii --+ milzenii --+ milzene- 'our go t' (II n 285 L 1) a , c. , .  
fimiidii --+ fimedii --+ fimeae- 'Im d d '  (II n 284 L 1) a - .  , c. , .  

Though this chapter touched on some variation and exceptions, the next 
chapter will pick up the theme of exceptions afresh. 
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9: Analysis of Chapter Three (479) 

This is a Chapter on What is Inclined not According to Giyiis 

'Pattern' ;  Rather, it is Exceptional 

9.00 As a first formalization of the grammar of Arabic, Sibawayh in 
his book isolates the regularities he finds in the language according to 
the patterns of the language. This pattern he calls Giyiis. As illustrated 
in the previous two chapters, the Giyiis states that ?imiilah 'inclination' 
of an ?alif[AJ comes about if the ?alif[AJ has a kasrah [i] or a yii? (yJ 
in its immediate environments. But Sibawayh also notices irregularities. 
These irregularities, or the so-called exceptional cases, are when there is 
?imiilah without the phonetic triggers that affected the ?imiilah changes 
that he had observed in their proper environments. In accounting for the 
data available to him he does not overlook such irregularities but pauses 
to give us examples of them. In addition, he reaches into the deeper 
socialllinguistic contexts to give a rationale for their occurrence. He puts 
such irregularities beyond phonetics into a larger social context to justify 
their occurrence. The justification of their occurrence is the greater 
frequency of use of some lexical items, which affects their usage by 
the language users, who prefer the use of the inclined to the un-inclined 
?alif[AJ. The preference on the part of the users for the use of ?imiilah 
in forms with an ?alif[A] in frequent lexical items is the justification for 
these unusual forms. 

9.1 There is inclination of ?alif [A] in frequently occurring personal 
names. For example: 

?al-liaggiig --+ ?al-liaggeg '7al-haggag' (II, P. 285, L. 7) 

There is neither expressed nor implied kasrah [iJ nor a yii? [y] in the 
immediate context of the ?alif[A] in ?al-liaggiig to justify the change, 
except that it is a frequently used name. 

9.2 The inclination of ?alif [A] does not take place in a frequently 
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occurring common / ifah 'descriptive/adjective' of a personal name. For 
example: 

?al-haggiig 'a pilgrim to Mecca' (II, P. 285, L. 8) 

9.3 The inclination of ?alif [A] happens in a frequently occurring 
common ?ism 'name' .  For example: 

?al-niis - ?al-nes 'the people' (II, P. 285, L. 8) 

This inclination is paralleled to that of jam -filii ' actor ' when in garr 
'pull' ,  that is as the object of a preposition. 

9.4 The inclination of ?alif [A] occurs when it is perceived as a 
substitute for yii? [y] in frequently occurring common ? asmii? 'names' .  
For example: 

hiioii biibun - Moii bebun 'this (is) a door' (II, P. 285, L. 10) 
hiioii miilun - hiioii melun 'this (is) property' (II, P. 285, L. 10) 
hiioii fiibun - Moii febun 'this (is) a disgrace' (II, P. 285, L. 10) 

Even though such cases occur, the majority of the people does not incline 
these forms and pronounces them with the ?alif[A] (II, P. 285, L. 13). 
For example: 

Moii biibun 'this (is) a door' (II, P. 285, L. 10--13) 
Moii miilun 'this (is) wealth' (II, P. 285, L. 10--13) 
hiioii fiibun 'this (is) a disgrace' (II, P. 285, L. 10--13) 
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1 0 : Analysis of Chapter Four (480) 

This is a Chapter on Those Whose ? alifot [A]s are Prevented 

from ?imiilah 'inclination',  but Which You Inclined Before 

10.0 In the previous chapter (Chapter 9 (479» , Srbawayh discussed 
exceptional cases to the ?imiilah of ?alif [A] , that is, those in which the 
?imiilah 'inclination' of the ?alif [A] took place without there being a 
kasrah [i] or yii? [y] in the immediate context of the ?alif [A] . In this 
chapter, he discusses phonetically systematic cases where inclination 
is prevented. The thrust of the chapter is the effect that ? al-huruwf 
?al-mustafliyah 'the raised letters' - the /iid [Sf], the d iid [df], the l ii? 
[{], the of ii? [Of], the yayn [y], the Giif [G] and the xii? [x] - have when 
they precede or follow the ?alif[A). 

10.1 Inclination of ?alif [A] does not occur if one of the seven letters 
/ iid [Sf], d iid [df] , l ii? rtf], Of ii? [Of], yayn [y], Giif[G] or xii? [x] is before 
the ?alif[A] (II, P. 285, L. 18-20). For example: 

/ iilidun 'climber' (II, P. 285, L. 19) 
l ii?ifun 'wanderer' (II, P. 285, L. 19) 
yii?ibun 'absent' (II, P. 285, L. 19) 
Giilidun 'seated' (II, P. 285, L. 19) 
xiimidun 'inactive' (II, P. 285, L. 19) 
d iiminun 'guarantor' (II, P. 285, L. 20) 
of iilimun 'oppressor' (II, P. 285, L. 20) 

10.2 Inclination of ?alif [A] does not occur if one of the seven letters 
/iid [Sf], diid [df], lii? rtf], ofii? [Of], yayn [y], Giif[G], or xii? [x] is after 
the ?alif[A] (II, P. 286, L. 4-7). For example: 

niiGidun 'critic' (II, P. 286, L. 5) 
fiilisun 'sneezer' (II, P. 286, L. 5) 
fiisfimun 'protector' (II, P. 286, L. 5) 
f iid idun 'supporter' (II, P. 286, L. 6) 
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riiOfilun 'repetitious' (IT, P. 286, L. 6) 
niixilun ' sifter' (IT, P. 286, L. 6) 
wiiyilun 'infiltrator' (IT, P. 286, L. 65) 78 

10.3 Inclination of the ?alif[A] does not occur if one of the seven letters 
i iid [Sf], d iid [df] ,  l ii? [{], Il ii? [Of], yayn [y], Giif[G], or xii? [x] is one 
letter after the ?alif[A] (IT, P. 286, L. 7-9). For example: 

niifixun 'blower' (IT, P. 286, L. 8) 
niibiyun 'gifted' (IT, P. 286, L. 8) 
niifiGun ' impious' (II, P. 286, L. 8) 
siihilun 'remote' (IT, P. 286, L. 8) 
riinlun 'branded' (IT, P. 286, L. 8) 
niihidun 'rising' (IT, P. 286, L. 8) 
niiSil un 'energetic' (IT, P. 286, L. 8) 

The letter that is between the ?alif [A] and the raised letter does not 
hinder it from this, 'just as siyn [s] is not precluded from becoming i iid 
[Sf] in sabaGtu -+ Sf abaGtu "I preceded", when there is a letter between 
the siyn [s] and the Giif[G], and similar ones' (IT, P. 286, L. 9). 

This prohibition against inclination in the context of raised letters 
seems to have been universal. The text says, 'we know of no one who 
inclines this ?alif[A] except the one whose dialect is not acceptable' (IT, 
P. 286, L. 6 & 9-10). 

10.4 Inclination ofthe ?alif[A] does not occur if one of the seven letters 
i iid [Sf], d iid [df], l ii? [{], (iii? [Of], yayn [y], Giif[G] or xii? [x] follows 
the ?alif [A] after two intervening letters (IT, P. 286, L. 12-13). For 
example: 

maniiSiyl 'combs' (IT, P. 286, L. 11) 
maniifiyx 'bellows' (IT, P. 286, L. 11) 
mariiliG 'pluck of animals' (IT, P. 286, L. 12) 
maGiiriyd 'single blades of shears ' (II, P. 286, L. 12) 
mawiiliyof 'sermons' (IT, P. 286, L. 12) 
mabiiliyy 'sums of money' (II, P. 286, L. 12) 

78 This is taken from Buw1aq edition II, p. 264. Derenbourg repeats niiGidun. 
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Two letters between the ? alif [A] and the raised letter do not hinder it 
from this, just as siyn [s] is not precluded from becoming iiid [Sf] in 
suwayG -+ sfuwayG ' little market' ,  where there are two letters between 
the siyn [s] and the Giif[G] and similar ones (IT, P. 286, L. 14). 

There is an aside to this list when SIbawayh states that when the 
constraints are relaxed some people incline the ?alif[A] and say: 

maniisiyl -+ manesiyl 'combs' (IT, P. 286, L. 14) 

There is an inclination of the ? alif [A] here, but this is rare (IT, P. 286, 
L. 14) . 

10.5 Inclination of the ?alif [A] is not prevented if one of the seven 
letters i iid [Sf], d iid [df], l ii? rtf], Of ii? [Of], yayn [y], Giif[G] or xii? [x] 
is before the ?alif[A] by a letter and is maksuwran 'broken with an [i] ' 
(IT, P. 286, L. 14). For example: 

?al-diriif -+ ?al-diref 'weaklings' (IT, P. 287, L. 1) 
iiriib -+ iireb 'difficulties' (IT, P. 287, L. 1) 
liniib -+ lineb 'ropes' (IT, P. 287, L. 1) 
iifof -+ iiftf 'descriptives' (IT, P. 287, L. 1) 
Gibiib -+ Gibeb 'domes' (IT, P. 287, L. 1) 
Gifof -+ Giftf 'round boats ' (IT, P. 287, L. 1) 
xibii8 -+ xibe8 'evils ' (IT, P. 287, L. 1) 
yiliib -+ yileb 'contests' (IT, P. 287, L. 1) 

This change parallels the different effects on siyn [s] in the environment 
of the raised letters. It is changed to a i iid [Sf] in words like: 

suGtu -+ iuGtu 'I drove' (IT, P. 286, L. 17) 
sabaGtu -+ iabaGtu 'I preceded' (IT, P. 286, L. 17) 

In words like the following there is no change in siyn [s] : 

Gasawtu 'I was cruel' (IT, P. 286, L. 20) 
Gistu 'I measured' (IT, P. 286, L. 20) 

Here there is no such change (IT, P. 286, L. 20). The issue here is the 
direction of assimilation which these examples illustrate. Fundamentally, 
assimilation in Arabic is regressive. 79 

79 Assimilation will be taken up in a book on assimilation which is in prepara
tion. 
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10.6 Inclination of ?alif [A] occurs if the beginning of a word is 
maksuwran 'broken with an [i] ' and between the 'break [i] ' and the ?alif 
[A] there are two letters, one of which is quiescent, and the quiescent 
one is one of the 'raised' letters, /ad [Sf], dad [df], la? [{], (ia? [<n, 
yayn [y], Gaf [G] or xa? [x]. In this case the inclination will affect the 
?alif [A] because the break [i] is one letter removed from the ?alif[A] 
by a quiescent letter, and quiescent letters do not affect the power of a 
break [i] to cause an ? alif[ A] to be inclined - it is as though they are not 
there and the break [i] is immediately before the ?alif[A]. This happens 
with the Gaf[G] in: 

Gifof - Giftf 
naGatun miGlat - naGatun miG let 

?al-mi/biib. 
?al-milran 

- ?al-mi/beh 
- ?al-milren 

'round boats' (II, P. 287, L. 8) 
'a roasted camel:f. ' 
(II, P. 287, L. 8) 
'the lamp' (II, P. 287, L. 8) 
'the one that pierces' 
(II, P. 287, L. 8) 

10.7 Inclination of the final ?alif [A] occurs if it is preceded by one of 
the raised letters / ad [Sf], dad [df], l a? [tf], (i a? [Of], yayn [y], Gaf[G], 
or xa? [x] with an [i] . For example: 

ra?aytu Gizliii - ra?aytu Gizlie 'I  saw the rainbow' 
(II, P. 287, L. 12) 

?ataytu dimna - ?ataytu dimne 'I accompanied' 
(II, P. 287, L. 12) 

10.8 Ifthe ?alif[A] follows one of the 'raised' letters /ad [Sf], d ad [df], 
la? [{], (ia? [Of], yayn [y], Gaf[G] or xa? [x], because they are erected 
as in the positions of the yayn [y] in yanim 'Ghanim' and the Gaf[G] in 
Ga?im 'upright' ,  they are not inclined For example: 

ra?aytu firGa - ra?aytu firGe 'I saw a root' 
(II, P. 287, L. 13) 

ra?aytu milya - ra?aytu milye 'I saw the offensive one' 
(II, P. 287, L. 13) 

10.9 Inclination ofthe final ? alifl A] occurs when preceded by a feminine 
ha? [h], but there is no inclination when followed by one of the raised 
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letters / ad [Sf], dad [df], l a? [tf], Of a? [Of], yayn [y], Gaf[G], or xa? [x]. 
For example: 

?arada ?an yadribaha zaydun - ?arada ?an yadrib(ahje zaydun 
'Zayd wanted to strike her' (II, P. 287, L. 14) 

?arada ?an yadribaha Gablu 'he wanted to strike her before' 
(II, P. 287, L. 15) 

10.10 There is inclination of the ?alif[A] that is in place of a ya? [y] . 
These forms have the far altu form with a kasrah [i] like xafa - xiftu 'he 
feared - I feared',  because he [the speaker] is looking for the 'break [i] ' 
that is in xiftu 'I feared'. For example: 

naba (nwb) -
mala (my/) -
bar a (by» -
xafa (xwf) -

neba 'represent' (II, P. 287, L. 15) 
mela 'he inclined' (II, P. 287, L. 15) 
bera 'he sold' (II, P. 287, L. 15) 
xefa 'he feared' (II, P. 287, L. 13) 

10.11 Inclination occurs in the final ?alifot [A]s that are parts of struc
tures with a ya? [y], and the 'raised' letters / ad [Sf], dad [df], l a? [tf], 
Of a? [Of], yayn [y], Gaf[G] and xa? [x] do not prevent their inclination. 
For example: 

hubla (hbly) - huble 'pregnant' (II, P. 287, L. 18) 
murl a (mry) - mur/e 'gift' (II, P. 287, L. 18) 
saGa (SGy) - saGe 'watered' (II, P. 287, L. 19) 
/aya (/yy) - /aye ' listened-d' (II, P. 287, L. 20) 
daya (dyy) - daye 'cheated-d' (II, P. 287, L. 20) 

10.12 Inclination of ?alif [A] does not occur in those forms that are 
the doubled of thefofil andfawafil forms and their likes, in which the 
letter before the ?alif[A] is 'open [a] ' and the letter after the ?alif[A] is 
quiescent with no kasrah 'break [i] ' .  In these cases there is no trigger for 
inclination. For example: 

haoa gaddun 'this (is) serious' (II, P. 287, L. 22) 
haoa maddun 'this (is the) substance' (II, P. 287, L. 22) 
gawaddun 'these (are the) main streets' (II, P. 287, L. 22) 
marartu bi-ragulin gaddin 'I passed by a serious man' 

(II, P. 287, L. 22) 
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10.13 Inclination does not occur across word boundaries in ?id iifah 
'annexation

,80 when the ?alif[A] is followed by one of the raised letters 
i iid [Sf], d iid [df], l ii? rtf], or ii? [Of], yayn [y], Giif[ G] orxii? [x] , but there 
is inclination when it is not followed by such a letter. For example: 

marartu bi-miili Giisimin 'I passed by the property of Qasim' 
(II, P. 288, L. 5) 

marartu bi-miili miiliGin 'I passed by the property of Maliq' 
(II, P. 288, L. 5) 

marartu bi-miili yanGulu 'I passed by the property ofYangulu' 
(II, P. 288, L. 5) 

marartu bi-miili zaydin ---+ marartu bi-meli zaydin 'I passed by 
Zayd's property' (II, P. 288, L. 5) 

This power to 'erect' does not carry across the munfaii/ 'un-annexed' 
in ?id iifah 'annexation' for everyone, as some incline the ?alif[A] and 
say: 

bi-miili Giisimin ---+ bi-meli Giisimin 'by the property of Qasim' 
(II, P. 288, L. 6) 

10.14 Inclination ofthe ?alif[A] does not occur across word boundaries 
when it is followed by a Giif[ G], but it occurs when followed by a non
raised letter. For example: 

?ariida ?an yadribahii Giisimun 'he wanted Qasim to strike her ' 
(II, P. 288, L. 9) 

minniifaGlun 'Faql is one of us ' 
(II, P. 288, L. 10) 

? ariida ? an yaflamahii maliGun 'he wanted that Maliq know her' 
(II, P. 288, L. 10) 

?ariida ?an yadribahii samlaGun 'he wanted Samlaq to strike her ' 
(II, P. 288, L. 10) 

?ariida ?an yadribahii yanGalu 'he wanted YanquI to strike her' 
(II, P. 288, L. 10) 

?ariida ?an yadribanii bisawlin 'he wanted to strike us with a 
whip' (II, P. 288, L. 10) 

80 7iJ iifah 'annexation' creates an environment for nmiilah 'inclination' to take 
effe�t by making the mud iif7ilayhi 'annexed to' with an [i). 
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yuriydu ?an yadribahii zaydun ---+ yuriydu ?an yadrib(ahje zaydun 
'Zayd wants to strike her' 
(II, P. 288, L. 8) 

zaydun minnii ---+ zaydun minne 'Zayd (is one) 
of us' (II, P. 288, L. 9) 

10.15 Inclination of the ?alif[A] across word boundaries occurs in the 
speech of many when there is a Giif[G). For example: 

bi-miili Giisimin ---+ bi-meli Giisimin 'with the property of Qiisim' 
(II, P. 288, L. 17) 

hiioii fiilimu Giisimin ---+ hiioii felimu Giisimin 'This is a scientist of 
Qasim' (II, P. 288, L. 17) 

nufmii Giisimin ---+ nufme Giisimin 'grace of Qasim' 
(II, P. 288, L. 18) 

10.16 Inclination ofthe ? alif[ A] occurs where it must not occur according 
to the Giyiis 'pattern' in the speech of some, which is rare. They are 
likened to the ?alif[A] ofliublii 'pregnant' . For example: 

talabanii ---+ talabane 'he requested us' (II, P. 289, L. 2) 

finabii ---+ finabe ' grapes' (II, P. 289, L. 3) 
fanatii ---+ fanate 'Anata' (II, P. 289, L. 3) 
ra?aytu firGii ---+ ra?aytu firGe 'I saw roots' (II, P. 289, L. 2) 
ra?aytu diyGe---+ ra?aytu diyGe 'I saw straits ' (II, P. 289, L. 2) 

Forms like talabanii ---+ talabane 'he requested us' and firGii ---+ firGe 
'roots' are exceptional since they are so rare. 

10.17 Inclination of the ?alif[A] does not occur in forms that look like 
?asmii? 'names' but are not names. For example: 

liaffii 
?ammii 
?illii 
Iii 
mii 

'until '  (II, P. 289, L. 8) 
'however' (II, P. 289, L. 8) 
'except' (II, P. 289, L. 8) 
'no' (II, P. 289, L. 11) 
'whatever' (II, P. 289, L. 11) 

10.18 Inclination occurs in the ?alif[A] of the following, because they 
behave like ?asmii? 'names' .  For example: 
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? anna - ?  anne 
li-?anna - li-?anne 
oa - de 
bii - be 
ta - te 

'whence' (II, P. 289, L. 10) 
'because' (II, P. 289, L. 10) 
'this' (II, P. 289, L. 11 ) 
'b' (II, P. 289, L. 13) 
't' (II, P. 289, L. 13) 
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1 1 :  Analysis of Chapter Five (48 1 )  

This is a Chapter on the ra? [r] 

11.00 In the previous chapter (Chapter 10 (480» , SIbawayh discussed 
the effect that ?al-huruwJ?al-mustalliyah 'the raised letters ' - the iad 
[Sf] ,  the clad [df], the l a? rtf], the Of a? [in , the yayn [y], the GaJ[G] and 
the xa? [x] - have on the ?alifot [A]s. They prevent ?imalah ' inclina
tion' .  In this chapter he takes up the case of ra? [r] and its effect on the 
?imalah of the ?alif[A]. ra? [r] is a unique sound in that it is mukarrar 
'repeated',  which gives it greater solidity than a single letter. Every ra? 
[r], when it is set in motion, is like having two letters with two Jathahs 
[a]s, two d ammahs [u]s or two kasrahs [i]s. In this it vies with the raised 
letters for dominance ofthe environment of the ?alif[A] . 

11.1 'The ra? [r] comes out doubled as though spoken with two [a]s or 
two [u]s, and it has the status of GaJ[G]' It prevents inclination when it 
comes before the ?alif[A] ' (II, P. 289, L. 20). For example: 

hiioa riiSidun 'This (is) Rashid' (II, P. 289, L. 20) 
hiioajirasun 'This (is) a bed' (II, P. 289, L. 20) 

11.2 There is no inclination ofthe ?alif[A] if the ra? [r] follows the ?alif 
[A] and the following ra? [r] is with a d ammah [u] or with aJathah [a]. 
For example: 

hiioahimarun 'this (is) an ass' (II, P. 290, L. 1) 

11.3 There is inclination of the ?aliflA] ifthe ra? [r] is magruwr 'pulled', 
marked with a kasrah 'break [i]' and follows the ?alif[A] . It is as though 
there were two letters with an [i] after it. For example: 

min himariki - minhimeriki 'from your-fass' (II, P. 290, L. 5) 
min f'awarihi - minf'awerihi 'from your shame' (II, P. 290, L. 5) 
min ?al-muf'ari - min?al-muf'eri 'from the borrowed' (II, P. 290, L. 5) 
min ?al-duwari - min?al-duweri 'from the dizziness' (II, P. 290, L. 5) 
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11.4 There is inclination ofthe ?al�f[A] if the rii? [r] with a 'break [ir is 
after the ?al�f[A], even in a context of preceding 'raised' letters. The rii? 
[r] overpowers the constraint of the 'raised' letters before the ?alif[A] . 
This is due to the doubling of the rii? [r] with the [i]. For example: 

Giiribun 
yiirimun 
t'iiridun 

- Geribun 'round boat' (II, P. 290, L. 6) 
- yerimun ' debtor' (II, P. 290, L. 6) 
- t'eridun 'expeller ' (II, P. 290, L. 6) 

min Giriirika - min Girerika 'from your basis' (II, P. 290, L. 11) 

11.5 The ?alif [A] does not incline in cases where although there is 
a rii? [r] with a kasrah 'break [ir it is followed by a raised letter. The 
raised letter, Giif[ G], neutralizes the effect of [-ri] and prevents ?imiilah 
' inclination' of the ?alif[A] . For example: 

hiioihi niiGatunforiGun 'this (is) a distinctive/-camel' 
(II, P. 290, L. 10) 

hiioihi ?aynuGun maforiYGu 'these (are) distinctive/-camels' 
(II, P. 290, L. 10) 

This is done on the same pattern of words, such as in the following 
where the raised letter follows the ?alif[A] : 

niifiGun 
muniifiGun 

- v ·  r manaslyt u 

, croaker' (II, P. 290, L. 11) 
'hypocrite' (II, P. 290, L. 11) 
'combs' (II, P. 290, L. 11) 

11.6 There is inclination of the ?alif[A] when a rii? [r] that is not with 
a 'break [ir does not immediately follow the ?alif [A], when there is 
between it and the ? alif [A] a letter. It does not have the power of the 
raised letters to prevent ?imiilah 'inclination' of the ?alif [A] from a 
distance. The kasrah 'break [ir does its work, since there was no rii? [r] 
immediately after the ?alif[A]. For example: 

? a-kiifiruwn - ?al-kefiruwn 'the infidels' (II, P. 290, L. 17) 
ra? aytu ? a-kiifiriyn - ra?aytu ?a-kefiriyn 'I saw the infedels' 

(II, P. 290, L. 17) 
?al-kiifir - ?al-kefir 'the infidel ' (II, P. 290, L. 17) 
hiyii ?al-maniibir - hiyii ?al-manebir 'they are the pulpits ' 

(II, P. 290, L. 17) 
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11.7 There is a distinction made between an ? alif[ A] that is immediately 
followed by a rii? [r] with 'break [i] ' and one thatis separated by a segment. 
When both these ? alifot [A]s follow a Giif[ G] one has no inclination while 
the other has it. For example the following contrastive pair: 

Giiribun - Geribun 'a boat ' (II, P. 291, L. 10) 
bi-Giidirin 'in Qadir' (II, P. 291, L. 10) 

11.8 There is inclination of the ?alif[A] before a kasrah 'break [ir in 
the speech of some, irrespective of the presence of a raised letter. For 
example: 

Giiribun - Geribun 'a boat' (II, P. 291, L. 13) 
giirimun - gerimun 'a harvester ' (II, P. 291, L. 13) 

There are more speakers for the second type of inclination than the first 
like in the following phrases (II, P. 291, L. 17): 

marartu bikiifirin - marartu bikefirin 'I passed by an infidel' 
(II, P. 291, L. 17) 

marartu biGiidirin - marartu biGedirin 'I passed by Qadir' 
(II, P. 291, L. 17) 

11.9 There is no inclination of an ?alif[A] after [-ri] when a raised letter 
like Giif[G] follows it immediately, but there is inclination if the raised 
letter is not in such a close proximity. For example, without inclination: 

liimiiri Giisimin 'Qasim's ass' (II, P. 291, L. 22) 
miili Giisimin'Qasim's property' (II, P. 291, L. 22) 
bisafori Gablu 'by Safar before' (II, P. 291, L. 23) 

And with inclination: 

giirimi Giisimin - gerimi Giisimin 'Qasim's offence' 
(II, P. 291, L. 22) 

riibidi Giisimin - rebidi Giisimin 'worshiper of Qasim' 
(II, P. 291, L. 23) 

11.10 There is inclination of the ?alif[A] when the rii? [r] is a repeated 
letter. It is also called a trilled letter with a kasrah [i], as in the case of 
marartu biforrin - marartu biflrrin 'I passed by a fugitive', where the 
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[-ri] follows a quiescent [r] and is thus once removed, that is, a single 
rii? [r] is like a repeated [r], which is like [r-ri] or even like [-ri-ri]. For 
example: 

hiioihi i afiiriru - hiioihi i aferiyru 'these are eaves' 
(II, P. 292, L. 5) 

?al-mawiiriru - ?al-maweriru 'terrains' (II, P. 292, L. 6) 
Gawarzyr - Gaweriyr 
hiioihi daniiniyr - daneniyr 

'vases' (II, P. 292, L. 7) 
'these are dinars' 
(II, P. 292, L. 8) 

11.11 There is no inclination of the ?alif [A] in cases of quiescence 
where there is no pronounced kasrah [i], as in: 

hiioii diif 'this is a suppliant' (II, P. 292, L. 10) 

Where diif ends in quiescence without showing the kasrah [i] motion. 
This does not hold for the final, without a motion, rii? [r]. The repeated 

nature ofthe letter makes the first rii? [r] as though it is with a kasrah [i] 
before a quiescent other rii? [r] and hence the inclination of the ?alef[A] 
in the following examples: 

bi-bimiir - bi-bimer 'by an ass' (II, P. 292, L. 11) 
mina ?al-niir - mina ?al-ner 'from the fire' (II, P. 292, L. 13) 
fly mahiirii - fly maherii 'in fleet of camels' (II, P. 292, L. 14) 

11.12 Final hii? [h] where it is comparable to an inclined ?alif[A]. For 
example: 

cf arabtu cf arbah - cf arabtu cf arbe 'I struck a blow' 
(II, P. 292, L. 14) 

?axaotu ?axoah- ?axaotu ?axoe 'I took a turn' 
(II, P. 292, L. 14) 

11.13 rii? [r] is weaker than Giif [G] in preventing inclination. For 
example, for [G] : 

?ariida ?an yacfribahii Giisimun 'he wants Qasim to strike her' (II, 
P. 292, L. 15) 
bimiili Giisimin 'with the property of Qasim' (II, P. 292, L. 15) 

For examples with [r] : 
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?ariida ?an yacfribahii riisidun - ?ariida ?an yacfribahe riisidun 
'he wanted Rashid to hit her' (II, P. 292, L. 15) 
bimiili riisidin - bimeli riiSidin 'with the property of Rashid' (II, P. 
292, L. 15) 

11.14 rii? [r] is weaker than Giif[G] in preventing ?imiilah 'inclination' 
as shown in the following examples: 

?ariida ?an yacfribahii Giisimun 'he wanted that Qasim hit her' (II, 
P. 292, L. 15) 
bi-miili Giisimin 'in the wealth of Qasim' (II, P. 292, L. 15) 
?ariida ?an yacfribahii riiSidun 'He wanted that Rasid hit her' (II, 
P. 292, L. 15) 
bi-miili riiSidin 'in the wealth of Rasid' (II, P. 292, L. 15) 

11.15 There is no inclination of a final ?alif[A] after a rii? [r] or Giif[G] 
preceded by a kasrah [i] with a letter intervening. For example: 

ra?aytu fifrii 'I saw the swine' (II, P. 292, L. 16) 
ra?aytu raGii8! 'I saw ajewel' (II, P. 292, L. 16) 
ra?aytu firGii 'I saw rrrqa' (II, P. 292, L. 16) 
ra?aytu fiyrii 'I saw a wild ass' (II, P. 292, L. 16) 
cfiyGii 'straits' (II, P. 292, L. 17) 
hiioii fimriin 'this is Imran' (II, P. 292, L. 16) 
bimGiinun ' insolent' (II, P. 292, L. 16) 
ra?aytuka fasirii - ra?aytuka fasire 'I found you desperate' (II, P. 
292, L. 20) 

11.16 There is inclination of the ?alif[A] when the kasrah 'break [i] ' is 
first, and the ?alif[A] is a zii?idah 'added' ?alif[A]. For example: 

fimriin - fimren 'edifice' (II, P. 293, L. 2) 
gilbiibun - gilbebun 'garment' (II, P. 293, L. 3) 
oiiflriiSun - flresun 'that is a bed' (II, P. 293, L. 4) 
hiioii giriibun - girebun 'this is a bag' (II, P. 293, L. 4) 
fiGriin - fiGren 'drugged' (II, P. 293, L. 3) 
niyriin - niyren 'boiling' (II, P. 293, L. 5) 

81 This is as found in Buwliiq Vol. 2, p. 270. Derenbourg has nlfo . 
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12 :  Analysis of Chapter Six (482) 

This is a Chapter on the Letters that are Inclined That 

Do Not Have the 7alif[A] After Them, if the rii 7[r] 

After Them is 'Broken with an [i] ' 

12.00 This chapter concludes the section on the lima/ah 'inclination' 
of la/if[A] with the extension of the process beyond the letter la/if[A] 
to the other letters, or, more specifically, to the harakiit 'motions' of 
the other letters. In the previous chapters, lima/ah 'inclination' affected 
a letter of madd ' length',  namely the la/if [A] . The harakiit 'motions' 
are considered to be parts or pieces of huruwf 1 al-madd 'the letters of 
length' (II, P. 293, L. 9). The long la/if [A] and short la/if [A], the 
famah 'open [a] ' ,  and the other harakiit 'motions' are now subject to the 
process of inclination when followed by the ral [r] maksuwrah 'broken 
with an [i] ' ,  that is, by [-ri]. The process of lima/ah is focused on the 
effect of the following [-ri] on the preceding lalif [A] as this power is 
extended to the other letters with their motions. 

12.1 Letters that are withfamah 'open [a] ' ,  not an lalif[A], are inclined 
if the ral [r] after them is 'broken with an [i]. '  For example: 

mina lal-d arari 

mina lal-bafari 

mina lal-kibari 

mina lal-iiyari 

mina lal-fuGari 

min famri 

- mina lal-d areri 'from the harm' 
(II, P. 293, L. 7) 

- mina lal-baferi 'from the dung' 
(II, P. 293, L. 7) 

- mina lal-kiberi 'from the greatness' 
(II, P. 293, L. 7) 

- mina lal-iiyeri 'from the smallness' 
(II, P. 293, L. 7) 

- mina lal-fuGeri 'from the poverty' 
(II, P. 293, L. 7) 

- min femri 'from Amr' 
(II, P. 293, L. 11) 
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mina lal-muhai/ari- mina lal-muha(ieri 'from the warner' 
(II, P. 293, L. 12) 

mina la/-malari - mina lal-maleri 'from the rain' 
(II, P. 293, L. 19) 

12.2 There is inclination of an lalif [A] before the [-ri] even when the 
lalif[A] is preceded by a raised letter. For example: 

Garib - Gerib 'boat' (II, P. 293, L. 11) 
diirib - derib 'hitter ' (II, P. 293, L. 11) 

12.3 There is inclination of a d ammah 'closed [u] ' before the [-ril For 
example: 

fagabtu mina lal-samuri - fagabtu mina lal-sameri 'I liked the 
entertainment' (II, P. 293, L. 16) 
saribtu mina lal-munGuri- saribtu mina la/-munGeri 'I drank from 
the hollow-out' (II, P. 293, L. 17) 

12.4 There is inclination of harakat 'motions' in the munfaiil 'un
connected',  that is, even when the [-ri] is across word boundary. For 
example: 

ral aytu xabal a 1 al-riyfi -ral aytu xabal e 1 al-riyfi 'I saw the 
leaves of the countryside' (II, P. 293, L. 17) 

Moa xabal u riyiiliin - Moa xabal e riyanin 'this (is) a swirl of 
wind' (II, P. 293, L. 18) 

ral aytu xabal a firindin - ral aytu xabal e firindin 'I saw the swirls 
of a garment' (II, P. 293, L. 18) 

12.5 There is inclination when the harakah 'motion', that is hidden 
within the yal [y], is before the [-ri]. For example: 

marartu bi-fayrin - marartu bi-feyrin 'I passed by a wild ass' 
(II, P. 293, L. 19) 

marartu bi-xayrin - marartu bi-xeyrin 'I passed in peace' 
(II, P. 293, L. 19) 

12.6 There is inclination when theharakah 'motion' that is hidden within 
the wiiw [w] is before the [-ril For example: 
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haoii ?ibnu maiJruwrin -- haoii ?ibnu maofuwerin 'this (is) the son 
of Math fur ' (II, P. 293, L. 14) 

12.7 There is no inclination with the harakah 'motion' if the [-ri] is 
followed by a raised letter. For example: 

mina ?al-sariGi 'from spittle' (II, P. 294, L. 5) 
haoii miiriGun 'this is an apostate' (II, P. 294, L. 5) 
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1 3 :  Dialects 

13.00 ?imalah and the Dialects in Sibawayh82 

In his discussion of ?imiilah 'inclination', Sibawayh is careful to point 
out that even though ?imiilah is a common phenomenon, found to a 
greater or lesser extent in different dialects, it is neither a uniform nor 
a universal phenomenon in all its manifestations. There are individual 
speakers, certain groups of speakers, or whole speech communities that 
may or may not use ?imiilah in their speech in specific contexts. There 
are scattered references to these speakers throughout the six chapters 
discussed above. It is of interest to students of Arabic and linguistics that 
Sibawayh gave so much attention to the dialects of Arabic. By taking 
account of their differences at this early stage of the analysis of Arabic he 
showed his positive attitude to the dialects. It is of equal fascination that 
Sibawayh isolated the same rules and the same postulated generaliza
tions that were operative across dialectal boundaries. In this approach, 
the ?imiilah rules assume the status of language rules that apply to the 
Arabic language in all its dialectal variations. 

Throughout his discussion of ?imiilah, Sibawayh frequently refers to 
specific tribal preferences in the use of?imiilah. He also offers his opinion 
on the acceptability, unacceptability or the degree of acceptability of the 
use or non-use of ?imiilah when looked at from the vantage point of the 
rules. There is, however, no social stigma attached to its use or non-use. 
The thrust ofthe analysis of ?imiilah is aimed more at accounting for the 
phenomenon, that is, at exploring the question of who uses it and under 
what conditions they use it, than on prescribing its use or non-use. The 
analysis aims at capturing generalizations that characterize the use of 
?imiilah in certain classes of words that are equally subject to its rules. 

In isolating the groups of speakers who do or do not use ?imiilah it is 
not always possible to be precise, nor to be geographically accurate as 

82 7aJ.-Ghunaym (1985) provides the most thorough and up-to-date discussion of 
the dialects in the book of Sibawayh. 
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to whom the author has in mind. In the above analysis, approximately 
seventy generalizations about ?imalah were isolated and highlighted, 
which is not necessarily an exhaustive accounting of all the cases. 
Sibawayh does not always provide specific adherents or non-adherents 
to each generalization; he is often content with stating the general norm 
with illustrative examples without specific attribution. When he does 
attribute, he covers a large geographical area from Tamiym to Fligaz., 
from the east to the west of the Arabian peninsula. The following 
sections will, in a summary fashion, attempt to isolate those dialectal or 
tribal groups whom he characterizes, by name or by implication, by the 
use or the non-use of ?imalah. 

Before he delves into the details of accounting for the speakers who 
do or do not use ?imalah, SIbawayh points to the similarity of the 
process of ?imalah 'inclination' to the process of ?idyam 'assimilation' ,  
in that ?imalah is  also a process in which ? araduw ? an yUGarribuw 'they 
want to approximate' (ll, P. 279, L. 13) ?al�f[A] to kasrah [i] in certain 
contexts. To illustrate this similarity to ?idyam he gives the examples of 
/ ad [sr] being approximated to zQy [z] in / adara --+ i adara 'sent' and 
siyn [s] becoming like a /ad [sr] in sabaGtu --+ /abaGtu 'I preceded' 
(ll, P. 279, L. 18 ). ?imalah, for him, then, is a subspecies of ?idyam. He 
discusses ?idyam in detail much later in a section at the end of ?al-Kitab, 
(ll. Chs. 565-71). 

What follows here is an inventory of statements about the use or 
non-use of ?imalah attributed to specific groups of speakers of Arabic. 
SIbawayh appeals to several principles in this process. The principle of 
ease of articulation, called by SIbawayh ?iltimiis ?al-xiffah 'in search 
of lightness ', explains why Arabs use ?imalah (ll, P. 279, L. 13): They 
want to bring ?alif[A] closer towards the kasrah [i] (ll, P. 279, L. 12). 
As Sibawayh says, 'inclination of the ?alif [A] towards the ya? [y], 
?imalah, is more frequent in their speech' (ll, P. 285, L. 6). Similarly, 
the [w] becomes a [y] 'because the ya? [y] is easier for them than wQw 
[w], so they leaned towards it' (ll, P. 280, L. 13). He is cautious about 
making the process absolute, as there is some flexibility in the use of 
?imalah. He says: 

Know that not everyone who ?amiila 'inclined' the ?alifot [A]s agrees 
with the other Arabs who 'incline' them. Rather each member of the 
group may differ from his colleague so that someone yaniub 'erects 
with an [a]' what his colleague 'inclines with an [e] ', and 'inclines' some 
others that his colleague ' erects'. Similarly, those in whose language the 
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'erect' plays a part may not agree with the others who ' erect' .  Rather his 
case and the case of his colleague is the same case as that of the first two 
with respect to 'break [i] ' .  If you were to see an Arab of that persuasion, 
do not fault him as though he mixed his language, but, rather, this is their 
style (D, P. 284, L. 1�. 

This is a generous statement on how much variation there might have 
been among speakers from different dialects or from the same dialect. 
Below follow some specific dialectal characteristics. 

13.01 The Dialect of lfigaz 

?imiilah ' inclination' is triggered in the presence of kasrah [i] before or 
after the ?alif[A] . None of these ?alifot [A]s are inclined in the dialect 
ofhigaz (ll, P. 279, L. 21ff), as in: 

fiibid --+ *febid 'worshiper' (ll, P. 279. L. 11) 
fimiidun --+ *fimedun ' rtmad' (ll, P. 279, L. I7) 
sirbiilun --+ *sirbelun ' shirt' (ll, P. 279, L. 21) 

13.02 The Dialect of lfigaz but not the general populace 
?imalah ' inclination' is triggered in the presence of kasrah [i] in the 
fafaltu form where the fayn [r] is a ya? [y] or a wQw [w] changed to an 
?alif[A]. Some people of Fligaz, but not the general populace, incline 
these forms (ll, P. 281, L. 11), as in: 

xii/a (xwf) --+ xefa 
laba (lyb) --+ leba 

'he feared' (ll, P. 281, L. 13) 
'he enjoyed' (ll, P. 281, L. 13) 

13.03 The Dialect of lfigaz and many Arabs 
?imalah ' inclination' is triggered in the presence of a ya? [y] before 
the ?alif[A]. Many Arabs and the people of Fligaz do not incline these 
?alifit [A]s (ll. P.282, L. 1), as in: 

kayyal 
bayyaf 

--+ *kayyel 'thorny tree' (ll, P. 281, L. 20) 
--+ *bayyef 'vendor' (ll, P. 281, L. 20) 

13.04 The Dialect of some of the people oflfigaz 
'Those whose ?alif[A] they incline include everything that belongs to 
the structures of ya? [y] and wQw [w], and in whatever they constitute the 
fayn [r] ofthe form. If the beginning ofthefafaltu form is maksuwran 
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''broken with an [i]", they leaned towards the yii7 [y] in those cases 
where the 7alif[A] was in the position ofyii7 [y]. This is the language of 
some ofthe people ofltigaz' (II, P. 281, L. 13), as in 

kayyiil (kyl) -+ kayyel 'thorny tree' (II, P. 281, L. 20) 
xiifa (xwf) -+ xefa 'he feared' (II, P. 281, L. 13) 
xiiba (xwb) -+ xeba 'he failed' (II, P. 281, L. 13) 

13.05 Baniy Tamiym and others 
7imiilah 'inclination' is triggered in names with a wiiw [w] that reach 
four letters or more, but many people from Baniy Tamiym and others do 
not incline these (II, P. 281, L. 4-5), as in: 

mafdiyyun (fdw) 'running' (II, P. 280, L. 13) 
masniyyun (snw) 'watering' (II, P. 280, L. 10-13) 

13.06 The Dialect of Baniy Tamiym, Qays and 7asad 
'The feminine hii7 [h] is hidden, like saying yadribii (for yafribahii). 
These are the people ofTamiym, and people ofQays and 7asad also say 
it' (II, P. 283 L. 16), as in: 

yuriydu 7 an yad ribahii -+ yuriydu 7 an yad rib( ah)e 'He wants to hit 
her' (II, P. 283, L. 15) 

They also say: 

minnii -+ minne 'from us' (II, P. 283, L. 16) 
7innii 7ila 7al-liihi riigifuwn -+ 7inne 7ila 7al-liihi riigifuwn 'Indeed, 
to God we return' (II, P. 283, L. 16) 

13.07 The Dialect of Baniy Tamiym and others 
Regarding the change of [w] to [y]: 'All this is not inclined by many 
people of Baniy Tamiym, and others, '  as in 

mafdiyyun (fdw) 'running' (II, P. 281, L. 10-13) 

13.08 The Dialect of Ku9ayr � azzah 
Kueayr lazzah incline an 7alif[A] even after a raised letter as in: 

/ iira -+ / era 'become' (II. P. 281, L. 14) 
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13.09 Many People 

'Many people do not incline the extra 7alif[ A] offorms like mifzii "goat" 
and hublii "pregnant" but leave it erect, ' as in: 

hublii -+ *hubie 'pregnant' (II, P. 281, L. 9) 
mifzii -+ *mifze 'goat' (II, P. 281, L. 10) 

13.10 Some Arabs 

When the 7alif[A] is in the garr 'pull with an [i] ,construction, and the 
desinence (that is, word-end morphological markings) is not obligatory, 
some of the Arabs leave it as it is in pause, as in: 

marartu bi-I-miil 'I passed by the wealth' (II, P. 282, L. 11-13) 

13.11 Greater frequency 
It is less frequent to say in pausal form: 

bi-l-miil -+ *bi-l-mel 'by the wealth' (II, P. 282. L. 13) 

than it is to say: 

marartu bi-miilika -+ marartu bi-melika 'I passed by your property' 
(II, P. 282. L. 17) 

13.12 Some Comparisons 

'Know that those who do not incline the 7alifot [A]s in what we have 
mentioned before this chapter [Chapter 477], they do not incline them 
in this chapter [Chapter 478] '  (II, P. 284, L. 7-8). For example: 7alifot 
[A] s in the context of [i] are not inclined by people ofltigaz and 7alifot 
[A] s in the context of [y] are not inclined by people ofBaniy Tamiym. 

'Those who do not incline the 7alif[A] in the context of [i] and [y] do 
not incline it in the context ofthe feminine hii7 [h] ' (II, P. 284, L. 7-8). 

'Those who say masiigid -+ masegid "mosques" erect all that you 
inclined with the rii7 [r] ' (II, P. 290, L. 1�17). 

'Those who say hiiOii Giiribun -+ hiioii Geribun "this is a boat" say 
marrartu beGiidirin "I passed by Gadir''' (II, P. 291, L. 10). 

13.13 People say: 
People incline due to previous inclination, as in: 

ra7aytu fimiidii -+ ra7aytu fimede ' I  saw Imad-d.' (II, P. 282, L. 14) 
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13.14 Unmotivated inclination 
'There are some people who speak and incline items without any of the 
reasons that we have previously mentioned, but that is infrequent' (11. P. 
284, L. 22). For example: 

l alabanii zaydun - l  alabane zaydun 'Zayd requested us' (11. P. 284, 
L. 22) 

13.15 Majority of the Arabs 
'Those who do not incline the ra./f "raised with an [u]" and the naib 
"erect with an [a]" are the majority of the Arabs'. (11, P. 285, L. 13-14) 

13.16 Unacceptable inclination in the context of raised letters 
'Know that no one inclines these ?alifot [A)s, in the context of the 
"raised" letters, except the one whose language is not acceptable' (11, P. 
286, L. 9-10), as in: 

Giindun 'seated' (11, P. 285, L. 19) 
niiGidun 'critic' (11, P. 286, L. 5) 
niifixun 'blower' (11, P. 286, L. 8) 
maniiSiyl 'combs' (11, P. 286, L. 12) 

13.17 Inclination and ral [r] 
'Know that those who say: 

masiigidu - masegidu 'mosques' (11, P. 290, L. 16-17) 
riibid - rebid 'worshiper' (11, P. 290, L. 16-17) 

"erect" all that you inclined with rii? [r) ' (11, P. 290, L. 15-17). 

13.18 Some folks with acceptable Arabic incline with raised letters 
'Some folk, whose Arabic is acceptable, said: 

marartu biGiidirin Gablu - maratu biGedirin Gablu '1 passed by 
Qadir before' (11, P. 291, L. 12) 
Giirib - Gerib 'round boat' (11, P. 291, L. 13) 
giirim - gerim 'harvester of dates' (11, P. 291, L. 13)' 

Here the speakers do not distinguish the 'raised' from the 'non-raised' 
letters with respect to inclination. The power of the 'raised' letter is 
overpowered by the following [-ri). The [r) is a mukarrar 'repeated' 
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letter, and derives its power from being like two consecutive [-ri)s. 
Still, those who say: 

marartu bikiifrin - marartu bikijirin ' 1  passed by an infidel' (11, P. 
291, L. 17) 

are more numerous that those who say: 

marartu biGiidirin - maratu biGedirin '1 passed by Qadir' (11, P. 
291, L. 17) 

The frequency of one and the other implies clearly the distinction 
between the raised and non-raised letters. The raised letters exercise some 
preventive control on the occurrence of the inclination of?alif[A). 

13.19 People whose Arabic is Trustworthy 
People whose Arabic is trustworthy incline where there is no trigger for 
inclination. They use exceptional inclination (11, P. 285, L. 10), as in: 

hiioii biibun - hiioii bebun 'this (is) a door' (11, P. 285, L. 10) 
hiioii miilun - hiioii melun 'this (is) wealth' (11, P. 285, L. 10) 
hiioii riibun - hiioii rebun 'this (is) a disgrace' (11, P. 285, L. 10) 

13.20 ?al-rammah 'the people' 

The people do not incline when the rayn [r] of the form is a wGw [w), 
except those whose first letter is with a kasrah [i) (11, P. 281, L. 12). For 
example: 

xiifa (xwf) - xefa 'he feared' (11, P. 281, L. 13) (see 7.10) 
xiiba (xwb) - xeba 'he failed' (11, P. 281, L. 13) (see 7.10) 

But not: 

Giima 'he stood up' (11, P. 281, L. 18) 
diira 'he turned' (11, P. 281, L. 18) 

13.21 General Attribution 

A commonly occurring reference to the general public is a saying such 
as: Giiluw 'they said . . .  ' (11, P. 281, L. 19), (11, P. 281, L. 19), (11, P. 282, 
L. 6, 8, 10), (11, P. 283, L. 2, 7, 11), among many others. 
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Dialect and Language 
A feature of the discussion of ?imatah by Sibawayh is that there is varia
tion among speakers, but the triggers for the variation are common to all 
speakers. There are dialectal features, even if not all of them are speci
fied, that are distinctive and distinguish one dialect from another by the 
use or non-use of ?imiilah. 

It appears that for the speakers of Baniy Tamiym and the eastern 
tribes kasrah [i] or yii? [y] triggered the ?imiilah of ?alif[A], while for 
some of the people ofhigaz it was more the underlying second radicals, 
like yii? [y] or wii? [w] that were the trigger for ?imiilah. There are many 
contexts in which the changes are attributed to 'Arabs' without further 
specification. Dialects will also have grammatical idiosyncrasies, which 
are not discussed here. They are distinguished from each other, in as much 
as ?imiilah is diagnostic of dialects, and are referred to in general terms as 
distinct individual speech communities. But even though he treats them 
as distinct dialects, Sibawayh does not specify rules that are exclusive to 
them individually and that would be potentially inapplicable to the other 
dialects. It is of interest to linguists to ferret out the distinction between 
dialect and language that Sibawayh had in mind in his analysis. 

One thing that one can gain from the sampling given above is 
that Sibawayh keeps referring to r arabiyyah 'Arabic',  or saying that 
someone's luyah ' language' was or was not acceptable, across dialectal 
boundaries. So language, or Arabic language, is not identified with 
any one dialect. Rather, r arabiyyah is a realization of the sum total of 
all the dialects. The rules and generalizations that he is fashioning are 
the conditions and contexts that apply to this r arabiyyah. This is no 
minor accomplishment when one considers the number of dialects that 
are referred to in the book. fal-Ghunaym (199 1 )  tabulates 284 dialects 
that are mentioned by Sibawayh in his book. Writing rules that will be 
applicable to this many dialects is a remarkable achievement, even if it 
were done for just one process like ?imiilah. It can usefully be argued 
that if a particular language, say English, with all its varieties and 
dialects could be defined, then language in the abstract would be closer 
to definition. 

It is not easy to define language in a way that would satisfy every 
theoretician. A concept oflanguage that is not necessarily identified with 
any one group of speakers, or any one dialect, but that in its definition 
includes all the dialects and all the speakers irrespective of their dialectal 
preferences, is a definition that takes the reality oflanguage into account. 
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Sibawayh's concept of Arabic is of that type. It is comprehensive and 
inclusive of all the varieties of Arabic, so that his rules and generalizations 
are applicable to this language and consequently to all its varieties across 
dialectal lines. From his perspective, the spoken Arabic is the true 
manifestation of r arabiyyah. He concludes this discussion on ?imiilah 
by saying 'All that we have mentioned to you in these chapters about 
?imiilah "inclination" and na/b "erection", we heard from the Arabs ' 
(II, P. 294, L. 3-4). 
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14: Conclusions 

What is of interest in Sibawayh's analysis of ?imalah is that he does 
not limit it to the overt and expressed contexts for ?imalah but takes 
into account its absent, covert and unexpressed contexts. This obviously 
takes phonetics and phonology beyond the traditional limits of being 
sensitive only to what is expressed in the context and to no other. 

In his discussion and analysis of ?idyam 'assimilation', Sibawayh 
states that ?al-?a/lufiy fal-?idyam ?an yatbaf a ?al-?awwalu ?al-?iixara 
'the principle of assimilation is that the first follow the other' (II, P. 
472, L. 17). This is his way of stating that the first becomes like the 
second or, more in harmony with current terminology, that assimilation 
is fundamentally regressive. Ifwe were to consider ?imalah 'inclination' 
a species of assimilation, then what applies to one is equally valid for the 
other. He illustrates this connection when he is discussing how ?imalah 
'inclination' ,  as a process of changing [a] to [e) in the context of kasrah 
[i) or a ya? [y], is similar to the changing of the siyn [s] to a /ad [sr] in 
the context of a Gaf[G] as in: 

sabaGtu - / abaGtu 'I preceded' (II, P. 279, L. 18) 

Sibawayh, in his discussion of ?imalah, focuses on the contexts that 
trigger ?imalah. In the process of his accounting for ?imalah, he provides 
examples of a bidirectional process, that is, of progressive and regressive 
?imalah, where both the following or the preceding contexts determine 
?imalah, even if not all of his examples can be patently grouped under 
these two rubrics. As the foregoing chapters illustrated, there is no great 
difference between progressive and regressive cases of ?imalah; they 
apply equally freely when the expressed triggers of kasrah [i) and ya? 
[y] are present in the environment of? alif[ A] as illustrated in the sample 
of examples: 

fimadun - fimedun ' rnnad' (II, P. 279, L. 17) 
sirbiilun - sirbelun ' shirt' (II, P. 279, L. 21) 
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bayyaf - bayyef 'vendor' (II, P. 281, L. 20) 
saybiin - sayben ' Shayban' (II, P. 282, L. 2) 
ra?aytu fimada - ra?aytu fimede ' I  saw Imad' (II, P. 282, L. 14) 
(see 7.15) 

The ?alif[A] is inclined in feminine forms where the ha? [h) is hidden 
as is illustrated in the following example (cf. 8.1): 

yuriydu ? an yacf ribahii - yuriydu ? an yacf rib( ah)e 'He wants to hit 
her' (II, P. 282, L. 20) 

The ?alif[A] is inclined following a raised letter with a kasrah [i), as is 
illustrated in the following example: 

/ifab - /ifeb 'difficulties' (II, P. 287, L. 1) (see 10.5) 

The ?a/if[A] is inclined when it follows a kasrah [i) after a cluster with 
a quiescent raised letter as is illustrated in the following example: 

?al-miibiin - ?al-miiben 'the lamp' (II, P. 287, L. 8) 
ra?aytu qizna - ra?aytu qizlie 'I saw the cooking spices' 

(II, P. 287, L. 12) 

?alifza?idah 'the added ?alif [A) ' is inclined when it follows a kasrah 
[i), as is illustrated in the following example: 

fimran - fimren ' fimran' (II, P. 293, L. 2) 

Regressive ?imalah is the reverse of the progressive ?imalah where 
the following contexts of a kasrah [i) or ya? [y] trigger ?imalah in the 
preceding targeted ?alif[A]: 

fabid - febid 'worshiper' (II, P. 279, L. 11) 

The ? alif[ A] is inclined when it precedes a kasrah [i) in a prepositional 
phrase as is illustrated in the following example: 

marartu bi-mali zaydin - marartu bi-meli zaydin 'I passed by Zayd's 
property' (II, P. 288, L. 5) 

The ?alif[A] that follows a raised letter is inclined when followed by a 
[ri] as is illustrated in the following example 

Garibun - Geribun 'round boat' (II, P. 290, L. 6) 
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There are constraints on ?imiilah, mostly exercised by the raised 
letters and the rii? [r], and these show how strong an influence these 
segments exert on the occurrence or non-occ��nce o

.
f ?imiilah. The 

phonetic context, its proximity and relative positlon wIth r�ference to 
the ?alif [A] are important factors in ?imiilah. The phonetlc contexts 
required for ?imiilah to take effect are an expressed or implied kasrah 
[i] or ayii? [y], before or after the ?alif[A]. 

. .  When two 'motions, '  [a] or [u], are in ?alif [A]'s tmmediate context 
?imiilah will not take place, as was illustrated in: 

xiitam-in 'finger ring' (IT, P. 280, L. 2) 
?al-xulliif ' swallows' (IT, P. 280, L. 5) 

When one of the 'raised' letters: /iid [Sf], diid [l], lii? [{], orii? [Of], 
yayn [y], Giif[G] or xii? [x] occurs before the?alif[A], ?imiilah does not 
take place, as in the following: 

Giifid-un ' seated' (IT, P. 285, L. 19) 

When when one of the 'raised' letters: / ad [Sf], d iid [df], l ii? [tf], or ii? 
[Of], yayn [y], Giif[G] or xii? [x] follows the ?alif[A] in sequence ?imalah 
is blocked, as in the following: 

niiGid-un 'critic' (IT, P. 286, L. 5) 
niifix-un 'blower' (II, P. 286, L. 85) 

When the rii? [r] is set in motion by an [a] or an [u] ?imiilah is blocked, 
as in the following: 

hiioii riiSid-un 'This (is) Rashid' (IT, P. 289, L. 20) 

When a 'raised' letter precedes the ?alif[A] and a [-ri] follo�s t?e ?al� 
[A], the following [-ri] overcomes the strength ofthe pr�ceding raIsed 
letter, and ?imiilah takes place as is shown in the followmg: 

Giiribun -+ Geribun 'round boat' (IT, P. 290, L. 7) 

When a 'raised' letter follows a [-ri] after an ?alif[A], the 'raised' letter 
overpowers the [-ri], and prevents ?imiilah from taking place, as in the 
following: 

hiioihi niiGatun foriGun 'This (is) a distinctivef-camel' (IT, P. 290, 
L. I0) 
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A 'raised' letter prevents ?imiilah of a previous ?alif [A], even across a 
word boundary as in the following example: 

marartu bi-miili Giisimin 'I passed by the property of Qasim' (IT, 
P. 291, L. 19) 

Progressive and regressive ?imiilah can not explain all the cases that 
do occur with ?imiilah. In this analysis, not all cases are phonetically 
conditioned. To give but two illustrations, the feminine ending does not 
resemble either [i] or [y], yet it is subject to ?imiilah, with the other 
concomitant changes in the word, as in the following: 

milzii 
nublii 

'goat' (II, P. 281, L. 6) 
'pregnant' (IT, P. 281, L. 6) 

Other cases of ?alif[A] are inclined due simply to the high frequency of 
occurrence of certain lexical items, as in the following: 

?al- naggiig ----+- ?al- naggeg ?al-haggag ' (IT, P. 285, L. 5) 
?al-niis ----+- ?al-nes 'the people' (IT, P. 285, L. 7) 

In ?imiilah, both what precedes the ?alif [A] and what follows it as 
well as what the ?alif [A] stands for have an effect on its status. The 
contexts that follow ?alif [A] are the actual control mechanisms and 
exercise more powerful contextual influences on the ?alif[A] than those 
that precede it. The 'raised' letters, for example, prevent ?imiilah from 
taking place, but they are effective in the preceding contexts only ifthey 
are contiguous to it, and no other trigger interferes with them as in the 
following: 

Giifidu 'seated' (IT, P. 285, L. 19) 

When the preceding 'raised' letters are not contiguous to the ?alif [A], 
the preceding contexts are all equalized, as in the following example: 

/ifof -+ /iflf 'descriptives' (IT, P. 287, L. 1) 

The contexts that follow the ?alif [A], however, show distinctly 
different degrees of strength in controlling the occurrence or 
non-occurrence of ?imiilah as illustrated in the cases where an ?alif[A] 
is followed by a 'raised' letter or a [-ri]. Whenever there is a conflict 
in contextual triggers, the 'raised' letters dominate the contexts of [-ri] 
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and overpower them when both follow the ?alif[A]. Other things being 
equal, regressive ?imiilah is the more dominant form of assimilation, and 
it extends over longer domains, while progressive ?imiilah is confined to 
the immediate contexts within narrower domains. 

Many surface ?alifot [A]s are not constituents of the root but are 
derived. Examples of these are the roots with weak radicals where the 
weak letter is deleted and the surface form appears with an ?alif [A], 
for example xiifa 'he feared' is from *xawifa, or Mba 'he revered' is 
from *hayaba, and so on, with all the other roots with a [w] or a [y] as 
the second radical. These ?alifot [A]s have been explained by way of a 
derivation, that is, when the glides yii? [y] and wiiw [w] are elided and 
the two remaining motions are combined to give the [a] as explained in 
Brame (1970). This is not the explanation ofSibawayh. He considers the 
presence of an ? alif[ A] as a replacement of the glide (II, P. 280, L. 7 and 
9). The narakiit 'motions' left behind would be present only when their 
respective letters are present and would delete with them. It is assumed 
that ?imiilah occurs here due to the virtual presence of a kasrah [i] or a 
yii? [y] of the root, but it is not clear whether the change in the ?alif[A] 
should be considered a progressive or a regressive type of ?imiilah. In 
these forms, the actual ?alif[A] inclines towards the letters yii? [y] and 
the changed wiiw [w] to a yii? [y] of the mid-radical, as exemplified in 
the following: 

miita (mwt) - meta 'he died' (II, P. 281, L. 10) 

xiifa (xwf) - xefa 'he feared' (II, P. 281, L. 13) 

liiba (lyb) - leba 'he enjoyed' (II, P. 281, L. 13) 

Mba (hyb) - Mba 'he revered' (II, P. 281, L. 13) 

/iira (/yr) - /era 'he became' (II, P. 281, L. 14) 

xaba (xyb) - xeba 'he failed' (II, P. 281, L. 19) 

In discussing the reasons for ?imiilah, Sibawayh provides what he 
considers to be an articulatory justification, 'The ?alif [A] is similar to 
yii? [y] so they approximated it to it. ' (II, P. 280, L. 13-14 et passim). 
It is the actual presence of [i] or [y] that triggers changes in the adjacent 
?alif [A]s, as was illustrated above. The more subtle changes in the 
?alifot [A]s are due not so much to the actual presence of an ?alif [A] 
in the sequence, but what the origin of the ?alif[A] was. When the ?alif 
[A] is in place of a yii? [y] or a wiiw [w] 'in structures with a yii? [y] and 
wiiw [w] whose fayn [f ] is open' (II, P. 280, L. 6), these two letters are 
represented by surface ?alif[A]s. 
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'As to the structure with a yii? [y), its ?alif[A] is inclined because it 
is in place ofyii? [y], and its substitute' (Ch. 477. p. 260). It should be 
pointed out that 'the wiiw [w] is inclined towards the yii? [y] in structures 
that exceed three letters. It is changed to a yii? [y] ', as in the following 
examples: 

mafdiyyun (mfdw) 
masniyyun (msnw) 
?al-Gunniyy (Gnw) 
?al-li//(ry(f/w) 

'running' (II, P. 280, L. 13) (see 7.6) 
'watering' (II, P. 280, L. 13) 
'the canals' (II, P. 280, L. 13) 
'the sticks ' (II, P. 280, L. 13) 

A more remote trigger is in the ? alif [A] of the past tense that changes 
to an [e] in forms where the third person is on the pattern [xiifa] while 
the first person is [xifiu], this kasrah [i] triggers the inclination, as in the 
following examples: 

xiifa (xwf) 
miita (mwt) 

- xefa 'he feared' (II, P. 281, L. 13) 
- meta 'he died' (II, P. 281, L. 19) 

Any root that has a yii? [y] as a second radical, its ? alif [A] is inclined 
obligatorily, as in the following: 

miila (my/) _ 

baf a (byf) _ 

nublii (1ibiy) -
mufl ii (mfly) _ 

saqii (sqy) _ 

mela 
hefa 
nubie 
mufle 
saqe 

'he inclined' (II, P. 287, L. 15) 
'he sold' (II, P. 287, L. 15) 
'pregnant' (II, P. 287, L. 18) 
'gift' (II, P. 287, L. 18) 
'watered' (II, P. 287, L. 19) 

In brief, Sibawayh ranges in his analysis of ?imiilah over the various 
contexts where the [a] is inclined to [e] and ferrets out both the expressed 
and the implied contexts where justification can be found for such a 
change. In the process he is both deep and wide in his search and brings 
in not only immediate contexts but collateral contexts to explain the 
phenomenon of ?imiilah. 

The obvious contexts in which ?imiilah takes place fall within the 
purview of all linguistic approaches to analysis of such a phenomenon. 
With reference to the expressed triggers for ?imiilah there is no noticeable 
difference between the progressive and the regressive ?imiilah. They 
both occur equally freely; there is no strong preference to regressive 
over the progressive processes. There are constraints due to certain 
groups ofletters, the raised letters and the [r], or both. What is intriguing 
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about ?imalah in classical Arabic as Sibawayh presents it is that it makes 
demands that go beyond the obvious evidence for the justification of 
its occurrence, that is, where there is nothing in the expressed context 
to cause the [a] to change into [e]. What would be the phonetic! 
phonological rationale for the ?alif [A] in mata 'he died' to change to 
meta with no expressed or obvious contextual trigger in the immediate 
or remote context for it to take place? When Sibawayh says that the 
change is justified because in the far altu form, that is, the past tense of 
the first person singular of mata 'he died', there is a kasrah [i] when 
one says mittu 'I died', this is beyond the consideration of phonetics/ 
phonology and is similar to a Saussuran idea of associative relationships 
or to a Mendelian meandering through the genetic branches in search of 
a recessive context that has become dominant. If Sibawayh's claim is 
correct, and there is no alternative explanation that is better, then the deep 
structure is even deeper and wider in Arabic. It scours the total paradigm, 
as with the case of mata 'he died',  in search of relevant contexts. 
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Appendix 1 

List of Technical Terms, Sorted by Arabic 

?akfJar more frequent, more numerous 
?axaff lighter, weaker 
?axawat sisters, members of a clas& 
?idyam assimilation 
?istifla? raising 
?asma? names/nouns 
?iifiid raising, ascending 
?iyd iili clarity 
?adfaj weaker 
?idmar implicitness, pronominalization 
?ilbiiG covenng 
?ajfii/ actions 
?alif 7alif [a] 
?imalah inclination 
?inhidar descending, sliding down 
badal substitute 
banat structures 
ta?niy8 femininization 
tasafful lowering 
tuSbihu resembles 
tumaJu be inclined 
tamnaf prevents, it 
tankasiru breaks 
garr pull, mark with an [i) 
hagiz barrier 
harf letter, word 
harakiit motions 
harakah motion 
huruwj letters, words 
lianak ?al-?afla upper palate 
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.fio.'..P- nawiigiz barriers J,-:i.. muttaiil connected 

� xafiyyah hidden, inconspicuous .JJfi>A magruwr pulled with an [i] 

.l:J:.. xallala he mixed .J� maghuwr loud 

y,..J raxw loose .ft� mw)akkar masculine 

�.J rajf' raise t""!y marfuwf raised, raised with a [u] 

�j rafafa he raised � mustalisan favored, thought good 

� siikin still, quiescent � mustafliy raised 

.:&.. sakt silence � mustarliyah raised, raised ones 

�fo... sukuwt silence �\....4.. mudiifafah doubling 

ufo... sukuwn stillness, quiescence u\....4.. mudiif annexed 

�I."... sawiikin still letters oI.,!ll u\....4.. mud iif?ilayhi annexed to 

�u. siiJ exceptional I"� madmuwm closed, close with an [u] 

� sabah similarity � mulbaq covered 

� sadiyd tight � mufgam dictionary 

�I"":' sawiiJ exceptions i:� maftuwh open, open with an [a] 

� iaffada raised .J.fo. mukarrar doubled, trilled 

U- iilah annexation .J..,....s... maksuwr broken, broken with a [i] 

� dafufat weakened u� munharif deviant, lateral 

� dammah close [u] .uj1o manzilah status 

y.:r farab Arabs, speakers of Arabic y� maniuwb erected, erected with an [a] 

�.:r farabiyyah Arabic (language) .:.w.. manafat prevented, it/she 

U; fillah cause, reason � munfatili opened 

� yunnah nasal J-il.. munfaiil unconnected 

� fatn opening with an [a] (,)"."....... mahmuws muted 
� fatliah open [a] t'""'JA mawdif position 

Ja.i fif! action � naib erection with an [a] 

y.) Garrab he approximated � naiaba he erected 

yli Galb change J\.4 hiiwi falling 
us (,)" - Giyiis pattern, norm, analogy JIJ wiiw waw [w] 

oy.oS kasrah break [i] ujJ wazn measure 
;..JS. kalimah word J.,...J waial connected 

uL...J lisiin tongue <....i!J waGf pause 
W luyah dialect, language � �>.! yu?xaJu bihi is taken as correct 

0Jl liyn softness ,,4 yii? ya7 [y] 

0Jl /ayyin soft �y- yarfaf he raises 

.!.Jj)A mu?anna8 feminine � yu§immu he rounds 

� mubdalah substituted -, yuGarrib he approximates y.J':! 
r+."" mubham unspecified � �  yulfal u bihi is pronounced 

�� mutaharrik in-motion, in motion with an [a], � yamiylu he inclines 
[i] or [u] 
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List of Technical Terms, Sorted by English 

7alif [a] 
action 
actions 
annexed 
annexed to 
annexation 
Arabic (language) 
Arabs, speakers of Arabic 
assimilation 
barrier 
barriers 
be inclined 
break [i] 
breaks 
broken, broken with an [i] 
cause, reason 
change 
clarity 
close [u] 
closed, close with a [u] 
connected 
connected 
covered 
covering 
descending, sliding down 
deviant, lateral 
dialect, language 
dictionary 
doubled, trilled 
doubling 
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u.li 
Jd 
JWi 

u\..,;.... 
�I u\..,;.... 
� 
:...:.:� 
Y� 
��I � . 
' 6.  .Y!> 

j;o.l-"", 
JW 
.� 
y.&i 
.Jy.& 
U:. 
� 
cl...:.:.�l 
� 
�� 
J.-l,.. 
J.--, 
� 
-w..\ '-' .  . 
\�\ .J . 

u� 
� 
� 
.Jfo. 
�\..,;.... 

?alif 
fin 
?ajfal 
mudaf 
mud af?ilayhi 
iilah 
rarabiyyah 
rarab 
?idyam 
hagiz 
liawagiz 
tumalu 
kasrah 
tankasiru 
maksuwr 
rillah 
Galb 
?iydiih 
dammah 
madmuwm 
muttasfil 
wasfal 
mulbaG 
?ilbaG 
?inhidar 
munharif 
luyah 
murgam 
mukarrar 
mudarafah 
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erected, erected with an [a] 
erection with an [a] 
exceptional 
exceptions 
falling 
favored, thought good 
feminine 
femininizarion 
he approximated 
he approximates 
he erected 
he inclines 
he mixed 
he raised 
he raises 
he rounds 
hidden, inconspicuous 
implicitness, pronominalization 
inclination 
in-motion, in motion 

with an [a], [i] or a [u] 
is pronounced 
is taken as correct 
letter, word 
letters, words 
lighter, weaker 
loose 
loud 
lowering 
masculine 
measure 
more frequent, more numerous 
motion 
motions 
muted 
names/nouns 
nasal 
open [a] 
open, open with an [a] 
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Cfo 

maniuwb 
nasfb 
sat5 
sawat5 
hawi 
mustalisan 
mu?anna8 
ta?niye 
Garrab 
yuGarrib 
naiaba 
yamiylu 
xallala 
rafara 
yarfar 
yusimmu 
xafiyyah 
?idmar 
?imalah 
mutaharrik 

yuljat5f u bihi 
yu?xaJu bihi 
harf 
huruwf 
?axaff 
raxw 
maghuwr 
tasafful 
mut5akkar 
wazn 
?akear 
harakah 
harakiit 
mahmuws 
?asma? 
yunnah 
fathah 
maftuwh 
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opened � munfatih 
opening with an [a] � fatn 
pattern, nonn, analogy L,9 U" • Giyiis 
pause usJ waGf 
position �JA mawclif 
prevented, it/she Ua.lA manafat 
prevents, it � tamnaf 

Appendix 3 

List of Technical Terms, Sorted by Transcription 

pull, mark with an [i] ..» garr 
pulled with an [i] .)Jfi'-A magruwr 
raise �.) rajf 
raised � mustafliy 
raised � iaffada 

badal � substitute 
banat <:..J� structures 
dammah � close [u] 

raised, raised ones � mustafliyah 
raised, raised with a [u] t"!yo marfuwf 
raising �)l.,U...j 7istina7 
raising, ascending .ll......-j 7iifad 

dafufat � weakened 
fatn � opening with an [a] 
fathah 4..:....:i! open [a] 
fifl Jd action 

resembles � tusbihu 
silence -:&. sakt 
silence <:..J� sukuwt 
similarity � sabah 
sisters, members of a class <:..J'-'�.l 7axawat 

garr ..» pull, mark with an [i) 
nanak 7al-7ana ..,k'J' & upper palate 
nawagiz fi.'.,... barriers 
hawi Jl.A falling 
kalimah � word 

soft . '.l! layyin u .  
softness U:!l /iyn 
status �jlo manzilah 
still letters �'-"'" sawakin 

kasrah o� break [i] 
layyin U:!l soft 
lisan uU tongue 
liyn U:!l softness 

still, quiescent � sakin luyah W dialect, language 
stillness, quiescence ufo... sukuwn 
structures <:..J� banat 
substitute � badal 
substituted � mubdalah 
tight � sadiyd 

madmuwm ('� closed, close with a [u] 
maftuwh c:fo open, open with an [a] 
maghuwr .)� loud 
magruwr .)Jfi'-A pulled with an [i] 
mahmuws U".,...... muted 

tongue uU lisan 
unconnected J.-il.. munfaiil 

maksuwr .Jy.& broken, broken with an [i] 
manafat Ual.o prevented, it/she 

unspecified I"f+'" mubham 
upper palate ..,k'JI & nanak 7al-7ana 

maniuwb y� erected, erected with an [a] 
manzilah �jlo status 

wiiw [w] J'J waw 
weakened � dafufat 
weaker u....:..l 7adfaf 

maifuwf t"!yo raised, raised with a [u] 
mawdif �JA position 
mubdalah �.l,w substituted 

word � kalimah 
yii7 [y] �4 ya7 

mubham I"f+'" unspecified 
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mud af afah �l.....4.. doubling 
mudaf ..... l.....4.. annexed 
mud af?ilayhi '411 c......il.....4.. annexed to 
mukarrar .J.fi.. doubled, trilled 
munfaiil � unconnected 
munfatih � opened 
munharif c......i� deviant, lateral 
mustansan � favored, thought good 
mustafliy � raised 
mustafUyah � raised, raised ones 
mutaharrik �� in-motion, in motion 

with an [a], [i] or a [u] 
muttaiil J-:i... connected 
mulbaG � covered 
mur5akkar fo masculine 
mu?anna8 Wl}4 feminine 
mufgam � dictionary 
naib � erection with an [a] 
naiaba 

- - he erected � 
rafafa �'.; he raised 
rajf �.J raise 
raxw �.J loose 
sabah � similarity 
sadiyd � tight 
sakt ..:&... silence 
sawar5 �I""': exceptions 
sawakin (.)SlY" still letters 
sukuwn 0fo... stillness, quiescence 
sukuwt wfo... silence 
sakin tfi- still, quiescent 
sar5 �L!. exceptional 
iaffada � raised 
iilah U- annexation 
tamnaf � prevents, it 
tankasiru � breaks 
tasafful JS.,.:i lowering 
ta?niy8 4b feminjnjzation 
tumiilu � be inclined 
tusbihu � resembles 
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waial 
wiiw 
wazn 
waGf 
xafiyyah 
xallala 
ya? 
yamiylu 
yarfaf 
yu?xar5u bihi 
yuljar5f u bihi 
yusimmu 
yUGarrib 
yunnah 
Ga/b 
Garrab 
Giyiis 
harakah 
harakiit 
harf 
huruwf 
hagiz 
?ajfal 
?adfaf 
?ak8ar 
?alif 
?asma? 
?axaff 
?axawat 
?idyam 
?iyd iili 
?idmar 
?imalah 
?inhidar 
?istif/a? 
?iifad 
?ilbiiG 
farab 
farabiyyah 
fillah 

J.,....., 
..,1.., 
jj.., 
US.., 
� 
.l::J:.. 
.. 4 
� 
�Y-
� �>.! 
� ..l:..il:! 

. � -, 
�� 
� 
� 
�.) 

t...5 U" _ 
4.S..>"" 
w\S..>"" 
c......i...>"" 
c......i ..,..>"" 
' 6,  .» 

JWI 
u.....;.,\ 
fol 
I...ill 
.. lA....1 
......... 1 
wl�i 
�.ll r- . 
WaJI C .. 
�I .J • 

AJl..l 
I�\ .J • 

.. �l 
.ll......-J 
-l.J:.1 " . .  

yy;. 
�y:. 
� 
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connected 
waw [w] 
measure 
pause 
hidden, inconspicuous 
he mixed 
ya7 [y] 
he inclines 
he raises 
is taken as correct 
is pronounced 
he rounds 
he approximates 
nasal 
change 
he approximated 
pattern, norm, analogy 
motion 
motions 
letter, word 
letters, words 
barrier 
actions 
weaker 
more frequent, more numerous 
7alif [a] 
names/nouns 
lighter, weaker 
sisters, members of a class 
assimilation 
clarity 
implicitness, pronominalization 
inclination 
descending, sliding down 
raising 
raising, ascending 
covenng 
Arabs, speakers of Arabic 
Arabic (language) 
cause, reason 
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Appendix 4 

List of Examples 

b(ih)ii ---+ b(ih)e 'in her' (IT, P. 283, L. 4) #8.3 
bayni wa baynahii ---+ bayni wa baynahe 'between me and her' (IT, P. 

284, L. 21) #8.11 
bayni wa baynahii miilun 'there is property between her and me' (IT, P. 

284, L. 21) #8.11 
bayniy wa baynahii ---+ bayniy wa bayn(ah)e 'between me and her' (IT, 

P. 283, L. 11) #8.7 
bayyiif ---+ bayyef 'vendor'(lI, P. 281, L. 20) #7.12 
bihii ---+ bihe 'in her' (IT, P. 283, L. 2) #8.3 
bi-miili Giisimin 'in the wealth of Qasim'(IT, P. 292, L. 15) #11.14 
bi-miili riisidin 'in the wealth of RaSid'(IT, P. 292, L. 15) #11.14 
bi-miili riiSidin ---+ bi-meli riiSidin 'with the money of Rashid' (IT, P. 

292, L. 15) #11.13 
bi-miili Giisimin ---+ bi-meli Giisimin 'with the property of Qasim' (II, P. 

288, L. 17) #10.15 
bi-miili Giisimin 'with the money of Qasim' (IT, P. 292, L. 15) #11.13 
bi-miili Giisimin ---+ bi-meli Giisimin 'by the property of Qasim' (II, P. 

288, L. 6) #10.13 
binii ---+ bine 'in us' (IT, P. 284, L. 16) #8.11 
bi-safori Gablu 'by Safar before' (IT, P. 291, L. 23) #11.9 
bi-Giidirin ' in Qadir' (IT, P. 291, L. 10) #11.7 
bi-nimiir ---+ bi-nimer 'by an ass' (IT, P. 292, L. 11) #11.11 
bii ---+ he 'b' (IT, P. 289, L. 13) #10.18 
biifa (byr) ---+ hefa 'he sold' (IT, P. 287, L. 15) #10.10 
damahii 'her blood' (IT, P. 283, L. 13) #8.6 
dirhamiin ---+ dirhamen 'two dirhams' (IT, P. 282, L. 8) #7.14 
oiiflriiSun ---+ flresun 'that is a bed' (IT, P. 293, L. 4) #11.16 
oii ---+ oe 'this ' (IT, P. 289, L. 11) #10.18 
diirii ---+ durtu 'he turned, I turned' (IT, P. 281, L. 18) #7.11 
diifin ---+ defin 'caller' (IT, P. 282, L. 10) #7.13 
d ayii (dyy) ---+ d aye 'cheated-d' (IT, P. 287, L. 20) #10.11 
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diyGii 'straits ' (IT, P. 292, L. 17) #11.15 
(l iilimun 'oppressor' (II, P. 285, L. 20) #10.1 
cf iiminun 'guarantor' (II, P. 285, L. 20) #10.1 
d iirib ---+ cf erib 'hitter' (IT, P. 293, L. 11) #12.2 
fly mahiirii ---+ fly maherii 'in fleet of camels' (IT, P. 292, L. 14) #11.11 
fly ?al-giidayn ---+ fly ?al-gedayn 'in your sword-belts-d' (IT, P. 282, L. 9) 

#7.13 
flynii ---+ flyne 'in us' (IT, P. 283, L. 11) #8.7 
gamiidin ' inanimate' (IT, P. 280, L. 4) #7.5 
gawiiddun 'these (are the) main streets' (IT, P. 287, L. 22) #10.12 
gilbiibun ---+ gilhebun 'garment' (IT, P. 293, L. 3) #11.16 
giirimi Giisimin ---+ gerimi Giisimin 'Qasim's offence' (IT, P. 291, L. 22) 

#11.9 
giirimun ---+ gerimun 'a harvester' (IT, P. 291, L. 13) #11.8 
hiioii miiriGun 'This is an apostate' (IT, P. 294, L. 5) #12.7 
hiyii ?al-maniibir ---+ hiyii ?al-manebir 'they are the pulpits ' (IT, P. 290, 

L. 18) #11.6 
huwa yakiyluhii 'he weighs her' (IT, P. 283, L. 7) #8.5 
huwa findanii 'he is with us' (IT, P. 283, L. 18) #8.8 
hiiba (hyb) ---+ heba 'he revered' (IT, P. 281, L. 13) #7.10 
hiibiylu ---+ hebiylu 'Abel' (IT, P. 279, L. 11) #7.1 
hiioa xabalu riyiihin ---+ hiioa xabale riyiihin 'this (is) a swirl of wind' 

(IT, P. 293, L. 18) #12.4 
hiiOihi daniiniyr ---+ daneniyr 'these are dinars' (IT, P. 292, L. 8) 
hiiOihi niiGatun foriGun 'this (is) a distinctive f-camel' (IT, P. 290, L. 

10) #11.5 
hiioihi / afiiriyru ---+ hiioihi / aferiyru 'these are eaves' (IT, P. 292, L. 

5) #11.10 
hiioihi ?aynuGun maforiyGu 'these (are) distinctive f-camels ' (IT, P. 290, 

L. 10) #11.5 
hiioii biibun 'this (is) a door' (IT, P. 285, L. 10-13) #9.4 
hiioii biibun ---+ hiioii hebun 'this (is) a door' (IT, P. 285, L. 10) #9.4 
hiioii diif ' this is a suppliant' (IT, P. 292, L. 10) #11.11 
hiiOiiflriiSun 'This (is) a bed' (IT, P. 289, L. 20) #11.1 
hiioii giriibun ---+ girebun 'this is a bag' (IT, P. 293, L. 4) #11.16 
hiioii giiddun 'this (is) serious' (IT, P. 287, L. 22) #10.12 
hiiOii miiddun 'this (is the) substance' (IT, P. 287, L. 22) #10.12 
hiioii miilun 'this (is) property' (IT, P. 285, L. 10-13) #9.4 
hiioii miilun ---+ hiioii melun 'this (is) property/wealth' (IT, P. 285, L. 10) 

#9.4 
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hiiOa rasidun 'This (is) Rashid' (II, P. 289, L. 20) #11.1 
hiiOabimarun 'this (is) an ass' (II, P. 290, L. 1) #11.2 
Moa ?ibnu maof uwrin - haoa ?ibnu maof uwerin 'this (is) the son of 

Mathfur' (II, P. 293, L. 14) #12.6 
haoa fimran 'this is Imran' (II, P. 292, L. 16) #11.15 
hiiOa fabun 'this (is) a disgrace' (II, P. 285, L. 10--13) #9.4 
Moa fabun - Moa febun 'this (is) a disgrace' (II, P. 285, L. 10) #9.4 
Moa falimu Gasimin - Moa felimu Gasimin 'This is one who knows 

Qasim' (II, P. 288, L. 17) #10.15 
kaslan ' lazy' (II, P. 282, L. 8) #7.12 
kayyal - kayyel 'thorny tree' (II, P. 281, L. 20) #7.12 
kiM (kbw) - kibe 'horse' (II, P. 280, L. 17) #7.8 
kilabun - kilebun 'dogs' (II, P. 279, L. 21) #7.2 
katib - ketib 'writer ' (II, P. 282, L. 4) #7.13 
lam yakilha - lam yakil(h)e 'he did not weigh her' (II, P. 283, L. 6) #8.4 
lam yaxafha 'he does not fear her' (II, P. 283, L. 10) #8.6 
lam yaflamha 'he does not know her' (II, P. 283, L. 10) #8.6 
li-?anna - li-?anne 'because' (II, P. 289, L. 10) #10.18 
la 'no' (II, P. 289, L. 11) #10.17 
maMliyy 'sums of money' (II, P. 286, L. 12) #10.4 
madrib(h)a - madrib(h)e 'her camp site' (II, P. 283, L. 4) #8.3 
madribaha - madribahe 'her camp site' (II, P. 283, L. 2) #8.3 
mafotiyb - mafotiyb 'keys' (II, P. 279, L. 11) #7.1 
maka (mkw) - make 'burrow for a lizard' (II, P. 280, L. 17) #7.8 
manafiyx 'bellows' (II, P. 286, L. 11) #10.4 
manasiyl - manesiyl 'combs' (II, P. 286, L. 14) #10.4 
manasiyt 'combs' (II, P. 286, L. 11) #10.4. 
manasiylu 'combs' (II, P. 290, L. 11) #11.5 
marartu bi-Mbihi - marartu bi-bebihi 'I passed by his door' (II, P. 282, 

L. 3) #7.13 
marartu bi-kafirin - marartu bi-kefirin 'I passed by an infidel' (II, P. 

291, L. 17) #11.8 
marartu bi-mali maliGin 'I passed by the property of Maliq' (II, P. 288, 

L. 5) #10.13 
marartu bi-mali yanGulu 'I passed by the property of Yanqulu' (II, P. 

288, L. 5) #10.13 
marartu bi-mali zaydin - marartu bi-meli zaydin 'I passed by Zayd's 

property' (II, P. 288, L. 5) #10.13 
marartu bi-mali Gasimin 'I passed by the property of Qasim' (II, P. 288, 

L. 5) #10.13 
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marartu bi-malin ka8iyrin - marartu bi-melin ka8iyrin 'I passed by 
great wealth' (II, P. 282, L. 11) #7.13 

marartu bi-ragulin gad din 'I passed by a serious man' (II, P. 287, L. 
22) #10.12 

marartu bi-xayrin - marartu bi-xeyrin 'I passed in peace' (II, P. 293, 
L. 19) #12.5 

marartu bi-Gadirin - marartu bi-Gedirin 'I passed by Qadir' (II, P. 
291, L. 17) #11.8 

marartu bi-?al-mali - marartu bi-?al-meli 'I passed by the property' 
(II, P. 282, L. 11) #7.13 

marartu bi-f aglanika - marartu bi-f aglenika 'I passed by your bows-d' 
(II, P. 282, L. 10) #7.13 

marartu bi-fayrin - marartu bi-feyrin 'I passed by a wild ass' (II, P. 
293, L. 19) #12.5 

marra bina - marra bine 'he passed by us' (II, P. 284, L. 1) #8.9 
masniyyun (snw) 'watering' (II, P. 280, L. 10--13) #7.6 
masagid - masegid 'mosques' (II, P. 279, L. 11) #7.1 
mawafiyof 'sermons' (II, P. 286, L. 13) #10.4 
maGariyd 'single blades of shears' (II, P. 286, L. 13) #10.4 
mafdiyyun (fdw) 'running' (II, P. 280, L. 10--13) #7.6 
mafaliG 'pluck of animals' (II, P. 286, L. 13) #10.4 
min Girarika - min Girerika 'from your basis' (II, P. 290, L. ll) #11.4 
min bimariki - min bimeriki 'from your-/. ass' (II, P. 290, L. 5) #11.3 
min ?ahli fadin - min ?ahli fedin 'of the people of lad' (II, P. 282, 

L. 5) #7.13 
min ?al-duwari- min ?al-duweri 'from the dizziness' (II, P. 290, L. 5) 

#11.3 
min ?al-muhaofari _ mina ?al-muhaoferi 'from the warner' (II, P. 293, 

L. 12) #12.1 
min ?al-mufari - min?al-muferi 'from the borrowed' (II, P. 290, L. 5) 

#11.3 
min famri - mina femri 'from Amr' (II, P. 293, L. 11) #12.1 
min fawarihi - min fawerihi 'from your shame' (II, P. 290, L. 5) #11.3 
min(h)a - min(h)e 'from her' (II, P. 283, L. 4) #8.3 
mina ?al-bafari- mina ?al-bareri 'from the dung' (II, P. 293, L. 7) 

#12.1 
mina ?al-d arari - mina ?al-d areri 'from the harm' (II, P. 293, L. 7) 

#12.1 
mina ?al-fuGari - mina ?al-fiGeri 'from the poverty' (II, P. 293, L. 7) 

#12.1 
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mina ?al-kibari- mina ?al-kiberi 'from the greatness ' (II, P. 293, L. 7) 
#12.1 

mina ?al-mal ari - mina ?al-mal eri 'from the rain' (II, P. 293, L. 19) 
#12.1 

mina ?al-niir - mina ?al-ner 'from the fire' (II, P. 292, L. 13) #11.11 
mina ?al-sariGi 'from spittle' (II, P. 294, L. 5) #12.7 
mina ?al-/iyari - mina ?alJiyeri 'from the smallness' (II, P. 293, L. 

7) #12.1 
minha - minhe 'from her' (II, P. 284, L. 16) #8.11 
minnii zaydun 'Zayd is one of us' (II, P. 284, L. 16) #8.11 
minha - minhe 'from her' (II, P. 283, L. 2) #8.3 
minnii - minne 'from us' (II, P. 284, L. 16) #8.11 
minniifaGlun 'Faql is one of us' (II, P. 288, L. 10) #10.14 
milzii - milze 'goat' (II, P. 281, L. 6) #7.9 
milziinii - milzenii - milzene 'our goat' (II, P. 285, L. 1) #8.13 
muniifiGun 'hypocrite' (II, P. 290, L. 11) #11.5 
mUll ii (mlly) - mUll e 'gift' (II, P. 287, L. 18) #10.11 
mii 'whatever' (II, P. 289, L. 11) #10.17 
miila (myl) - mela 'he inclined' (II, P. 287, L. 15) #10.10 
miili Giisimin 'Qasim's property' (II, P. 291, L. 22) #11.9 
masin - mesin 'walker' (II, P. 282, L. 11) #7.13 
miita (mwt) - meta 'he died' (II, P. 281, L. 10) #7.10 
niyriin - niyren 'boiling' (II, P. 293, L. 5) #11.16 
nulmii Giisimin - nUlme Giisimin 'grace of Qasim' (II, P. 288, L. 18) 

#10.15 
niiba (nwb) - neba 'represent' (II, P. 287, L. 15) #10.10 
niibiyun 'gifted' (II, P. 286, L. 8) #10.3 
niifixun 'blower' (II, P. 286, L. 8) #10.3 
niifiGun 'impious' (II, P. 286, L. 8) #10.3 
niihidun 'rising' (II, P. 286, L. 8) #10.3 
nasilun 'energetic' (II, P. 286, L. 8) #10.3 
niixilun 'sifter' (II, P. 286, L. 6) #10.2 
niiGatun miGliit - niiGatun miGlet 'a roasted she camel' (II, P. 287, L. 

8) #10.6 
niiGidun 'critic' (II, P. 286, L. 5) #10.2 
niif'iGun 'croaker' (II, P. 290, L. 11) #11.5 
rabiibin 'fiddle' (II, P. 280, L.4) #7.5 
ra?aytu oihii - ra?aytu oihe 'I saw 6ihli' (II, P. 283, L. 20) #8.9 
ra?aytu damii 'I saw blood' (II, P. 283, L. 13) #8.6 
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ra?aytu diyGii - ra?aytu diyGe 'I saw straits' (II, P. 289, L. 2) 
#10.16 

ra?aytu milyii - ra?aytu milye 'I saw the offensive one' (II, P. 287, L. 
13) #10.8 

ra?aytu miyziinii - ra?aytu miyzene 'I saw the scales' (II, P. 282, L. 
14) #7.15 

ra?aytuxabatl a ?al-riyfi - ra?aytuxabale ?al-riyfi 'I saw the leaves of 
the countryside' (II, P. 293, L. 17) #12.4 

ra? aytu xabal a firindin- ra? aytu xabal e firindin 'I saw the swirls of a 
garment' (II, P. 293, L. 18) #12.4 

ra?aytu yadaha - *ra?aytu yad(ah)e 'I saw her hand' (II, P. 284, L. 
11) #8.10 

ra?aytu yadii - *ra?aytu yad(ah)e 'I saw her hand' (II, P. 284, L. 11) 
#8.10 

ra?aytu yadii - ra?aytu yade 'I saw her hand' (II, P. 283, L. 12) #8.7 
ra?aytu ziyanii - ra?aytu ziyane 'I saw beauty' (II, P. 284, L. 6) #8.7 
ra?aytu 8awbahu bitakii 'I saw his garment-with-bands' (II, P. 283, L. 

19) #8.8 
ra?aytu Gizlia - ra?aytu Gizlie 'I saw the rainbow' (II, P. 287, L. 12) 

#10.7 
ra?aytu Gizhii - ra?aytu Gizne 'I saw Qizah' (II, P. 282, L. 8) #7.14 
ra?aytu ?a-kiifiriyn - ra?aytu ?a-kefiriyn 'infidels' (II, P. 290, L. 17) 

#11.6 
ra?aytu lifrii 'I saw the swine' (II, P. 292, L. 16) #11.15 
ra?aytu f'ilmii - ra?aytu f'ilme ' I  saw knowledge" (II, P. 282, L. 9) 

#7.14 
ra?aytu f'ilGii 'I saw a jewel' (II, P. 292, L. 16) #11.15 
ra?aytu f'imadii - ra?aytu f'imede 'I saw Imad-d'(II, P. 282, L. 14) #7.15 
ra?aytu f'inaba 'I saw grapes' (II, P. 283, L. 18) #8.8 
ra?aytu f'irGii - ra?aytu f'irGe 'I saw a root' (II, P. 287, L. 13) #10.8 
ra?aytu f'irGii 'I saw 'iirqa' (II, P. 292, L. 17) #11.15 
ra?aytu f'irGii - ra?aytu f'irGe 'I saw roots' (II, P. 289, L. 2) #10.16 
ra?aytu f'iyrii 'I saw a wild ass' (II, P. 292, L. 16) #11.15 
ra?aytuka lasirii - ra?aytuka lasire 'I found you desperate' (II, P. 292, 

L. 20) #11.15 
sabaGtu - / abaGtu 'I preceded' (II, P. 286, L. 17) #10.5 
saribtu mina ?al-munGuri- saribtu mina ?al-munGeri 'I drank from the 

hollow-out' (II, P. 293, L. 17) #12.3 
sayban - sayben ' Shayban' (II, P. 282, L. 2) #7.12 
saGii (SGy) - saGe 'watered' (II, P. 287, L. 19) #10.11 
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simlalun � sim/elun 'agile' (II, P. 279, L. 21) #7.3 
sirbiilun � sirbelun 'shirt' (II, P. 279, L. 21) #7.3 
suGtu � /UGtu 'I drove' (II, P. 286, L. 17) #10.5 
siigid � segid 'worshiper' (II, P. 282, L. 4) #7.13 
siibilun 'remote' (II, P. 286, L. 8) #10.3 
/ayii (/yy) � /aye ' listened-d' (II, P. 287, L. 20) #10.11 
/ifof � /ijef'descriptives' (II, P. 287, L. 1) #10.5 
/iliib � /ileb 'difficulties '  (II, P. 287, L. 1) #10.5 
s'iira (/yr) � /era 'he became' (II, P. 281, L. 14) #7.10 
/ iilidun 'climbing' (II, P. 285, L. 19) #10.1 
talabanii � talabane 'he requested us' (II, P. 289, L. 2) #10.16 
tii � te 't' (II, P. 289, L. 13) #10.18 
tiibalin ' spice' (II, P. 280, L. 2) #7.4 
l alabanii zaydun � l alabane zaydun 'we requested Zayd' (II, P. 284, 

L. 23) #8.12 
liniib � lineb 'ropes' (II, P. 287, L. 1) #10.5 
lulibnii zaydun � lulibne zaydun 'we were requested by Zayd' (II, P. 

284, L. 22) #8.12 
liiba (lyb) � leba 'he enjoyed' (II, P. 281, L. 13) #7.10 
l iiridun � l eridun 'expeller' (II, P. 290, L. 6) #11.4 
l ii7ifun 'wandering/wanderer' (II, P. 285, L. 19) # 10.1 
wiiyilun 'infiltrator' (II, P. 286, L. 65) #10.2 
xibii() � xibe() 'evils' (II, P. 287, L. 1) #10.5 
xiiba (xyb) � xeba 'he failed' (II, P. 281, L. 19) #7.10 
xiifa (xwf) � xefa 'he feared' (II, P. 287, L. 13) #10.10 
xiifa (xwf) � xefa 'he feared' (II, P. 281, L. 13) #7.10 
xiimidun ' inactive' (II, P. 285, L. 19) #10.1 
xiitamin 'finger ring' (II, P. 280, L. 2) #7.4 
yadribahii � yadribahe 'he strikes her' (II, P. 284, L. 16) #8.11 
yadribahii � yadribahe 'he strikes her' (II, P. 283, L. 13) #8.7 
yadribii � yadribe 'they-d strike' (II, P. 283, L. 12) #8.7 
yadribii � yadribe 'they-d strike' (II, P. 284, L. 1) #8.9 
yuriydu tan yadribahii zaydun � yuriydu tan yadrib(ah)e zaydun 

'Zayd wants to strike her' (II, P. 288, L. 8) #10.14 
yuriydu tan yadribahii � yuriydu tan yadribii (II, P. 282, L. 22) #8.2 
yuriydu 7anyadribahii � yuriydu 7anyadrib(ah)e 'he wants to hit her' 

(II, P. 282, L. 20) #8.1 
yuriydu 7 an yad ribahii zaydun 'Zayd wants to strike her' (II, P. 284, 

L. 16) #8.11 
yuriydu 7 an yad ribahii � yuriydu 7 an yad ribii � yad ribe (II, P. 282, 
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L. 22) #8.2 
yuriydu tan yakiylahii � yuriydu tan yakiyl(ah)e 'he wants to weigh 

her' (II, P. 283, L. 6) #8.4 
yuriydu ? an yanzil ahii � yuriydu 7 an yanzil (ah)e 'he wants to remove 

it' (II, P. 282, L. 21) #8.1 
zaydun minnii � zaydun minne 'Zayd (is one) of us' (II, P. 288, L. 9) 

#10.14 
zaydii � zayde 'Zayd-d' (II, P. 282), L. 6) #7.12 
ziyanii � *ziyane 'beauty' (II, P. 284, L.  12) #8.10 
yayliin � yaylen 'GhayHin' (II, P. 282, L. 2) #7.12 
yiliib � yileb 'contests' (II, P. 287, L. 1) #10.5 
yiirimun � yerimun 'debtor' (II, P. 290, L. 6) #11.4 
yii7ibun 'absent' (II, P. 285, L. 19) #10.1 
d arbtu d arbah � d arbtu d arbe 'I struck a blow' (II, P. 292, L. 14) 

#11.12 
Gafo (n) (Gfiv) 'back' (II, P. 280, L. 15) #7.7 
Gasawtu 'I was cruel' (II, P. 286, L. 20) #10.5 
Gawiiriyr � Gaweriyr 'vases' (II, P. 292, L. 7) #11.10 
Gibiib � Gibeb 'domes' (II, P. 287, L. 1) #10.5 
Gifof � Gijef'small boats' (II, P. 287, L. 8) #10.6 
Gifof � Gijef 'round boats' (II, P. 287, L. 1) #10.5 
Gistu 'I measured' (II, P. 286, L. 20) #10.5 
Giimii � Gumtu 'he got up, 1 got up' (II, P. 281, L. 18) #7.11 
Giirib � Gerib 'round boat' (II, P. 293, L. 11) #12.2 
Giiribun � Geribun 'a boat' (II, P. 291, L. 10) #11.7 
Giiribun � Geribun 'a boat' (II, P. 291, L. 13) #11.8 
Giiribun � Geribun 'round boat' (II, P. 290, L. 6) #11.4 
Giilidun 'seated' (II, P. 285, L. 19) #10.1 
hattii 'until' (II, P. 289, L. 8) #10.17 
himGiinun ' insolent' (II, P. 292, L. 16) #11.15 
himiiri Giisimin 'Qasim's ass' (II, P. 291, L. 22) #11.9 
hublii � huble 'pregnant' (II, P. 281, L. 6) #7.9 
hublii (hbly) � huble 'pregnant' (II, P. 287, L. 18) #10.11 
7al-balbiil 'the confusion' (II, P. 280, L. 4) #7.5 
7al-gummiif 'the totality' (II, P. 280, L. 4) #7.5 
7al-xulliif 'the swallows' (II, P. 280, L. 5) #7.5 
7ariida tan yadribahii Giisimun 'he wanted that Qasim hit her' (II, P. 

292, L. 15) #11.13 
7ariida tan yadribahii riiSidun 'He wanted that Rasid hit her' (II, P. 

292, L. 15) #11.14 
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?al-kafir - ?al-kefir 'the infidel' (II, P. 290, L. 17) #11.6 
?al-kiifiruwn - ?al-kefiruwn 'the infidels' (II, P. 290, L. 17) #11.6 
?al-d ayii/i - ?al-d aye/i 'the skim milk' (II, P. 282, L. 1) #7.12 
?al-difiiJ - ?al-difef 'weaklings' (II, P. 287, L. 1) #10.5 
?al-mawiiriru - ?al-maweriru 'terrains' (II, P. 292, L. 6) #11.10 
?al-mi/bii/i - ?al-mi/beh 'the lamp' (II, P. 287, L. 8) #10.6 
?al-milfiin - ?al-mitrfen 'the one that pierces' (II, P. 287, L. 8) #10.6 
?al-niis - ?al-nes 'the people' (II, P. 285, L. 8) #9.3 
?al-sayiil - ?al-sayel 'the brook' (II, P. 282, L. 1) #7.12 
?al-Ganii (Gnw) 'the aquiline nose' (II, P. 280, L. 15) #7.7 
?al-Gal ii (Glw) 'the sand grouse' (II, P. 280, L. 15) #7.7 
?al-Gunniyy (Gnw) 'canals '  (II, P. 280, L. 16-13) #7.6 
?al-haggiig 'a pilgrim to Mekka' (II, P. 285, L. 8) #9.2 
?al-haggiig - ?al-haggeg ?al-haggag' (II, P. 285, L. 7) #9.1 
?al-n//iyy (f/w) ' sticks' (II, P. 280, L. 16-13) #7.6 
?ammii 'however' (II, P. 289, L. 8) #10.17 
?annii - ?anne 'whence' (II, P. 289, L. 10) #10.18 
?ariida Jan yadribahii riisidun - ?ariida Jan yadribahe riisidun 'he 

wants Rashid to hit her' (II, P. 292, L. 15) #11.13 
?ariida Jan yadribahii samlaGun 'he wanted Samlaq to strike her' (II, 

P. 288, L. 10) #10.14 
?arada Jan yadribahii yanGalu 'he wanted YanquI to strike her' (II, P. 

288, L. 10) #10.14 
?ariida ?anyadribahiizaydun - ?ariida ?anyacfrib(ahjezaydun 'Zayd 

wanted to strike her' (II, P. 287, L. 14) #10.9 
? arada ? an yad ribahii Gablu 'he wanted to strike her before' (II, P. 287, 

L. I5) #10.9 
?arada Jan yadribahii Giisimun 'he wanted Qasim to strike her' (II, P. 

288, L. 9) #10.14 
?arada Jan yadribahii Giisimun 'he wants Qasim to hit her' (II, P. 292, 

L. 15) #11.13 
. 

?arada Jan yadribanii bisawlin 'he wanted to strike us with a whip' (II, 
P. 288, L. 10) #10.14 

?arada Jan yarlamahii maliGun 'he wanted that Maliq know her' (II, P. 
288, L. 10) #10.14 

?axaotu min miilihi - ?axaotu min melihi 'r took of his wealth' (II, P. 
282, L. 3) #7.13 

?axotu ?axoah - ?axotu ?axoe 'r took a turn' (II, P. 292, L. 14) #11.12 
?illii 'except' (II, P. 289, L. 8) #10.17 
?iswidiid - ?iswided 'blackness' (II, P. 279, L. 21) #7.3 
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?iigurrin 'rewarder' (II, P. 280, L. 2) #7.4 
?iitaytu dimnii - ?iitaytu dmne 'r accompanied' (II, P. 287, L. 12) 

#10.7 
fabdii 'servant' (II, P. 282, L. 7) #7.12 
fagabtu mina ?al-samuri - fagabtu mina ?al-sameri 'r liked the 

entertainment' (II, P. 293, L. 16) #12.3 
falaynii - falayne 'against us ' (II, P. 283, L. 11) #8.7 
fanatii - fanate 'Anata' (II, P. 289, L. 3) #10.16 
faSii (fSw) - faSe 'dimness of sight' (II, P. 280, L. I7) #7.8 
fa/ ii (n) (f/w) 'staff/stick' (II, P. 280, L. 15) #7.7 
fayliin - fay/en 'Aylan' (II, P. 282, L. 2) #7.12 
nmriin - nmren 'edifice' (II, P. 293, L. 2) #11.16 
nmiidun - nmedun 'Imad' (II, P. 279, L. 17) #7.2 
nmiidii - nmedii - nmede 'Imad-d' (II, P. 284, L. 1) #8.13 
nmiidii - nmedii - nmede 'Imad-d. ' (II, P. 282, L. 14) #7.15 
nnabii - nnabe 'grapes' (II, P. 289, L. 3) #10.16 
nGriin - riGren 'drugged' (II, P. 293, L. 3) #11.16 
fuoiifirun - fuoefirun 'course' (II, P. 279, L. 11) #7.1 
fiibid - febid 'worshiper' (II, P. 279, L. 11) #7.1 
fiibidi Giisimin - febidi Giisimin 'worshiper of Qasim' (II, P. 291, L. 

23) #11.9 
fiididun 'supporter' (II, P. 286, L. 6) #10.2 
fiiorUun 'repetitious' (II, P. 286, L. 6) #10.2 
fiilim - felim 'scientist' (II, P. 279, L. 11) #7.1 
fiililun 'branded' (II, P. 286, L. 8) #10.3 
fii/imun 'protector' (II, P. 286, L. 5) #10.2 
fiilisun 'sneezer' (II, P. 286, L. 5) #10.2 
nrGii - *nrGe 'roots' (II, P. 287, L. 13) #10.18 
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128, 1 47 
Connection, 47, 49 

Descent, 61 ,  63,  70, 87 

d ammah see Close [u] 
(hi?, 57, 63, 1 33-9, 160 

Ease, 17, 59, 61 , 63, 83, 1 50 

Erect, 49, 53, 59, 68, 72, 78, 80, 93, 
95, 97, 99, 103, 1 39, 1 56, 1 83  

Exception, 52-5, 77, 1 30-2, 1 55 

FarazdaG, 1 5  

Jatnah, 1 3, 3 9, 45, 63, 65, 83, 107, 
109, 14 1 ,  1 46 

Favored, 89 
Fenrumune, 21 , 123, 126-7, 1 36, 

1 52-3, 1 59, 16 1  
Frequency, 3 1 ,  49, 5 3 ,  9 1 ,  95, 1 3 1-2, 

1 50, 1 53-4 

Greek, 1 1 8  

yayn, 57, 1 33-8, 14 1 ,  1 60 

fUddenness, 35, 37, 41 , 43, 126-7, 
1 47, 1 52, 1 59 

Hudba bin Khasram, 93 
higiiz, 1 3, 23, 25, 1 1 8, 121n, 124n, 

1 50-3, 1 56 

Descriptive see Adjective Implicitness, 47, 53 
Dialect see Arabic Language In-motion, 1 1 ,  1 3, 65 
Dictionary, 79, 87 
Doubled, 69, 82-105, 1 37, 1 41 ,  142 ku9ayr �azzah, 23, 1 52 

clad, 35, 57, 1 33-8, 1 41 ,  1 60 Language see Arabic language 
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Latin, 1 1 8 
Lightness see Ease 
Lowering, 63, 70 

magruwr, 27n, 97, 124n, 141  
Measure, 87 

Name, 2 1 ,  79, 1 32 
Norm, 5 1  

Open [ a] see fatliah 

Pru;tini, 3 
Paradigm, vii, 1 1 8-19 
Pattern, 51,  53, 77, 1 3 1 , 1 39; see also 

Norm 
Pause, 27n, 3 1 , 47n, 49, 83, 1 53 
Position, 1 1-15, 21-3 1 , 4 1 , 5 1 ,  

55-63, 89, 97, 123, 1 36, 1 52 
Preposition see Pull 
Prevention, 37, 56-8 1 ,  128, 1 33-45, 

160-1 
Pronominalization see Implicitness 
Pronunciation, 4 1  
Pull, 27, 29, 5 3 ,  69, 7 5 ,  85-9 1 ,  99, 

124, 1 32, 1 53 

Qur7an, 3 

Raised letters, 56-8 1 ,  133-43, 147-8, 
1 52, 1 54-5, 159, 1 63 

Raising, 1 1 , 1 3, 27n, 29, 37, 39, 57, 
83, 89, 9 1 ,  157 

ra?, 82- l 05, 1 1 3,  141-8, 153-4, 1 60 
Resemblance, 47, 73, 1 27, 1 6 1  
Rich translation format, vii, 1 1 9  
Rounding, I l l , 1 1 9 

Sanskrit, 3, 1 1 8 
Separation, 3 1 ,  71  
Shiraz, 3 

Sibawayh, 3-5, 79n, l O I n  
Silence, 3 1 ,  99 
Similarity, 1 1 ,  1 5, 2 1 , 39, 5 9 1 50 
Softness, 87, 1 20 
Still letters, 9n, 27n, 1 20 
Structure, 1 5-23, 57, 122, 1 5 1 ,  1 62-3 
Substitution, 1 5 , 49, 59, 65, 69, 76, 

1 32, 163 
Siirah, 99, 1 0 1  

/ad, 1 1 ,  1 3 , 56-8 1 , 105, 1 33-4 1 ,  
150, 1 58, 1 60 

/ ifah see Descriptive 

T-formation, 1 20 
Tamiym, 2 1 , 4 1 ,  1 23n, 1 52-3, 1 56 
Trilled see Doubled 

la?, 56-8 1 , 133-4 1 , 160 

Unconnection, 7 1 ,  75, I l l ,  1 13 
Unspecified, 79 
Upper palate, 63, 1 95 

wUw, 1 5-25, 39, 55, 87, 1 09, 1 1 8, 
122-3, 147, 150-2, 1 55-6, 
162-3 

VVeakening, 2 1 , 25 

xa?, 56-8 1 ,  1 33-4 1 ,  1 60, 1 1 8  

ya?, 1 1 -33, passim 
Yuwnis, 3 

Gaf, 1 3, 5 6-8 1 , 83, 87, 89, 95, 
133-45, 1 58, 1 60 

7al-KhalTI, 3, 79, l O I n  
7al-Siyrafiy, 4 
?idyam see Assimilation 
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